details to improve your home

ting ideas for your rooms • your parties • your gardens
The recreation room.
One of the active rooms.

The floors for the active rooms:
Armstrong vinyl floors.

Here's a room for parties, fun, good times. It's one of the active rooms... the rooms where you live a lot, where you entertain a lot. Armstrong vinyl floors belong here and in all the active rooms of your home. They start out looking beautiful and they stay that way with very little care.

This handsome new floor is Coronelle Vinyl Corlon® 87061. The realistic brick design and texture add character, help hide scuffs and heel marks. Coronelle Corlon is just one of the many Armstrong vinyl floors.

Look for the Armstrong name on the roll; assurance of quality. Look for your Armstrong retailer in the Yellow Pages, under “Flooring.”

FREE: 24-page booklet of decorating ideas for the active room of your home. Write Armstrong, Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
OK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB members continuously have a wide choice of useful and valuable Book-Dividends like these.

AS A DEMONSTRATION...
you may have ALL of these FIVE INDISPENSABLE COOKBOOKS

AT ONCE IN A SHORT EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP

FOR ONLY $2 A VOLUME

THE SUGGESTED TRIAL: You simply agree to buy three Club Selections or Alternates within twelve months at members' prices

A home-library building plan every reading family should know about: BOOK-DIVIDENDS

THE OBVIOUS PURPOSE of this suggested trial is to have you discover, by actual experience, the extraordinary opportunity you will have to acquire a well-rounded library of useful as well as beautiful books at little cost—through the Club's unique Book-Dividend system. If you continue after this trial, for every Club Selection—or Alternate—you buy you will receive a Book-Dividend Credit which, upon payment of a nominal sum, will entitle you to a fine library volume. Many volumes call for only one Credit plus $1.00 or $1.50—somewhat more for an unusually expensive volume.

* HOW CAN THIS BE DONE? A portion of the amount members pay for the books they buy is accumulated and invested in entire editions of valuable books and sets through special contractual arrangements with the publishers in each case. These are the Club's Book-Dividends. Since its inauguration, the almost incredible sum of $375,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been received by Club members.

* GOOD SENSE • There are three other benefits of membership. First, members have a wide choice among the best new books—at least 200 a year. Second, prices average 20% below retail prices. Finally, the Club's unique method of operation insures you against missing the new books you fully intend to read, but so often fail to through sheer overbusyness.

America's most popular cookbooks... each the best of its kind

DY OF COOKING by Irma S. Rombauer & Marion R. Becker. More than 4300 recipes. Favored in over 6,000,000 American homes.

RETAIL PRICE: $6.30


RETAIL PRICE: $12.95

THE NEW YORK TIMES COOK BOOK edited by Craig Claiborne. More than 400 recipes. "One of the best basic cookbooks." —The Saturday Evening Post

RETAIL PRICE: $8.95

THE SPICE COOK BOOK by Day & Stocker. 1400 recipes, from appetizers to desserts. "For the best kind of American food, both plain and fancy." —N.Y. Times

RETAIL PRICE: $12.95

LAROUSSE GASTRONOMIQUE. The internationally famous bible of cooking. A prime reference book of chefs, gourmets and experts; the world authority containing 8500 recipes, 1000 illustrations, many in full color. "The mightiest, farthest-ranging, most astonishing single cookbook in the history of eating."—Life

RETAIL PRICE: $20.00

ORDER NOW!

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc. 345 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y. 10014

Please enroll me as a member of the Book-of-the-Month Club and send me the five cookbooks shown here, billing me only $2 a volume. I agree to purchase at least three monthly Selections—or Alternates—during the first year I am a member. I have the right to cancel my membership any time after buying these three books. If I continue after the trial, I will earn a Book-Dividend Credit for every Selection—or Alternate—I buy under the system described above. (A small charge is added to all shipments to cover postage and mailing expense.) PLEASE NOTE: Occasionally the Club offers two or more books at a special combined price. Such purchases are counted as a single book in fulfilling the membership obligation.

(MR. MRS. MISS) (Please print plainly)

Address...

City... Zone... State...

[Signature]
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Decorating
36 Connoisseur's Compart Decorative globes
49 Imaginative details can make all the difference
110 Serene house: Unexpected detail
116 How to wake up an old-fashioned house: color and pattern
132 It's the detailing that counts
136 Glistening news: Silver walls
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120 The pleasures of detail in a thoughtfully planned house
142 New shapes to live in
162 Building information

Creative Crafts
140 How to make macramé

Entertaining
114 Notes for the hostess by Diana Bryan
148 Corkscrew Sherry—by Hugh Johnson
149 House & Garden's Winter Vegeatable Cook Book by Nika Staden Halin

Music
18 Looking and Listening: Video tape recorders

Gardening
128 How to build excitement into the simplest garden
168 Gardener's Month: Use your fence as a landscape divider
172 Notes for February gardeners

Kitchens and Housekeeping
38 The notes of a happy housekeeper by Mary Elizabeth Folter
164 Built-in vacuum cleaner systems

Features
16 What's new for living
24 Antiques questions and answers by Louie A. Bower

Travel
32 Going places, finding things in Lima, Cuzco, and Machu Picchu by Jose Wilson

Reader's Service
40 Shopping Around with Betty Fitzgerald
159 Gourmet's Guide
162 Shopping Information
174 Best in Booklets

TO: HOUSE & GARDEN SUBSCRIBERS
The U.S. Post Office is currently putting the new 212 Code plan into effect which will result eventually in greatly improved service. While this change is under way, your subscription copy may be late in arriving. Please be patient with us— the delay is unavoidable.
1967 Cadillac has received the most enthusiastic acceptance ever accorded a Cadillac V-8 car. There are many sound reasons for admiration. First, there is Cadillac's new foreswep beauty with its crisp, tailored. All who have driven the newest Cadillac are impressed with its noticeably more spirited V-8 performance, its variable ratio power steering and its superb cornering ability. They also appreciate Cadillac's unexcelled safety features like the new General Motors-developed energy absorbing steering column, padded instrument panel and folding seat backs that latch securely in place. Finally, Cadillac's wide selection of twelve models—including the excitingly new Eldorado—provides an unparalleled choice of body styles and interior luxury. Isn't it time you, too, drove the most acclaimed Cadillac of all?
Almost nobody makes silver by hand anymore. But we still have the touch.

There are some things that just can't be done by machine.

For instance, a machine can't use artistic judgment when it comes to creating the shadows and highlights on Valencia (far right). So we have a real live artistic man do it. By hand.

That may sound unusual in this day and age, but it's not unusual for us. All in all, we manage to find about 35 reasons to do things by hand on each piece of silverware we make.

That means you have about 35 good reasons to look for the "IS" maker's mark before you buy. It means you don't have to spend a small fortune on handmade silver, to get the kind of silver you want.

You can take advantage of special savings over open stock prices when you buy a basic service for 4, 8 or 12.

To get a free color brochure of all our patterns, write to The International Silver Company, Meriden, Connecticut.

International Sterling

Joan of Arc

Vision

Valencia
Harmony... high key and contemporary in a beautiful blending of Selig furniture protected with “SCOTCHGARD” Brand Stain Repeller. Spills, even oily ones, won’t bother this handsome quintet. “SCOTCHGARD” Repeller makes them blot-able. And “SCOTCHGARD” Repeller is soil-resistant. Hence, all this beauty stays newer longer.

Let your style sense sing out. With 94 inches of gracious sofa. With barrel-back lounge chair and matching ottoman. With sofa and chair both with brass casters, buoyant spring-edge fronts. And with a pair of wood-cradled pull-up chairs. All cushioning deep and soft, and Polydacron wrapped. This coordinated roomful of seating by Selig is specially priced, for a limited time only, at $670... and saves you $183. Original oil painting by Selig/Art, $99.95. Send $1.50 to Box SP, Selig Manufacturing Company, Leominster, Massachusetts, for hard-cover folio of Contemporary Design.

Selig

Harmony... in a word it’s SELIG
Family room and kitchen floor: Kentile's new Berkshire textured vinyl asbestos tile. Individual 12" x 12" tiles permit quick, easy self-installation. Colors: Shown with feature strips and KenCove® Vinyl wall base. Interior by James Childs Morse, A.I.D. Your Kentile® Dealer? See the Yellow Pages under "Floors"

$55? Yes, you can have this vinyl tile floor for about $55? Yes, you can have this vinyl tile floor for about $55 when you install a 12' x 15' Berkshire floor yourself.

EVERT SINCE it was first published, this monumental encyclopedia has been recognized the world over as the supreme authority on food.

Compiled more than 25 years ago by the master chef and gastronome, Prosper Montagne, it was first printed in Paris by the publishing house of Larousse. In over a million 15,000 entries, it details all mankind's knowledge about food, and its preparation.

The book was reprinted in France several times, until recently it was available only in the publisher's edition - but for only $1.89, with membership in THE COOK BOOK GUILD!

THE COOK BOOK GUILD invites you to discover for yourself the many adventures in food that Larousse Gastronomique can help you enjoy.

When you agree to accept only four selections or alternates over the next two years, you may obtain this extraordinary volume for only $1.89, plus shipping and handling, mailed to you today.

If you take special pleasure in preparing and sharing unusually good food, The Cook Book Guild will add much to your life. For here is a close-knit group of devoted exclusively to seeking out the world's great cook books and making them available to you at guaranteed savings of at least 30%.

As a member, you'll learn what great chefs look for when selecting ingredients... how impressive menus are planned by famous hosts... you'll discover budget-stretching tips... family and region cooking secrets... delicious ways to diet... how to save time, effort and money.

Forthcoming selections are described in the free monthly bulletin, The Cook Book News, which also includes a "recipe of the month." You may take as few as four selections or alternates within two years or as many as you wish. With every fourth book you buy, you may choose a Bonus Book from a list of books on cooking, homemaking, etc.

SEND NO MONEY! To join the Guild and get Larousse Gastronomique for only $1.89, plus shipping and handling, mail the coupon today.

THE COOK BOOK GUILD
Garden City, N. Y. 11531

Please enroll me in The Cook Book Guild, send me Larousse Gastronomique, and bill me only $1.89 plus shipping and handling. If not delighted with this great encyclopedia of food, wine and cookery, I may return it within 10 days and this membership will be cancelled.

If I keep the volume, my only obligation is to accept only four of the monthly selections or alternates during the next two years at guaranteed savings of at least 30%. With every fourth selection or alternate I do accept, I may choose a Bonus Book from the list provided.

MR. MRS. MISS
ADDRESS
CITY...STATE...ZIP

(PLEASE PRINT)

This offer good in Continental U.S.A. only.

THE COOK BOOK GUILD
Dept. 72-HG2, Garden City, N. Y. 11531

Please enroll me in The Cook Book Guild, send me Larousse Gastronomique, and bill me only $1.89 plus shipping and handling. If not delighted with this great encyclopedia of food, wine and cookery, I may return it within 10 days and this membership will be cancelled.

If I keep the volume, my only obligation is to accept only four of the monthly selections or alternates during the next two years at guaranteed savings of at least 30%. With every fourth selection or alternate I do accept, I may choose a Bonus Book from the list provided.

MR. MRS. MISS
ADDRESS
CITY...STATE...ZIP

(PLEASE PRINT)

Please enroll me in The Cook Book Guild, send me Larousse Gastronomique, and bill me only $1.89 plus shipping and handling. If not delighted with this great encyclopedia of food, wine and cookery, I may return it within 10 days and this membership will be cancelled.

If I keep the volume, my only obligation is to accept only four of the monthly selections or alternates during the next two years at guaranteed savings of at least 30%. With every fourth selection or alternate I do accept, I may choose a Bonus Book from the list provided.
Some necessities can be luxurious. Pamper yourself with Stevens.


Other home fashions from Stevens: Forstmann blankets, Gulistan carpets, ready made draperies, and Utica towels and bath rugs.
The biggest savings on the biggest books come from the Literary Guild

As your introduction, choose ANY FOUR of these 52 best-sellers, reference works, even sets ALL for $1

if you join the Guild now and agree to accept only four selections or alternates during the coming year

40% to 60% on the new books you want!

Library Guild guarantees to save you 40% to 60% on the new books you want!

Try membership in the Guild now while huge savings on new best-sellers like these are made possible because the Guild prints its own fine editions on its own presses designed especially for large, economical runs. Full-cloth bindings, careful typography and colorful jackets make Guild books a proud addition to any library.

Your only membership obligation is to buy four selections or alternates during the coming year, from among 20 or more which will be offered each month. And for every four books you buy, you may select a free bonus book from a special catalog.

Try membership in the Guild now while you can choose from so many outstanding new titles. There’s no need to send any money; just fill out and mail the attached postpaid card today.

LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA, Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11531
Portable dishwasher by KitchenAid
New cutting board top by Herman

Dishwasher specialists designed bottom and a butcher designed the top.
So when you buy one, you get a pretty special dishwasher.
On top, a solid, hard maple cutting board for slicing meat, vegetables, fruit, etc.
Below, a dependable KitchenAid dishwasher.
How dependable? Many of the washers we made as early as 1930 are still going strong.
But that's not all you get. KitchenAid portable also gives you the same thorough washing and drying systems our built-ins have. Capacity for a whole day's dishes. Automatic-Lift Top Rack for loading. And it's the only portable with porcelain enamel on the inside and outside. Beautiful Edged Color tone or White exteriors.
Visit your KitchenAid dealer (in the Yellow Pages) and take a look at our new portable. Thanks to a butcher, it's a cut above the rest.
Or write KitchenAid Dishwashers Dept. 7DA-2, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio 45373.

Products of The Hobart Manufacturing Company, makers of commercial dishwashers and food waste disposers.
beautiful van Gogh ART REPLICA own at right now sells for $19.95 in museums and art galleries throughout area. But mail the coupon below and we help you or any other famous paint this page for 14 days FREE. You then, if you wish, purchase it—not for but for only $3.95 plus mailing with trial membership in the ART REPLICAS SOCIETY. Or you may return 4 days—and owe nothing.

"do we give you this handsome ART REPLICA practically as a gift, even though it was flabbergasted to discover: "At three feet he actually can't tell your REPLICA from the real van Gogh—with the exception of the hand on the canvas as he started his painting." At three feet you will want to own more than one."

Professor Albert d'Andrea
Chairman of the Art Department of New York's City College.

Send no money now—but please mail the coupon today. If not completely delighted, return REPLICA within 14 days and owe nothing. My membership will be cancelled without obligation.

My first selection is No. No. No.

My three Society selections are No. No. No.

Print Name
Address
City State Zip (if known)

Signature (Society must be signed by adult to be accepted.)

ART REPLICAS SOCIETY
Division of Grolier Enterprises, Inc.
845 Third Avenue, Dept. PM, New York, N.Y. 10022

Yes, please send my handsomely framed van Gogh (or other ART REPLICA of my choice) a $19.95 museum and art gallery value—and bill me only $3.95 plus mailing charge. If $16.00. Also enroll me as a member of the ART REPLICAS SOCIETY. My only obligation is to accept as few as three additional REPLICAS from this page at the Society's low price of only $9.95 each—about half price. Take as long as 6 months to pay. Send no money now—but please mail the coupon today.

WHICH WAS THE PRICELESS VAN GOGH?

The sensitive fingers of a connoisseur—fooled!

One somewhat skeptical art lover had no difficulty in picking out the real van Gogh—with the help of a magnifying glass. But then we reshuffled the paintings, and took the magnifying glass away. "Now try," we asked. He did—and guessed wrong.

Hang first ART REPLICA in your home free for 14 days—no obligation to keep it.

Mail coupon today. If not completely delighted, return REPLICA within 14 days and owe nothing. Otherwise, keep it for only $3.95 plus mailing charge. As a SOCIETY member you need only accept three additional REPLICAS from this page at the Society's low price of only $9.95 each—about half price. Take as long as 6 months to pay. Send no money now—but please mail the coupon today.

WHICH WAS THE PRICELESS VAN GOGH?

Send no money—Detach and Mail Coupon Today

Conventional flat reproduction

3-dimensional ART REPLICA

ART REPLICA is real artist's canvas, richly framed in antiqued wood

3-dimensional ART REPLICA

WHICH WAS THE PRICELESS VAN GOGH?

Send no money—Detach and Mail Coupon Today

Conventional flat reproduction

3-dimensional ART REPLICA

ART REPLICA is real artist's canvas, richly framed in antiqued wood

3-dimensional ART REPLICA

WHICH WAS THE PRICELESS VAN GOGH?

Send no money—Detach and Mail Coupon Today

Conventional flat reproduction

3-dimensional ART REPLICA

ART REPLICA is real artist's canvas, richly framed in antiqued wood

3-dimensional ART REPLICA

WHICH WAS THE PRICELESS VAN GOGH?
Started to notice little dry skin lines?

Skin Dew helps dew away dry skin lines 24 hours a day.

Those little lines aren't the end of the world. Just a warning to take the fastest action possible—Skin Dew by Helena Rubinstein.

In the morning, slip into Skin Dew Moisturizing Emulsion. Its precious moisture seeps deep. Works invisibly to help dispel dryness. Leaves the barest, silky mist over skin so make-up flows on with ease—stays fresh longer.

At night, re-dew with Skin Dew Moisture Cream with exclusive Collagen Protein (a natural substance comparable to the proteins in young skin). Its rich emollients, moisturizers and softeners—all conspire to help fight wrinkles, keep skin soft, supple, smooth.

Now go ahead and fib about your age—no one would believe the truth!

Skin Dew Moisturizing Emulsion

Skin Dew Moisture Cream with Collagen Protein for Dry Skin

Helena Rubinstein

©1967, Helena Rubinstein, Inc.

Notes for the Hostess

By Diana Bryan

After a long and tiring drive to spend a long weekend with some friends a while back, we really appreciated their thoughtfulness upon our arrival. Instead of being rushed right into a conversational whirl, we were shown to our room where a miniature refreshment stand had been set up for our private pleasure. On a small table were assorted bottles of liquor, splits of soda, a pitcher of water, a bucket of ice, two sizes of glasses, even a plate of olives, cocktail onions, and lemon peel.

In case we preferred another kind of fortifying, our hostess had also provided a small electric coffeepot and coffee cups. It was wonderfully relaxing to be able to have a drink, unpack our clothes, and get ready for dinner in peace and quiet. And each evening thereafter, when we repaired to our room to dress, we found a small basket of apples or pears waiting for us—plus a thermos of ice water and the evening paper.

In re courtesy to an overnight visitor: it is no more than considerate to remember that a striking clock to which you may be thoroughly accustomed can destroy a guest's sleep appallingly. Surely there is some way of muffling it.

Too many people think of mincemeat as only for making pies and for that, only during the winter holiday season. Actually, it is a treat you can enjoy the year-round. I am partial to baked apples stuffed with mincemeat, and poached pears served with mincemeat. A mincemeat parfait is delicious in either hot or cold weather. On the spur of the moment, I have even made mincemeat-and-poundcake sandwiches for tea, and everyone loved them.

Tart shells are another culinary item too often used in just one fashion, but they are really quite versatile. For a very special first course, I like to pile tart shells with lumpfish caviar mixed with chopped hard-cooked egg, seasoned with a whiff of onion and lemon juice, and topped with a dollop of sour cream sprinkled with chopped parsley. Small shells filled with creamed mushrooms are marvelous with roast beef; filled with creamed spinach, they do wonders for fish. Goldenrod eggs in shells of slightly larger size make an easy, delectable main dish for a brunch, accompanied by bacon or a sausage.

At a party last weekend I was introduced to a new hors d'oeuvre I had never thought of before: miniature crepes farcies, 2 inches long and filled with crab meat.

Formidable!

The traditional patterns of Spode dinnerware—both the Lowestofts and the bone china—must be familiar to everyone. But not long ago two Spode extravaganzas I had been unaware of came to my delighted attention. One was the hand-painted Audubon series in white china beautifully decorated with twelve birds of brilliant plumage—a different bird on each plate or cup. The plates have a Harmoni burg edge set off with 14-carat gold and worthy of the superb artistry of the paintings.

My other discovery was that for anyone who craves true dinner elegance, Spode will monogram a china service, or even a dozen plates, in color or in gold. What a superb present for a very special occasion!
I am an architect. This is my vacation home. I built it of redwood.
AN ELECTRONIC WATCHMAN FOR VACATION HOMES. A small plug-in device—the “Winter Watchman”—acts as a sentry against one of the homeowner’s most dreaded problems: the freeze-up of heating and plumbing pipes when the family is away from home for a few days. To work the watchman you set the dial for any temperature from 30 to 60 degrees and connect the device to a lamp which automatically turns on if the temperature drops below that level, thus giving a cooperative neighbor the cue to visit the house and turn up the heat. Priced at $10.50. Honeywell Inc., 2701 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn., 55408.

TWO SHADES TO A WINDOW. A decorative way to control the quality of daylight in a room was recently introduced in the form of color-coordinated shades to be hung in pairs. One is an opaque shade for keeping out the sun. The second—to be hung between the opaque shade and the window—is translucent enough to admit light, but still it preserves privacy. Each comes with a decorative border, and the opaque serves as a valance when not in use. By Breneman, Inc., 1133 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45202.

A PATTERNED SLEEPING BAG INTO A COMFORTER. A good-looking cousin of the conventional Army-Navy store bedrolls for boating or camping trips is designed, not for outdoor use, but for children or teenagers to take to each others’ houses for overnight visits or slumber parties. “The Traveler” can be used as a sleeping bag for sleeping on the floor, or unzipped and spread out to make an extra cover for a bed. One side is covered in a solid color, the other side in a choice of two prints, both Moorish in feeling. The filling is Dacron and the whole bag is machine washable. Complete with matching tote bag for $15. N. Sumergarde & Sons, 261 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10016.

SECOND HOMES ABROAD. Both Americans and Europeans are beginning to acquire second homes in some of the new communities that are springing up in picturesque Europe. Some of the apartments can be purchased, some are available on minimum periods. And the prices range from those keyed to tiny budgets to those for the very affluent. Common to most of them is an agreement that assumes maintenance chores; the luxury of amenities; an idyllic ambiance, with nearby entertainment and centers. Two such communities now in existence are La Noble—high in the Swiss Alpine ski country, near Montana Grans, on the Rhone Valley—and Cala Salions, 150-acre site on Spain’s Costa Brava. For information on La Noble Contree, write: Housing Properties, Inc., 80 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10016. For Cala Salions: Properties, Inc., 911 15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., 20005.

Continued on page 163
See how Reed & Barton sterling ignites with color to reflect the richness of the Renaissance, the grandeur of Spain, and the romance of a red, red rose. If you always thought sterling looked silver, look again.

REED & BARTON
The concert hall piano for people who don't give their concerts in a concert hall.

A piano that sounds its best in a concert hall can sound wrong in a living room. There’s a reason.

To keep music lovers happy in the concert hall, you need a piano that rates high in both tone and volume. But put the same piano in a living room, and it might just drive everyone out. The sound is too big.

Now take Chickering.

We have all the richness and sonority it takes to please the critical ear. It has the concert hall tone all right. Only we make the volume on strictly a living room scale. After all, you don’t have to reach people in the balcony.

Our action is smooth and swift enough for professionals. Or for someone who just wants to playfully finger out Brahms’ Lullaby.

You’d have to say Chickering is somewhat intimate. It’s more friendly around the price tag, too.

The plain fact is, we’ve done more than anyone else to improve the sound and mechanics of pianos. And we’ve been doing it longer (144 years to be exact). So there’s no reason we can’t say our family piano sounds as good as anyone else’s concert piano. We’ve simply never cared to be loud about it. That’s all.

Write for brochure

Chickering

East Rochester, New York A Division of Aeolian Corporation

LOOKING AND LISTENING

VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS

The liveliest advance in electronics since Color TV, they make "instant" sound movies—original or copied.

Now that the audio tape recorder has become a fairly familiar fixture around the house, its greatest asset (not counting pure fun) has turned out to be its prowess as an educator and note-taker. In view of this achievement, it was inevitable that, in time, a videotape recorder (VTR, for short) be perfected. And today it has. You can have your choice of a good half-dozen of these wonderful tripart machines, each the pride of as many manufacturers.

There is nothing new, of course, about silent home movies, but home movies with sound, made possible by simultaneous audio and visual taping, are barely a year old. In both types of taping, the basic method is the same. Sound or visual images are converted by a microphone or camera to varying electrical signals that register patterns on a plastic tape coated with iron oxide. When the process is reversed and the electric signal is amplified through...
Mommy! Daddy!
I can read Dr. Seuss all by myself!"

I know something special is happening the moment a child first turns, wide-eyed, from the lovable DR. SEUSS creatures to the words that tell about them. As follows the print, excitement grows until the secret is kept a moment longer and she shouts: "I read it myself!" That's the way love of reading starts... with beguiling BEGINNER BOOKS by Dr. Seuss and his friends... full of words written in easy "beginner" words.

Take these BEGINNER BOOKS for only $49 (Publisher's Catalog price $5.85)

Our Introductory Trial Offer
Prove the benefits of the BEGINNING READERS' PROGRAM by accepting the three books shown here—a $5.85 value at the publisher's catalog price—for $1.49. Even this small investment in your child's reading and school progress carries no risk. Ten days' trial must convince you the program will stimulate your child's appetite for reading, or you may return the three introductory books and owe nothing. If we prove our point, have you ever seen a greater bargain? Fill out and mail the attached card (or coupon below) today!

IF REPLY CARD IS GONE—MAIL THIS COUPON

If not delighted, I may cancel enrollment any time after purchasing four monthly selections. If we prove our point, have you ever seen a greater bargain? Fill out and mail the attached card (or coupon below) today!

Child's Name please print
Age
Address
City State Zip Code (if known)
Parent's Signature

This offer available in Canada. Canadian residents mail coupon to New York address. Shipment of books and all services will be handled within Canada.

IF REPLY CARD IS GONE—MAIL THIS COUPON

THE BEGINNING READERS' PROGRAM, Dept. X-6
A Division of Grolier Enterprises Inc., 845 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022

Please enroll my child in the BEGINNING READERS' PROGRAM and send at once the three BEGINNER BOOKS pictured here, for which you will bill me only $1.49 plus a small mailing charge. If not delighted, I may return these books within 10 days and owe nothing. Otherwise, each month thereafter, you will send my child another BEGINNER BOOK for which I will pay only $1.49 plus a small mailing charge (instead of the publisher's catalog price of $1.95). I may cancel enrollment any time after purchasing four monthly selections.

Child's Name please print
Age
Address
City State Zip Code (if known)
Parent's Signature

This offer available in Canada. Canadian residents mail coupon to New York address. Shipment of books and all services will be handled within Canada.

COMING OVER TO MY HOUSE

Bennett Cerf's book of Animal Riddles

Illustrations with © 1969 by Dr. Seuss

THREE HAPPY NEW BOOKS

By DR. SEUSS

GREEN EGGS AND HAM

Using only simple words, Dr. Seuss shows how even something as unfamiliar as green eggs and ham is worth trying—it may turn out to be delightful!

THE END
VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS continued from page 18

a speaker or TV tube, the original sound or picture is reproduced.

Video tapes may be played back immediately without processing by connecting the recorder to a television monitor. Tapes can be erased, in part or entirely, and reused hundreds of times without loss of quality.

Certainly the reusability of the tape is a welcome factor, since one running less than an hour costs about $30, not a bagatelle when added to the original investment of $600 to $1,000 for the basic equipment trio of recorder, camera, and monitor. Not that you can spend more. A professional video tape-recording camera that produces pictures of documentary quality costs $15,000. In time, however, you may spend less. Reportedly, it will soon be possible to convert a home TV into a monitor for about $30, thus taking good nip out of the initial outlay.

The scope of home movie making is infinite. Favorite or special television plays or concerts that may never be repeated can be taped with the push of a button—even if you are not at home to supervise the process. Time—quite like those on an oven—does the trick. Portable enough to be carried fairly far afield, the equipment can also be transported and plugged in at the scene of any event that promises to be worthy of recording. Athletes find the tapes of games and track meets of enormous help in pinning down exactly what went wrong or right and why. Actors (the braver of them) are equally eager to find out how they really walk and talk a look. Tape will tell them: “Nothing,” one tyro says, “is quicker catching your bad mannerisms.”

But even if you have never wound up in the pitcher’s box (or don’t intend to) or strode the boards (and would swoon dead if you had to), as long as you can point a camera, you can make a movie—playing it back and erasing as you go until you have achieved a perfection which, although it may not be D. W. Griffith, will be rather more precious. It will be yours.

If you cannot point a camera, or do not care to, $50 will buy you an hour’s program of “canned” or pre-recorded video tape. So far, most of these entertainments are in the pop-combo and folk music category, but there are plans afoot to tape the performances of classical music in Europe where production costs are lower. Before long you will in all likelihood be able to buy Leonard Bernstein’s Young People’s Concerts which are already on tape and waiting only for the contracts to be signed to effect their release.

Furniture craftsmanship in the Kittinger tradition to express just you. Available through leading dealers and interior designers.

a room marked personal

KITTINGER

by General Interiors

Showrooms: NEW YORK • BUFFALO • BOSTON • CHICAGO
ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

Send 50 cents for Kittinger Portfolio, 1883 Elmwood Avenue,
Buffalo, New York 14207

A pioneer in the VTR field, Ampe presents its recorder in a rugged carrying case with built-in handles. For seeing the future, the set is designed to be modified for color at some moment to come. Solid state; AC current.
Cast an enchanting spell in your garden!

Let the entrancing pink magic of this new Hybrid Tea Rose transform your garden into a wonderland of beauty and fragrance. Bewitched is really a rose lover's dream come true—a continuing profusion of florist-type, exhibition blooms on tall, vigorous growing plants. Its gracefully pointed buds, captivating fragrance and non-fading pink color will charm and delight you for years to come. Plant Bewitched this Spring and prepare for enchantment. Available at your local nursery or through your favorite mail order rose catalog.

Bewitched

1967 ALL-AMERICA AWARD WINNING ROSE CREATED BY

GERMAIN'S, INC.

Since 1931
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Antiques
Questions & Answers
By Louise Ade Boger

Steinway—let me count the ways

There have been many love affairs between music-lovers and the Steinway. "There's nothing like it in the world," says Rubinstein. "This glorious instrument" (Casadesus). "The most important thing in the world to me next to music itself" (John Browning). They like its tone, its sensitive response, and the quality construction that makes Steinway the most durable piano. Make it your investment.

Steinway & Sons 113 W. 57th St. New York

Please send for color catalog B.

I would like very much to know the age and origin of this clock which has been in my family for several generations. The base is ebony and the case, tortoise shell inlay. The movement is marked on the back "Vincent," E.H.H.—Augusta, Me.

Your lyre-shaped clock, covered with a glass dome, appears to be French of the Napoleonic period. The maker, Vincent, is listed as working in Paris in the year 1812.

Could you date this pitcher for me? The mark on the bottom reads: "D.E. McNicol, East Liverpool, O." and below that, the number "1118." R.J.—Memphis, Tenn.

Your earthenware pitcher was made between 1892 and 1900 which were the years when the McNicol pottery was in business in Ohio. "1118" was the number of the model.

Continued on page 26
What causes water spots? An invisible film. It clings to glasses, silver, dishes. Water drops stick to it and dry into spots. Now Dishwasher *all* with its built-in spot remover penetrates this invisible film, strips it away. Now, water drops can’t stick, can’t spot. Go on. Try it. You’ll see.
ARGUS

by

Fostoria

All Argus pieces available in crystal, blue, olive green, ruby. See them at your Fostoria Dealer.

CIRCA 1858 IN THE HENRY FORD MUSEUM COLLECTION—

exquisite reproductions to delight you who cherish the best of
our past, and all who understand that the truly interesting is the
bringing together of beautiful things in any theme. Of lustrous
flint glass like the originals, with brilliance and sparkle for most
elegant dining. Handmolded — to fortify everyday enjoyment.
Crystal, blue, olive green, ruby—complete service in one of the
loveliest old patterns for the liveliest new look in decorating . . .

ARGUS

by

Fostoria Class, Dept. H-7 Moundsville, W. Va

All Argus pieces available in crystal, blue, olive green, ruby. See them at your Fostoria Dealer.

ANTQUIES

continued from page 24

AMERICAN LOW-POST BED

Can you tell me the approximate age of my walnut "cannonball" bed? It
round wooden pegs in the posts and oblong pegs in the rails.
D.B.H.—Walnut Ridge, A

Your low-post bed with cannonball finials is typical of designs made
American cabinetmakers between 1825 and 1840.

This mark is on the back of my leaf dish—an heirloom. Can you tell me anyth­
ing about it?
M.K.—South Amboy, N. J.

Majolica is tin-glazed redware, and
"Etruscan majolica" was the trade­
mark used by the Griffin, Smith & Hill
pottery in Phoenixville, Pa., 1879-1900.

AMERICAN MAJOLICA

AMEERICAN PARLOR STOVE

This little cast-iron stove is only 24 inches long. It has ship designs on
side and is marked on front and top "1839 Plymouth, Vt.—No. 7—Tyson
Furnace." For what use was it made?
A.G.—Boy Port, Mi

Stoves such as yours were used in farmhouses for heating the farm­

ers. They were not designed for cooking. The Tyson Furnace was the
name of the mine where the iron ore was secured and smoked. By 1850 the
Tyson mine was closed and wood-burning stoves no longer made.

I have a 4-inch-high bust of Lincoln made entirely of ground-up currency. It had
sticker on back with $7,500 written old script. What is its origin?
W.H.T.—Monroe, N.

Between 1876 and 1928, worn out and repurposed currency returned to the U.S. Treasury
Department was macerated to pulp and sold to the contractors who offered the highest
bids. They had it made into busts of prominent Americans and replicas of national
monuments, which were sold in Washington as souvenirs. Since the sale of the pulp
was discontinued in 1929, your bust would date between 1876-1929. The "$7,500" stick­
er on the back might have been meant to suggest the amount of currency it contained.
but this would have been impossible to estimate once the paper had been macerated.

CURRENCY BUST
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round wooden pegs in the posts and oblong pegs in the rails.
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but this would have been impossible to estimate once the paper had been macerated.

CURRENCY BUST
BREAKTHROUGH! New Culligan automated electronic water softener

Exclusive Culligan Mark 8 solid-state Aqua-Sensor recharges only when it senses the need. Saves salt, provides unlimited soft water.

Unlimited Soft Water. If house guests arrive, if you have extra loads of washing, if the bath and shower are extra-busy—no problem. You always get clear, filtered soft water.

Efficient, Economical. If you are away for a day, or on vacation for a month—no problem. Aqua-Sensor does not recharge. If the hardness of your water supply varies—same answer. Aqua-Sensor recharges only when needed. Saves salt, saves water.

How Aqua-Sensor Works. There are two sensors located at the bottom of the ion-exchange resin bed. When hard water reaches the upper sensor, the lower sensor is still immersed in softened water. The sensors electronically detect the difference and signal the solid-state controller. At the proper time, the unit automatically recharges.

Nothing Else Like It. You'll be tempted to call our new product Edison or Einstein. For a demonstration of its revolutionary new water softening genius, call and say

Culligan Inc. and franchised dealers in the United States, Canada, Europe, Latin America, Asia, Australia. Home Office, Northbrook, Ill. • Franchises available.
You can bask in the sun all day...
You can dance the Limbo till dawn...
You can raft miles down the Rio Grande...

but you haven't been to JAMAICA...

Photographed at the Royal Caribbean Hotel & Sea Club, Montego Bay, Jamaica, W.I.

until you've tasted

Tia Maria
JAMAICA'S HAUNTING LIQUEUR
(EVEN IF YOU NEVER GET THERE, BUY TIA MARIA... AND DREAM)
The Longines Symphonette Invites You To Accept...

This superb two-record Treasury

FREE

preferring the all-new LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM!

Nothing to buy — no contracts to sign!

24 Golden Memory Goss and Melodies To Keep FREE!
• Whispering
• The Skib of Araby
• I've Got The World
• On A String
• Girl of My Dreams
• Manhattan Serenade
• Wedding of The Painted Doll
• In A Little Spanish Town
• Great Day
• My Man
• Pagan Love Song
• Margie
• Broadway Melody
• Where'd You Get Those Eyes
• What Can I Say Dear
• After I Say I'm Sorry
• Toot, Toot, Tootsie
• Good-bye
• Singing In The Rain
• Song of Love
• Honey

more in your FREE two-record Treasury!

YES, YOURS FREE

Memorable songs from "THE GOLDEN TWENTIES"
The most beautiful, sweeping and complete two-record Treasury of the great "Standard" popular songs ever to be released!

How many of your most precious personal memories are associated with songs? Songs that vividly recall the people, places that shaped your life and your destiny. Mishel Piastro and The Longines Symphonette have traveled back to "The Golden Twenties" to bring together for you the 24 greatest songs and melodies... and you are invited to accept the two-record Treasury of this memorable music FREE just for previewing the all-new Symphonette LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM — The Best Music of "The Nostalgic Thirties!"

Your FREE two-record Treasury dramatically demonstrates the superb quality of all releases of The Living Music Program. Spectacular "Living Sound", so magnificent, so true to life it is just like having a "live" orchestra of your own to provide music for dining, for family gatherings, for parties — and for those quiet moments of reminiscence.

Your FREE two-record set is our gift to you if you will preview for 10-days (without cost or obligation) the first release in The All-New LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM:

THE NOSTALGIC THIRTIES - "BROADWAY'S MILLION DOLLAR MELODIES" "SHOW ME" - INTERNATIONAL PARADE "THE SYMPHONETTE GOES POP!"

Some of the new releases included in THE LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM!

MAIL POSTAGE-PAID CARD OR COUPON TODAY!

THE LONGINES SYMPHONETTE LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM

Symphonette Square • Larchmont, N.Y. 10538

YES—send my FREE two-record Treasury and reserve a charter membership in THE LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM. Also send release "The Best Music from "THE NOSTALGIC THIRTIES" to play again and again for 10 days FREE. I will return "The Nostalgic Thirties" and own nothing... or send just $4.95 (plus postage-handling cost) and I have the FREE two-record "GOLDEN TWENTIES" Treasury, at any event. Thereafter, I will receive a new two-record Treasury every two months for $4.95, I may cancel membership at any time.

Send just $4.95 (plus postage-handling cost) in full payment! Of course, you may accept as few or as many LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM releases as you wish. And you build a complete, matched library of the world's most beautiful music! Deluxe two-record sets of The Longines Symphonette quality might sell In the finest record stores for as much as $11.90 — members pay only $4.95! But... decide for yourself... and accept the superb two-record Treasury, of the memorable music from "The Golden Twenties" as our FREE gift.

THE LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM IS NEW AND DIFFERENT!

Every two months The Longines Symphonette releases a brand-new, freshly recorded two-record Treasury. You enjoy each release in your own home FREE for 10 days, then, if you wish, you may return the Treasury and owe nothing. But best of all, decide to keep any release, and send just $4.95 (plus postage-handling cost) in full payment! Of course, you may cancel your membership at any time without further obligation! You may accept as few or as many LIVING MUSIC PROGRAM releases as you wish. And you build a complete, matched library of the world's most beautiful music! Deluxe two-record sets of The Longines Symphonette quality might sell in the finest record stores for as much as $11.90 — members pay only $4.95! But... decide for yourself... and accept the superb two-record Treasury, of the memorable music from "The Golden Twenties" as our FREE gift.

MAIL POSTAGE-PAID CARD OR COUPON TODAY!
Italians are born romantics. In a centuries-long tradition, they've brought flowers from the Italian countryside creatively into their villas, delicately hand-carving the intricate floral designs into their furniture. The most famous is the rosette—an unbelievably beautiful match for the slimly tapered legs and sculptured arms.

You can't change a romantic. So that's the way Globe does it.

Here...in Tuscan Villa, one of Globe's many true-to-the-original collections. See it at your favorite furniture store or send 50c for Globe's booklet of the fine furniture of all periods.

...the sign of distinction in your home
Globe Furniture Co., Dept. HG271, High Point, N.C. 27261
a division of Burlington Industries

GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS IN

LIMA, CUZCO, MACHU PICCHU

BY JOSE WILSON

Travel nowadays is a quick study in contrasts. In a matter of hours, winter is exchanged for summer, today for yesterday, a sophisticated city for a primitive village. I can think of no country I have visited where you are more conscious of this than in Peru. In a day you can step back in time seven centuries, from the hustle of twentieth-century Lima to the overwhelming, untouched grandeur and solitude of Machu Picchu, the Inca fastness that, hidden from Pizarro's despoothing army, lay secret, sleeping and secluded in its great green mountain bowl, until Hiram Bingham, a Yale professor and one-time U.S. senator, discovered it in 1911. The contrast is compounded if you start your trip, as I did, in New York City and change both climate and country overnight by taking Braniff International's non-stop seven-hour and thirty-five-minute flight to Lima.

The ruined Inca fortress of Machu Picchu, now frequented solely by tourists, flocks of grazing llamas. In the background is Huayna Picchu.

Festoons of Spanish splendor catch the eye in and around Lima. Above left, a phalanx of crowned lamp posts at a house entrance in San Isidro.

ABOVE RIGHT, facade of the sixteenth-century church of San Agustin.
Lima

Lima’s capital as well as present-day Peru’s, Lima is the first step in time. Despite the fact that this is a modern city with its quota of white, skyscraping buildings topped by neon signs, there are many reminders of the days of conquistadorean splendor—the Plaza de Armas, the colonial churches and old houses, narrow streets overhung by shuttered balconies and lined with heavy doors that open to quiet courtyards. One of the most felicitous of the Spanish style is the Torre Tagle Palace on Jirón de la Unión, dubbed a palace (which it hardly resembles) because the Marqués de Torre Tagle served briefly as president of the republic of Peru. The interior and exterior are a lighthearted, utterly harmonious medley of the styles favored in Spain, from the Churrigueresque and Plateresque to Sevillan, Moorish, and Italian. Around the pebble-paved central patio is a second-floor gallery with a wedding-cake charm—festooned with wood arches of pale pink and white, lined with brilliant blue and gold. The small family chapel is burnished with gold leaf; wooden windows and soffits are carved within an inch of their lives. Ranging the street are two enclosed balconies screened Moorish-nth fretted mashrabia screens, where presumably the Torre Tagle ladies took the air and took in the passing scene without being seen. Light, bright, and airy, the house is a small gem. Although it is now used as offices by the Foreign Ministry, it is open public.

Whereas the Torre Tagle Palace makes history come to life, the museums devoted to pre-Columbian artifacts have the imperity common to museums the world over. Two of the most outstanding are in the suburb of Pueblo Libre, the Rafael Larco Herrera Museum at Avenue Bolivar 1515 and the (Continued on next page)

In Cuzco, Spanish Colonial buildings rise on Inca foundations. Top, Plaza de Armas, the main square, once the heart of the Sacred City, now dominated by baroque churches. Left, steeply pitched cobblestone streets wind down toward the square. Above, a mesita woman works at her loom.

..._the sign of distinction in your home

The cabriole leg was born late in the 17th century in a creative effort to vary the familiar turned and squared legs. The first efforts were elaborate, but in time, the leg was smoothed out into one long sinuous line in conformity to the grain of the wood. This was the simple beauty of 18th century south...that’s the way Globe does it.

Here is the Charleston Galleries collection, one of Globe’s many faithful recreations of the fine furniture designs of all ages. See them at your favorite furniture store or send $0.50 for our fully illustrated booklet.

Globe Furniture Co., Dept. HG272, High Point, N.C. 27261

free booklet

Why should a boy learn to play piano? Is your child ready for lessons? What should you know before you buy a piano? This free booklet answers these and many other questions for parents. Mail the coupon below for your free copy. Everett Piano Company, South Haven, Michigan 49090.

Please send my free copy of:

☐ "He Shall Have Music Wherever He Goes"
☐ "She Shall Have Music Whenever She Goes"
☐ Both

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
Age of child

Everett Piano Company
South Haven, Michigan 49090

Think of the many places in your home that could welcome a clock like this—think of the warmth it would add—the serenity its golden chimes would bring. Gracious guardian of each golden hour, a Ridgeway clock is at once fine furniture and a family friend. Let us show you the many sizes and styles to choose from.

Send 25c today for a complete catalog—the "Story of Clocks"...other literature. Write Ridgeway/Division of Gravely Furniture Co., Inc., Dept. HG, Ridgeway, Virginia.
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continued from preceding page

Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology at Plaza Bolívar. The Larco Herrera Museum, a white, modernized colonial house wrapped in a walled garden of green lawns, geraniums, cacti, and bougainvilleas, contains a staggering collection of 40,000 pieces of pre-Columbian pottery ranging from 2000 B.C. to the Inca era, as well as textiles, gold, wood, and copper. In a smaller building, carefully locked but opened on request, is a rather endearingly naive—and not at all shocking—display of pottery erotica. No such license is allowed at the larger, more formal museum. Here the ceramics, textiles, stone carvings, mummies, and household objects are arranged in a logical, explanatory sequence and you can distinguish the subtle differences between the various ancient Peruvian cultures, of which the Inca was the last and most powerful. Such is the continuity of design in Peru that many of the Indian handicrafts made today, especially the weaving of the Quechua Indians, are direct descendants of the forms, motifs, and geometric patterns of these ancient treasures.

This is equally true of Peruvian food. Corn and potatoes, chiles and wild herbs are still staples of the Indian diet, as a tour of any street market will show. Even in Mexico I have never seen such an exotic assortment of chilies, of all shapes and colors from white and pale yellow to purple and bright red, and the potatoes (Peru, the home of the potato, grows some hundreds of varieties) are equally strange—black, purple, orange, spotted—like potatoes in a psychodelic vision. The market stalls flaunt great calabashs of fiery red and saffron-yellow chile sauces, and annatto, the tiny reddish spice found in many Peruvian recipes, neatly packaged in corn husks.

Peruvian cuisine has no parallel among the countries of Latin America. While it is certainly spicy and occasionally scorching, there is a sublety and imagination in the combination of ingredients that lifts it far above the primitive level. Half the fun of eating Peruvian food is to attempt to detect the flavors—and more often than not you are fooled by encountering something totally alien. A green dipping sauce for anticuchos, the little skewers of grilled beef heart, defied analysis. The flavor was definitely mint, but no mint I knew. Later in the Cuzco market-place I bought a huge bouquet of wild herbs and by dint of sniffing and nibbling, pointing and asking "Que es?" identified it as a wild mint called haacatay. There is a very good and authentic book on Peruvian food, Comida Criollos Peruanos (Peruvian Creole Food Cook Book) by Francisca Baylón that can be bought in Lima bookstores. In both Spanish and a side-by-side English translation, it gives Peruvian recipes, from anticuchos and escabeches to chicha, a heavy fermented brew made mainly from corn.

Luckily there are at least four excellent restaurants in Lima where you can get the taste of real Peruvian cooking (always an essential prelude to trying out a recipe). Canela Fina in San Isidro and Karamanduka in the Plaza de Acho Building are both folklore restaurants, while eating at the Acho Building are both folklore restaurants, while eating at, while eating at, you are diverted with songs, folk dances, Las Tres Monedas beautiful, antique-stren reast in an eighteenth-century min, and Le Pavillon, noted for fine Continental cooking, have Peruvian dishes on the menu.

At Le Pavillon, owner Ro Piaget ordered a typical sample for our luncheon party. First had, as appetizers, smoked salt trout from Lake Titicaca; then fried yucca with a sauce from avocado, mayonnaise, a yellow chile; cebiche de corv, white fish fillets "cooked" in marinade of citrus juice, onions and chile and served with a slice of sweet potato and corn cob. At these delicacies came picante langostinos, large prawns in spicy sauce; tomillo saltado crioll tenderloin Creole-style; a for dessert, the fragrant so dished tropical fruit called cha moya, with orange juice poured the center. The before-lunch ca tales was, of course, the ubiquitous and delicious Pisco Sour, made from the local light brandy and lemon juice. For this, you shak 2 jiggers of Pisco, 1/2 jigger of car y syrup, the juice of 1/2 lemon and 1/2 egg white with cracked ice, strain and tinge the foam to a with a quick dash of Angostura bitters. Pisco is cheap in Peru, es especially the Pisco, so it worthwhle devoting your liquor allowance to it. Good brands can be bought in the Lima airport shops, en route home.

I found the shopping in Lim superenchanting. Among the more attractive and inexpensive shops are the Pucara pottery bulls, gentle Ferdinand-like animals, some with holes in the backs for candles—and Ayacucho churches. Both are examples of Spanish-influenced folk art. Sun burst mirrors, gilt-edged and set with glass, and silver are Lima specialties, and the pretty articulated silve fish pins make good gifts. Lima's main shopping street Avenida Nicolas de Pierol (known locally as Colmena, the bee hive) and Jirón Union both run at right angles from Plaza San Martin and are conveniently near the big hotels, the Grillon and Bolivar. But the best selection of Peruvian crafts is to be found at the Art Center Shop at Alamed Ricardo Palma 216 in the nearby suburb of Miraflores. The Mi flor shopping center also has a good gift shop.

CUZCO

Two hours southeast of Lima by air, Cuzco lies at a breathless altitude of over 11,000 feet (anyone with heart trouble is advised not to go there). As the non-pressur
February, 1967

Turislas is old and rather gloomy, arrived from a centuries-old tradition. Colors and design motifs that are deep enough are woven into the hand-woven pieces. Cuzco has the look of a typical Spanish village, the Savoy new and bright. The room of the Savoy, where I had lunch, overlooked the town. From that vantage point, the red-tiled roofs and adobe houses, church spires and brown hillsides give Cuzco the look of a typical Spanish town. It is only at ground level, and on closer examination, that you can glimpse ancient Cuzco, the capital and sacred city of the Incas, a place of palaces and temples and treasures of gold, splendidly conceived and constructed. For although the Spanish razed the Inca structures and built their own churches and mansions on top, the stone foundations and walls remained, withstanding even the earthquakes of 1650 and 1950 that brought down the later architecture. It is easy to see why. The remaining curved wall of the Inca Temple of the Sun and the walls on Calle Loreto are examples of truly superb stonemasonry. Without mortar to bind them, the stones were hewn, shaped, and fitted by hand to dovetail with their neighbors—on the wall of the ruined palace of Inca Roca has no less than twelve angles. The defensive walls of the fortress of Sacsayhuamán, a mile north of the city, are composed of enormous granite blocks, some weighing many tons and measuring 20 feet high, all presumably moved into place by human labor. This was abundant, for in the advanced social state of the Incas everyone had an ordained job, and idleness was a crime.

Cuzco is in Quechua Indian country. In the countryside it is not uncommon to see a strong-featured Indian woman seated on the grass, her children clustered around her, deftly weaving bright strands of wool into traditional geometric patterns on a portable loom. Barefoot, she is dressed in the local costume—voluminous calf-length skirts, layers of shawls over a blouse, and either a masculine-looking black felt hat to show she is pure-blooded or a white straw that denotes a mestizo.

The Indian market in Cuzco, a haphazard array of stalls and vendors that spills over three or four blocks near the railroad station, blazes with color—the strong, bright hues of the women's clothes, the brilliant piles of chiles and vegetables, the hot pink and orange woolens hanging in store doorways. There are Indian panchos and knitted face masks for sale in the market, but for major purchases it is advisable to go to one of the local shops. Federico Alarco at Callejón de Pavia has a large selection of fur rugs, panchos, pottery, and woolen goods. For antiques, including paintings of the Cuzco school (Indian and mestizo interpretations of Spanish religious art), visit the shops of Alberto Yabar on Plaza de Armas and Braulio Herroso at Pumacurco 356.

After Lima, the food served in Cuzco hotels is less than inspiring, with a liberal helping of grass, with a liberal helping of starch vegetables, but the local Pilsener-type cerveza Cuzqueña is excellent and as a switch on the usual Pisco Sour you can try a rather interesting cocktail made from Pisco and algarrobina, the

Continued on page 176

Peruvian marketplaces are happy hunting grounds for the crafts of the country. In Cuzco, a Quechua Indian woman hawks handwoven ponchos, shoulder bags, and rugs with vibrant colors and design motifs that are derived from a centuries-old tradition.

Of the two main hotels, the Turistis is old and rather gloomy, the Savoy new and bright. The windows of the fifth-floor dining room of the Savoy, where I had lunch, overlooked the town. From that vantage point, the red-tiled roofs and adobe houses, church spires and brown hillsides give Cuzco the look of a typical Spanish town. It is only at ground level, and on closer examination, that you can glimpse ancient Cuzco, the capital and sacred city of the Incas, a place of palaces and temples and treasures of gold, splendidly conceived and constructed. For although the Spanish razed the Inca structures and built their own churches and mansions on top, the stone foundations and walls remained, withstanding even the earthquakes of 1650 and 1950 that brought down the later architecture. It is easy to see why. The remaining curved wall of the Inca Temple of the Sun and the walls on Calle Loreto are examples of truly superb stonemasonry. Without mortar to bind them, the stones were hewn, shaped, and fitted by hand to dovetail with their neighbors—one in the wall of the ruined palace of Inca Roca has no less than twelve angles. The defensive walls of the fortress of Sacsayhuamán, a mile north of the city, are composed of enormous granite blocks, some weighing many tons and measuring 20 feet high, all presumably moved into place by human labor. This was abundant, for in the advanced social state of the Incas everyone had an ordained job, and idleness was a crime.

Cuzco is in Quechua Indian country. In the countryside it is not uncommon to see a strong-featured Indian woman seated on the grass, her children clustered around her, deftly weaving bright strands of wool into traditional geometric patterns on a portable loom. Barefoot, she is dressed in the local costume—voluminous calf-length skirts, layers of shawls over a blouse, and either a masculine-looking black felt hat to show she is pure-blooded or a white straw that denotes a mestizo.

The Indian market in Cuzco, a haphazard array of stalls and vendors that spills over three or four blocks near the railroad station, blazes with color—the strong, bright hues of the women's clothes, the brilliant piles of chiles and vegetables, the hot pink and orange woolens hanging in store doorways. There are Indian panchos and knitted face masks for sale in the market, but for major purchases it is advisable to go to one of the local shops. Federico Alarco at Callejón de Pavia has a large selection of fur rugs, panchos, pottery, and woolen goods. For antiques, including paintings of the Cuzco school (Indian and mestizo interpretations of Spanish religious art), visit the shops of Alberto Yabar on Plaza de Armas and Braulio Herroso at Pumacurco 356.

After Lima, the food served in Cuzco hotels is less than inspiring, with a liberal helping of starch vegetables, but the local Pilsener-type cerveza Cuzqueña is excellent and as a switch on the usual Pisco Sour you can try a rather interesting cocktail made from Pisco and algarrobina, the

Continued on page 176

CASA de BLANCO is a fresh reminder that Spanish design is a newly exciting source of decorative inspiration. All the enchantment of Old Spain and New Spain comes together in White's numerous style variations and design motifs. Many pieces are richly ornamented like this elegant breakfront. Others reflect the simplicity and decorative charm of Country Style Spanish. Deeply etched carvings, ornamental black wrought iron, brass studded latticework, and the light, honey-hued finish present fascinating plays of color and pattern throughout the collection. Decorating with Casa de Blanco is like choosing individual, custom-designed pieces. See for yourself with illustrated booklet.*

*Send 25¢ for booklet showing Casa de Blanco Collection, to White Furniture Company, Dept. HG-2-67, Mebane, N.C.
Little Kim was abandoned by her mother in an alley of Seoul, Korea. She was found curled up behind a box, shivering, hungry and frightened.

Her G.I. father probably doesn't even know she exists. And since Kim is a mixed-blood child, no relative will ever claim her.

Only your love can help give little Kim and children just as needy, the privileges you would wish for your own child.

Through Christian Children's Fund you can sponsor one of these youngsters. We use the word sponsor to symbolize the bond of love that exists between you and the child.

The cost? Only $10 a month. Your love is demonstrated in a practical way because your money helps with nourishing meals...medical care...warm clothing...education...understanding housemothers...

And in return you will receive your child's personal history, photograph, plus a description of the orphanage where your child lives. You can write and send packages.

Write today: Verbon E. Kemp
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.
Richmond, Va. 23204
I wish to sponsor [ ] boy [ ] girl in (Country)
[ ] Choose a child who needs me most, I will pay $10 a month.
I enclose my first payment of $ . . . . Send me child's name, story, address, and picture.
I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $. . . . [ ] Please send me more information. HG27

Your child will know who you are and will answer your letters. Correspondence is translated at our overseas offices.

(If you want your child to have a special gift—a pair of shoes, a warm jacket, a fuzzy bear—you can send your check to our office, and the entire amount will be forwarded, along with your instructions.)

Will you help? Requests come from orphanages every day. And they are urgent. Children wrapping rags on their feet, school books years out of date, milk supplies exhausted, babies abandoned by unwed mothers.

Since 1938 thousands of American sponsors have found this to be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with youngsters around the world. Little Kim and children like her need your love—won't you help?

Top shelf: Pair of eighteenth century globes, terrestrial and celestial, in bases of carved ivory. 8 inches high. $1,800 pair. Frederick P. Victoria

Bottom shelf: At left, an eighteenth-century French "mappe céleste" of the earth and the planets in bronze. 17 inches high. $1,800. Next to it, one of a matching pair of eighteenth-century globes on Chippendale carved wood bases. 8 inches high, $1,800 the pair. Frederick P. Victoria. Etagère, Doris Dessaur.

Above left: Tabletop globe of the Old World with Latin place names set in an Italian walnut cradle. 5 inches high. $15 from Alfred Dunhill

Above right: Floor-standing, contemporary globe of plastic, illuminated from inside. Walnut base; 36 inches h. $160 at Hammacher Schlemmer

Connoisseur's Corner

DECORATIVE GLOBES

Globes depicting the earth or the heavens have been popular for centuries as scholarly aids which are at the same time highly romantic and decorative. The earliest examples—celestial globes going back to the fourth century B.C.—were engraved on copper. But the type of globe made today of paper goes glued on a pasteboard sphere was developed in the sixteenth century when, as a result of Columbus’ voyages, interest in globes became widespread. Here is a varied assortment, from the miniature to the grand, of antiques, replicas of antiques, and contemporary designs.

Above left: Tabletop globe of the Old World with Latin place names set in an Italian walnut cradle. 5 inches high. $15 from Alfred Dunhill

Above right: Floor-standing, contemporary globe of plastic, illuminated from inside. Walnut base; 36 inches h. $160 at Hammacher Schlemmer

Top shelf: Pair of eighteenth century globes, terrestrial and celestial, in bases of carved ivory. 8 inches high. $1,800 pair. Frederick P. Victoria

Bottom shelf: At left, an eighteenth-century French "mappe céleste" of the earth and the planets in bronze. 17 inches high. $1,800. Next to it, one of a matching pair of eighteenth-century globes on Chippendale carved wood bases. 8 inches high, $1,800 the pair. Frederick P. Victoria. Etagère, Doris Dessaur.

TOM YOR
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lian celestial globe of wood bed with red paint. Includes nets, zodiac, etc., and has com­s in base. 14½ inches high. $75 Altman's. Lamp, Doris Dessauer.

Diminutive globe supported by three brass griffins. Represents the world of the sixteenth cen­
tury, labeled in Latin. 5¼ inches. $20 from Alfred Dunhill.

Some left: Reproduction of antique Italian leather globe mounted on put pedestal represents Old World. 10 inches h. $19 at Henri Bendel.

Some right: Globe based on ancient maps that include early discoveries New World. Measures in its walnut cradle on plinth base 18 inches gh. $75 at B. Altman & Co. The collection of shells from Stix Shells.

Papier-mâché globe in floor­standing mahogany cradle, its rim painted with six­teenth-century Italian de­signs. Based on maps and charts used by early explor­ers; surface treated to re­semble parchment. 37 inches tall. $200, W & J Sloane.

The people who built your dishwasher * recommend that you use something besides a detergent to prevent water spots. They recommend:

**LIQUID JET-DRY**

for dishwashers with automatic dispensers for JET-DRY

LIQUID JET-DRY causes glasses, silverware and china to shed water instantly after they are rinsed. No water drops are left on the dishes to dry into unsightly water spots. Dishwasher manufacturers, recognizing JET-DRY as the answer to water spotting, equip many models to inject LIQUID JET-DRY into the rinse water. If your dishwasher is so equipped, don't run out of JET-DRY. Even one dishwashing without JET-DRY can cause spots.

**SOLID JET-DRY**

for dishwashers without dispensers for JET-DRY

SOLID JET-DRY is now available for dishwashers not equipped to dispense LIQUID JET-DRY. It dries dishes just as spot-free and sparkling (and just as automatically) as LIQUID JET-DRY does in dishwashers equipped with automatic dispensers. SOLID JET-DRY comes in the form of a bar which is neatly encased in a plastic basket. You simply clip the basket to any corner of the upper rack of your dishwasher. Remember to buy JET-DRY. At grocery stores and dishwasher dealers.

* JET-DRY is recommended by the manufacturers of all 28 makes of dishwashers.

© Economics Laboratory, Inc.
Like everybody else, I made a list of especially virtuous New Year’s Resolutions on January 1, and I am still trying my best to keep them: I will answer my mail the day it arrives, go on a diet, save receipts for income tax time. I will give beautiful little dinners for eight, and make sure that each of the children has a special friend come to visit for part of every weekend. I will allow no tarnish to develop on brass or silver; I will sew on every button the moment it pops off. Most important of all, I will try to forgive myself if I do not manage to achieve all these exalted aims, all of the time.

* * *

We have just turned part of our cellar into an admirable mud room. Since we all use the basement entrance during stormy weather, shedding wet and muddy garments and boots on the way in, I decided to buy one of those landing clothes racks with an open shelf at the top and a shoe or boot rack at the bottom. I set it up near the furnace so things would dry out quickly—even put an old hassock down there to sit on while putting on and removing boots. Our laundry room is also in the basement, so when the children come in really soaked from playing in the snow, I can give their wet things a whirl in the dryer, set at a safely low temperature.

* * *

At Christmas time we made some pretty but rather fragile holiday decorations to hang on the walls, but a hearty family argument rang up about where to put them. We started trying them in various spots only to discover they were beginning to tear a little every time we moved them. Sally solved this problem by making some patterns out of the Sunday comics in the exact shape of the decorations. These we could put up easily with masking tape, and, as the comics were colored, they gave a convincing illusion of the finished decoration. When we finally agreed on the best spots, all we had to do was make a tiny mark where each decoration was to go, then hang it up to stay. It occurred to me that this technique would be extremely useful when hanging pictures or any heavy and/or fragile wall ornaments. You can put a pattern up in minutes and leave it for a few days to be sure you have it in the right spot before you permanently mar your wall.

* * *

I have found still another use for the little magnets we use to hold a sheet of paper to the side of the refrigerator when we want to put it into a bulletin board. One day I was trying to follow a rather complicated recipe and could not find a handy place to put it where it wouldn’t get splattered and used. Then my eye fell on the magnets, and I used one to stick recipe card to the hood of the stove, right at eye level, and on harm’s way.

* * *

It seems to me that we are always buying new snow shovels. I have noticed most of these appear to be made of something resembling aluminum foil. All ours used to develop an alarming tendency to crumple and break along the business end. This year we have found an apparatus gem. Our new “Frost-liner” made by Bissell, has a thin stainless steel edge bolted to the blade to strengthen its bite, and the shaft is lined with Teflon so the snow doesn’t stick. Actually we bought two, and from the looks of this they’ll be with us for a while. 

### Septic Tank-Cesspool Owners

Whether your home is new or old—

**Rid-X Can Save You Hundreds of Dollars!**

Whether your home is new or old, you can have a costly, messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. But amazing Rid-X acts to prevent this . . . works to keep your sewage system working smoothly.

Yes, Rid-X works to keep septic tanks, cesspools trouble-free! Helps prevent messy back-ups and foul odors.

**Rid-X can save you Hundreds of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping!**

**TESTED AND PROVEN!** Impartial scientific laboratory tests show that Rid-X helps break down and liquefy waste materials so they can’t clog your unit and overflow.

**EASY TO USE—just pour in toilet bowl and flush.** That’s all. Rid-X can’t harm porcelain, metal pipes, fittings.

**NEW FOIL PACKAGE WITH HANDY POUR SPOUT**

Write for new illustrated booklet! 16 Fact-Filled Pages on Care and Maintenance of Septic Tanks, Cesspools. Send 10¢ for postage and handling to:

Rid-X, P.O. Box 24, White Plains, N.Y.

Another Famous Product of the O-CON Company, Inc.
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If your child is a poor reader
—see how phonics can help him

Try it at our risk—for two weeks!

See how your child can learn to read better and spell better in just a few weeks with records that teach him by phonics, at home! Mail Free Trial Coupon below.

Would you like to see your child gain as much as a full year's grade in reading in as little as six weeks? These are results parents have seen again and again with this simple one-on-one tutoring course in reading.

Mrs. B. J. Smith of Concord, Calif., writes: "In ten weeks my son advanced from second grade level in reading to the fourth grade level. His spelling improved to the high fourth grade level. We feel fortunate in learning of The Sound Way To Easy Reading."

Mrs. B. J. Smith is only one of over 80,000 parents who have turned to The Sound Way to Easy Reading or help in the frustrating problem of a child who can't read. And over 11,000 schools use it.

Teaches with records
Don't think it's all your child's fault if he hasn't learned to read. Many of our brightest children are not able to grasp the "look-and-say" method taught in most schools today. Yet, many educators insist that at least 80% of our children must have formal training in phonics—that they will never master reading without it!

That is why so many poor readers show remarkable progress with The Sound Way to Easy Reading. It teaches reading by the phonics method (the method by which most parents learned to read years ago). Its phonograph records and charts show your child exactly what to do, so he can teach himself without any help from you.

The records drill him in the sounds of the 26 letters in the alphabet and their blends. Once he learns the 123 basic phonics sounds in this course he can read up to 85% of the words in the English language. It works for children of all ages—in the earliest grades, and even in high school.

Tested and proved
In a pilot study by university psychologists, children gained up to a full year's grade in oral reading skill after only 30 lessons with The Sound Way to Easy Reading.

A semester-long study involving 214 pupils in 4 Chicago schools proved that the classes given The Sound Way to Easy Reading showed marked improvement in reading and spelling over the control groups.

Help your child now
Don't wait for your poor reader to reach high school before coming to his aid. By starting your child on The Sound Way to Easy Reading now, you can change his entire attitude toward school—turn his sense of failure into the joy of success. Try it free for two weeks. You send no money—just mail this coupon now!

USED BY 80,000 PARENTS
who send many letters like these:

Advanced two grades—"Larry was having a really hard time in second grade until he took your phonics course. Then, in two months, his grades went from D's and F's to A's and B's. I cannot give your course enough praise."

Mrs. Muriel Rich, Fairfax, Va.

Better marks—"At the end of his first semester in fourth grade, Gerald's highest mark was a D-minus. After working 6 weeks with the records his lowest mark was C."

Mrs. William Leger, Buffalo, S. Dak.

Four sons—"In twelve weeks, two of our boys brought up their reading grades from D to B. And our other two came up from D to C. I'll never get more for my money than I already have with your course."

Mr. John Gehde, Jr., Casville, Wis.

IN 11,000 SCHOOLS
Teachers are highly enthusiastic

Recommends to parents—"We are using your course for remedial work in reading and phonics instruction. The children have been greatly helped. I recommend it to parents as a home-tutoring course for poor readers."

R. E. Pineo, Principal, Augusta, Ga.

A pleasure to hear my class read—"I am just delighted. In the last twelve weeks 22 of my 29 fourth grade pupils brought up their scores in silent reading. Their oral reading is so improved it's a pleasure to hear them now."

Mary L. Henderson, Crowley, La.

FREE TRIAL COUPON

Bremner-Davis Phonics, Dept. E-9
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

Please send me The Sound Way To Easy Reading, postpaid, on approval. After 2 weeks trial, if I see encouraging results, I will send $5 as first payment and will remit $5 each month for the next 5 months. Or, I will send $25 as payment in full. If not satisfied after first 2 weeks, I will return the course and owe you nothing.

Send me 33 1/3 RPM, 45 RPM

Name
Address
City, State, Zip

☐ TEACHERS: Check for prices and facts on Classroom Edition with large wall charts.
Learn...

Decorative Arts and Crafts

• FOR FUN • FOR PROFIT

Now YOU can create, decorate and sell gifts of all kinds. Thrilling hobby and excellent opportunities for part or full-time business. Start a gift shop. Low tuition. Easy payments.

FREE BOOKLET - Send for our color-illustrated booklet telling all. No obligation. No salesman will call.

Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS
Dept E-8, 2251 Barry Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90064

Buffet blockboard

When the gang's all here, a guest helps himself to the same assortment that hangs from hook; slices same on the polis maple-hardwood block. Fran black wrought iron 14" high; ting board's 7" square, 1½" th. Oh, what a wonderful part (Food not included). $7.95 plus post. Henry R. Smith Studio, H 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087

Two's company

Cocktail-for-two table and chairs, terrific for coffee time parties. Provincial design, black wrought iron, lives indoors or out. Table, 29" h. by 28" dia. Red black with white laminated top. Chair, 37½" h., solid co. Vinyl seat. Set, $59.95. Ex. chairs, $19.50 ea. Exp. coll. Cour-Ne, H62, 1054-L Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, N. J. 07012

Picture this

Your needle glides as graceful as DeGas' brush this flowers embroidery portrait. Instructions bring her to life in mauve shad. Dish lace border of soft green. Many finished or white gilded frame. by 12". Kit $1.95 plus 35¢ per Classic Corner, 12H Water St, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Tender tribute

Crown Staffordshire fires the heart...one bone china boxes decorate with delicate wreaths of past flowers and legends that read respectively: "You are witty and pretty", "Forget me not". 1½" by 1"—lovely hearts for a ring stamps, monies—little things that count. $5.50 ea. ppd. Edith Chap man, HIC2, Route 303, Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913.
Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund. Please include Zip Code.

**A WIG IS FUN!**

So why not satisfy your curiosity without making a big investment. Get a high fashion colored wig (Endo Carril's amazing new reproduction of human hair) in Ash Blonde, Brandy, Auburn or Black. Comes to you completely set, but you may reset it in any style you wish. Wonderful for "instant" hairpin. Since it's elastomeric to fit all head sizes, it makes a great gift for all ages. $6.98. Add 35c post.; 15c to orders. Ronnie, Dept. 4R.

**DON QUIXOTE hand carved in MEXICO**

From south of the border, the world's most lovable hero, remarkably hand carved in rich, dark wood. Copied from the famous illustrations of Paul Gustave Doré. Here is an adventurous, different decoration for a den, library or living room... or a gift for someone who appreciates fine sculpture, 19" high. $6.50 ppd.

**FREE Spring Catalog**

Ready February 13

Fully illustrated 100 pages of camping specialties, fishing tackle, clothing and footwear for men and women. Featuring practical outdoor items, many of our own manufacture.

L. L. Bean, Inc.
249 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

Fishing, Camping and Hunting Specialties

**DON QUIXOTE**

Hand carved in Mexico

**THESE ARE GENUINE EGG SHELLS**

No other Easter decoration ever matched them in originality or beauty. Laid by the "Little Red Hen" and imported from Central Europe. Real hen eggs are punctured, the contents blown out and the shells decorated by hand in exquisite pattern and color. Immediate shipment and safe delivery.

12 Eggshells $4.25 ppd.

**AMERICAN TRADER**

Pre-owned and new furniture, antique reproductions, and French antiques.

**DIOR STORE**

Dept. HG2, 3140 M St. N.W., Wash., D.C.

**BONNIE-SUE GIFTS**

Dept. HG-2, P.O. Box 253, Oceanside, N.Y. 11572

**ANGELIC VALENTINE**

Absolutely angelic little sweetheart comes bearing her heart in her hand and looking as demure she can be. She's 6'/2" tall; her hair is bright yellow wool and her dress is rosy red. A lovely re-embroidery to give your own true love. $1.25 ea.; 2 for $2. Ppdl Q. T. O'Grady Co., HCG, 366 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001.
Here is one of the loveliest and most completely useful tables made. Holds up to 100 books and magazines—neatly arranged in stacks. Skillfully crafted of rich grained pine with rugged finish. Swivels to reach all from any seat. Skillfully crafted of rich grained pine with rugged finish. Swivels to reach all from any seat.

Model Ship

Putting together a Model Ship is an absorbing hobby—and your finished model endows a room with a charm that nothing else quite duplicates. Our new 112 pg. catalog shows 31 historic Clipper and Sailing ships, all available in kit form, and some as finished models. Our fully illustrated catalog also shows over 100 Marine Pictures and Prints, and many unusual Nautical Gift Items. Price 25c. Send check or M.O. to PRESTON’S

101A Main St. Whaf, Greenport, L. I., N. Y.

SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED

EASY HOME KIT 90 min. assembly. Completely useful tables made. Holds up to 100 books and magazines—neatly arranged in stacks. Skillfully crafted of rich grained pine with rugged finish.

IPHONE

Distinctly Danish

Simple good taste combines flawless craftsmanship in these exquisite crosses made in the Danish manner. Of 14k white or yellow gold, and accented by a gem, with or without a gold or diamond center. Chain is 14" long. $9.95 postpaid. I. brochure. The Strongtie Co., 7 W. 46 St., New York 10036.

Tender trap

Havahart trap is made of galvanized steel with strong wire restraining. Put it beside your bird feed in the orchard or up in the attic, wherever squirrels wreak their pesky worst. Trap is 24" long wide and 7" deep. Squirrels caught, but not harmed in the way.

Just "Mod" to save

Ceramic banks are made for Carnaby Street mods and the mini-skirted "birds" to save their pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters for a real "bash." Swing colors in jackets, sweaters, ties, ties a hairdo. Each 1/2" or 1". Choose from two different "mods" and bright "birds," $1 ea. ppd. Choice.

Just $9.95 postpaid. Havahart, HG2, Box 263, Ossining, N. Y. 10562.

Fiery picture

Pictures spark a flame in the Scripto Vu-lighter. Send plus (negative or portrait) seen both sides. Two different photo add $1. Return safely. Regular $8.95 ppd. Compact, $9.95; tall model, $10.95. Plus 50c postage. Meredith Separator Co., HG2, 3 Manufacturers Exchange, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

Space, man!

Do you have a pressing problem regarding space? Here's a hap little space saver. An ironing box hanger designed to fit all boards with T-type foot. Apply hanger to the back of a door or wall. You board fits securely. Out of the way. Just pull down to use. Chrome plated. $1.50 postpaid. Home Products Company, HG2, Box 552, Kokomo, Ind. 46901.

HENRY FORD MUSEUM COLLECTION

A selection of Art Nouveau and Modernist objects from the MUSEUM and Greenfield Village collections, including decorative art objects, jewelry, jewelry boxes, vases, table centerpieces, and decorative room accessories. Shown in a shop form, the collection includes five volumes. Each volume is 8½" x 11" and contains 240 color plates. The volumes are: Art Nouveau Designs, New French Designs, Art Nouveau Furniture, Art Nouveau Glass, and Art Nouveau Metalwork. Each volume is $45.00.

BASS GALLERIES
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42
NEW TRAYS

BY MAIL FROM

SUNSET HOUSE

167 SUNSET BUILDING, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 90213

MONEY BACK!...every dollar's worth you buy

CLEAN-SWEEP VACUUM FOR CARS! No batteries! Plug it into your dashboard cigarette lighter and make quick work of cleaning the car interior. Super-suction gets all the dirt in upholstery and carpet. Extra crevice cleaning tool for ashtrays, corners. Plastic Pipe 101 Yd. long, 9-foot cord. For all D.C. cars, boats, campers. Guaranteed to do job! $1.09

4849 - Car Vac $5.98

3 Pairs only $1.98

A FREE BONUS S&H GREEN STAMPS with everything you order from this ad!

10 stamps for every dollar's worth you buy

NYLONS THAT CAN'T RUN... even if you poke a needle through them! Super-stretch 15 denier Nylons are guaranteed to outlast any you have ever worn or your money back! Lovely sheer hose with reinforced heel and toe won't bag, bind, wrinkle. Button or Beige in sizes 9, 10, 10 1/2, 11. 58358 - Rainbow Nylons $1.09

7022 - Check Book-File $1.98

HANDY LABELS... printed in handy plastic box. (cal... they can be used on stationery up to 3 lines is printed on your own name and address! So handy! Unique partitioned rack in a match box, but it pulls in a world of tidying the car interior. Super sale of today! Make great gift for Scouts. Belt clip included, $2.98

7286 Phone Sharpener $2.98

SUNSET BUILDING, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 90213

N THAT'S TINIEST RADIO! No battery. Plug into your dashboard cigarette lighter and make quick work of cleaning the car interior. Super-suction gets all the dirt in upholstery and carpet. Extra crevice cleaning tool for ashtrays, corners. Plastic Pipe 101 Yd. long, 9-foot cord. For all D.C. cars, boats, campers. Guaranteed to do job!

8049 - Car Vac $5.98

3 Pairs only $1.98

LGINDS FROM NEWSPAPERS! Roll a stack of newspapers into a compact solid-core cylinder... smokeless because air circulation passages are formed as they're rolled. 12 Log Ties included... 500 in extra ties Pack.

7232 - Log Roller $1.79

7202 - Check Book-File $1.98

WHAT'S YOUR MILEAGE ON FOOT? Precision-made distance counter measures up to 10,000 steps without resetting. Easy-to-read circular dial has two sweep hands that clock the total. Learn how far you walk each day... how fast you travel. Ideal for hikers, outdoor sportsmen. Fascinating gift for Scouts. Belt clip included.

8206 - Phone Sharpener $2.98

WHAT'S YOUR MILEAGE ON FOOT? Precision-made distance counter measures up to 10,000 steps without resetting. Easy-to-read circular dial has two sweep hands that clock the total. Learn how far you walk each day... how fast you travel. Ideal for hikers, outdoor sportsmen. Fascinating gift for Scouts. Belt clip included.

8206 - Phone Sharpener $2.98

SCHOOL DAY MEMORIES are preserved in an envelope page for each year. Insert report cards, photos, clip- ping, mementos... record special events and health data. A5" x 9 1/2" spiraled book for everyday use.

4791 - School Years Book $1

7058 - Phone Jack $1

7097 - Phone Cord $2.98

SCHOOL DAY MEMORIES are preserved in an envelope page for each year. Insert report cards, photos, clip- ping, mementos... record special events and health data. A5" x 9 1/2" spiraled book for everyday use.

4791 - School Years Book $1

7058 - Phone Jack $1

7097 - Phone Cord $2.98

WATER'S TINIEST RADIO! No battery! So ecological and economical! Works on station energy-grid. Handy pullout drawer for books, greeting cards. Any envelopes, photos, records, any item... even a second skin. For homes, offices. A true second skin. For homes, offices.

7095 - Phone Jack $1

7076 - Phone Plug $1

7007 - Phone Cord $2.98

WATER'S TINIEST RADIO! No battery! So ecological and economical! Works on station energy-grid. Handy pullout drawer for books, greeting cards. Any envelopes, photos, records, any item... even a second skin. For homes, offices. A true second skin. For homes, offices.

7095 - Phone Jack $1

7076 - Phone Plug $1

7007 - Phone Cord $2.98

WEATHER FORECAST! 10% "long. 9 foot cord. For all 12V cars, boats, campers. Guaranteed to do job! $1.09

58358 - Rainbow Nylons $1.09

7022 - Check Book-File $1.98

24 CREDIT CARDS... NO FUMBLING! Turn instantly to the proper identification! Natural color or black pigskin folder personalized with a 23-K gold monogram. Holds 24 cards, photos in clear envelopes... A perfect holiday gift, checks, checks, checks. Fits a man's pocket smoothly. Specify initials desired.

Credit Wallet $2.98

C-8674 - Natural C-8673 - Black

NYLONS THAT CAN'T RUN... even if you poke a needle through them! Super-stretch 15 denier Nylons are guaranteed to outlast any you have ever worn or your money back! Lovely sheer hose with reinforced heel and toe won't bag, bind, wrinkle. Button or Beige in sizes 9, 10, 10 1/2, 11.

58358 - Rainbow Nylons $1.09

7022 - Check Book-File $1.98

HOT DRINKS... NO WAITING! Just plug in this Red Hot Pot for instant hospitality! Boils a potful of water in 2 minutes flat. Wonderful timesaver for the morning rush hour or a quick lunch break. Holds a full 23 ounces of piping hot water for instant coffee, tea or bouillon. White ceramic Pot has border of red flames. Comes with cord, 8625 - Red Hot Pot $1.98

HOT DRINKS... NO WAITING! Just plug in this Red Hot Pot for instant hospitality! Boils a potful of water in 2 minutes flat. Wonderful timesaver for the morning rush hour or a quick lunch break. Holds a full 23 ounces of piping hot water for instant coffee, tea or bouillon. White ceramic Pot has border of red flames. Comes with cord, 8625 - Red Hot Pot $1.98

BPA TEAKWOOD CADDY... perfect for any bath. Clearly partitioned rack holds all your bath items... horizontally or vertically... any size... any shape. There's a place for everything... horizontal hold mail, papers, stationery, items, pens and rulers stand in the grid. Handy pullout drawer for items. 10" x 3 1/2" x 3 1/2".

8342 - Teflon Mini-Pan $1.98

3 Pairs only $3

SHOP LONGER... SHOP SMARTER... SHOP BETTER... with everything you order from this ad!

7322 - Log Roller $1.79

24 CREDIT CARDS... NO FUMBLING! Turn instantly to the proper identification! Natural color or black pigskin folder personalized with a 23-K gold monogram. Holds 24 cards, photos in clear envelopes... A perfect holiday gift, checks, checks, checks. Fits a man's pocket smoothly. Specify initials desired.

Credit Wallet $2.98

C-8674 - Natural C-8673 - Black

MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TODAY!

SUNSET HOUSE

867 SUNSET BLVD., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 90213
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AIR MAIL REACHES US OVERNIGHT!
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Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet H
See how easy it is to be fitted directly via Mail in Shoecraft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes priced as low as $7.00.

NO RISK TO YOU!
Money-back guarantee if returned unused within 10 days.

SAVE MORE MONEY!
No Extra Charge for
Any Sizes 9 to 13
FROlic $22.00

Limited time only! Baby's precious shoes gorgeously plated in SOLID METAL for only $3.99 pair. Don't confuse this offer of genuine lifetime BRONZE-PLATING with painted imitations. 100% Money-back guarantee. Also all-metal Portrait Stands (shown above), ash trays, bookends, TV lamps at great savings. Thrillingly beautiful! This perfect gift for Dad or Grandparents. SEND NO MONEY! Bush name, address, for full details, money-saving certificate, handy mailing sack. Write now!

A touch of the '20's
Drawing room comedies with Lillette Taylor, Gloria Swanson. Reconditioned models sold ready to use with a standard or 4-prong plug. Quite right for '60's decor. Red, green, white, low, blue, beige, gold or black $15.95 plus $1 post. Free brochures. Grand Corp. Inc., P811, 1152 Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036.

Romantic zither
Handsome instrument has a soft, octave melodic range with 21 melody and 12 chord strings. 20 sq. charts are included. Slip one under the strings a guide and you soon find if you're a zither player. 17" by 6" and beautifully made of wood. Traveler with pick, tuning key. $22 ppd. G. Schirmer, HC2, Dept. 5E 49th St., N.Y. 10017.

Dix parfums Français
Ten tiny flacons of genuine French perfume are imported in a tree-shaped chest for your delight. Fragrances range from heady and provocative to light and airy. One is called "stolen" another "midnight" charming way to try a new perfume. $4.95 a set of 10; 2 sets $8.90. Fpd. Perfumes of France Dept. PP-11, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

Fabric frames
Decorative custom-made frames; several designs are easy to install ready to paint or stain. The 30" x 20" high panels shown are $13.50 for four panels. Hardware is included. Fabric inserts are not included. Send for free brochure and information on how to measure and install. Town & Country Woodcraft Co., H627, 219 N. Carpenter St., Chicago, Ill. 60607.

Jewels of brilliance
Man not mine-made, but with the blazing beauty of genuine gems. Titanias stones cost only $1 a carat, they may be cut to fit your own setting. 1 carat solitaire is 14k gold, $29 for (ladies). Man ring, $37. Send for free brochure and price list. Order from Regent Lapidary Co., H6-2, 51 E. 12th St., New York 10009.

Marglo
Marble Stain Remover and Polishing Kit
Stains; rings; Venus; decorative at any price can be easily cleaned and restored. It is the only compact marble care kit! Contains a generous supply of Marblse remover, marble protective wax, a multi-purpose 300 grit third applicator and Keeps marble sealant wax that gives protection and shining beauty to your marble. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Compliment Marglo $7.50 Marble Sealer $2.50

Marglo Co.
P.O. Box 114, Dept. HG27, Middletown, Conn. 06457

The THE CLASSIC SEAT
For the sophisticated, distinctive touch. Designed in Paris, France PARIS SEAT PREMIUM, beautiful, generous appointments, especially for those in need of extra comfort. Wells, seat and back cushions made of foam rubber, then covered with rayon and cotton, then wool. Legs and armrests covered with the same material. Castors on all four for easy movement. Finish is fabric with matching buttons and trim. 100% wool. Solid hardwood frame. Includes 72 month guarantee. $134.95 ppd. 36" high, 20" wide, 18" deep.

Crescent House
125 Central Pk. Rd., GJ, Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803

French Provincial
THE CLASSIC SEAT
For the sophisticated, distinctive touch. Designed in Paris, France PARIS SEAT PREMIUM, beautiful, generous appointments, especially for those in need of extra comfort. Wells, seat and back cushions made of foam rubber, then covered with rayon and cotton, then wool. Legs and armrests covered with the same material. Castors on all four for easy movement. Finish is fabric with matching buttons and trim. 100% wool. Solid hardwood frame. Includes 72 month guarantee. $134.95 ppd. 36" high, 20" wide, 18" deep.

Crescent House
125 Central Pk. Rd., GJ, Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803

Jewels of brilliance
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Thus, on July 1, 1967 a half-acre lot (20,000 sq. ft) will rise in price from $2000 to $2500. This is a half-acre lot because the second largest industry and is growing breathing-taking. How? How, if it be otherwise for an island described in the author's "INDEXES AND CARIBBEAN YEAR BOOK" as the "loveliest tropial spot in the world"? New hotels are springing up, established hotels are building extensions to increase their capacity. Real estate men are buying tracts of sea-fronting land whose prices are mounting almost daily. Please bear this in mind: it's only since the end of World War II that most people knew a place like Jamaica existed. No one dares to predict how high values will go in the next decade—nor, indeed, whether many choice pieces will be left to buy.

That is why the villa sites we are advertising are such an unheard of offer in Jamaica. For the land we are talking about is near Ocho Rios on the North Shore of Jamaica. 12 miles from Ocho Rios and part of one of the most luxurious Golf Courses in the world. It is called GIBRALTAR ESTATE OF INDIES AND CARIBBEAN YEAR BOOK of the tropical island, how has Jamaica been overrun by the British whose stamp of the island land, build upon it when he is ready, and then at last to have worked over it just the true place of his dreams, of his own to come to. Certain that of his own lo come to. Certain that of the incomparable Caribbean have lived up to your most extravagant hopes. Immediately in back of a quarter-mile crescent beach the land rises dramatically seaward, ridge upon ridge. Each villa site, the smallest about 3 acres, sits the previous one so that sea-view is obstructed. The palm-banked sea-view is obstructed. The palm-banked.

The average rainfall is 65 inches. The average temperature for the island is 73° to 89° of the average

From experience, we know that there are some of you who, after reading this advertisement, may plan a trip quite soon to see GIBRALTAR ESTATE OF JAMAICA. But what is it that makes the prime reason why Jamaica is drawing you. And your decision to purchase a villa site on our properties, plainly written out: (1) a 60 day unqualified guarantee of refund of your reservation deposit and (2) after deciding on your lot and signing a contract you will have furnished with a further guarantee of full purchase, from that date to go to Jamaica, to see your property, to judge it for yourself—and if you have to refund to you every penny you've paid in if you haven't brought home your free portfolio. And you won't be annoyed by salesmen.

$1000.

As soon as you get this coupon please mail me your free portfolio. And, as you say, there is no obligation.

I GIBRALTAR ESTATE OF JAMAICA

1273 Loyola Avenue, Dept. N-306
Chicago, Illinois 60626

Caribbean Villa Site On Jamaica's North Coast

With special privileges in this Hotel and Boat Club and free Golf Course play

On the easiest of terms—1% down, 1% a month.

With paved roads, piped water, electric and telephone connections included.

official Notice: GIBRALTAR ESTATE OF JAMAICA announces a price in-

ce of 2½ a square foot on all sites remaining unreserved after June 30, 1967. Thus, on July 1, 1967 a half-acre lot (20,000 sq. ft.) will rise in price from $2000 to $2500. All reservations received before 1st will be honored at the lower prices.

JARY, 1967

GIBRALTAR ESTATE OF JAMAICA
Jackson & Perkins
BRAND NEW SPRING 1967 FULL COLOR

REE Catalog of Roses
and perennials

Valencia* the 1967 Rose of the Year

Jackson & Perkins
Parade of award winning
ROSES
and PERENNIALS

N, detach and mail the
gate-paid card provided —
promptly receive,
free, Jackson & Perkins' 'Spring 1967 Catalog of
Perennials... the one
really makes it easy for
plant and grow the most
bloom ever! Everything
to live and bloom in your
Spring!

edition of our world-famous
most exciting one ever! —
and describes the most
ices ever created: VALENCIA
rose Apricot-Orange of radiant
to perfect in every respect that
ected by a test panel of home
as "The 1967 Rose of the Year."
lar, yet hardly, vigorous!
ill also see the superb new
Hybrid Tea, named in honor of
. And the meltingly beautiful
ANA, a new pink Hybrid Tea —
ush-blooming, with splendid
5 to 6 inches across.
rel in full color — all the "Roses
— MEXICANA, the totally unique
like any other rose you've ever
PICANA, the only rose in history to
ational Awards. And the
F. KENNEDY ROSE — well on
becoming the most popular white	ime. And you'll see all the old	oo — All-America Winners, Gold
ers — scores of the world's finest
e type imaginable — giant Hybrid
owing Floribundas, breathtaking
quisite Miniature Roses, majestic
is, plus the very finest, most unusual
— too numerous and varied to even
ing. Nearly anything you might wish
the most beautiful garden your
on can invent.
FREE J&P Spring Catalog, fill in and mail
gate-paid card. But the supply is limited — so
ou to mail the card now!

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WESTERN GARDENERS

If you live in Arizona, California,
olorado, Nevada, New Mexico,
, Oregon, Utah or Washington —
you will receive a special West-
 Edition of the J&P Catalog

Valencia ROSE OF THE YEAR

Jackson & Perkins Ca
SLIM WITHOUT DIET to a lower number

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

It's the easiest way. If you know the secret, to slim where it counts. All takes is 3 minutes night and morning with the Xer-Hi Cushion, It is so simple you do it in bed. No rigorous exercise. Just enjoy a slimmer, more attractive figure. Feel better, look younger, overcome chronic back ache and sleep easier. Full directions and a chart to record your progress come with each speed-slimming Xer-Hi Cushion. Results guaranteed for both men and women—$4.29.

New FOAM-PADDED REST

Enjoy new sitting-up comfort with this fully foam padded Folding Back Rest. Smart floral print adds a guq touch, 10-adjustable positions for maximum comfort. Soft size cushion-sof t back (24" high) supports your back and head. Special padded seat prevents slipping. Folds "tuck-away" flat, ideal to be on the floor, at the beach. A boon to convalescents, a joy to students, a welcome gift for all—$8.98.

Better Sleep Inc.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED—Send check or M.O. to: Box GL, New Providence, New Jersey 07974

Shopping Around

What's the weather?

You know whether to grab sweater or your heaviest coat with a glance at the hanging lamp, and whether to stay indoors or out. Precision measuring devices give you the answer accurately. $2.95 ppd. Allow 3 wks. deliver from France. Research Products Box HG2A, 54 W. Park Pl., Stamford, Conn. 06902.

Out with sprouts

Simple tweezers removes every of unnecessary hair on face, ar or legs by the easy electrolyc method. Proved over the years, under physicians' supervision, purse size unit with tweezers-Action destroys hair roots but does not puncture skin to scar. $14 ppd. General Medical Co., Ht 5701 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90016.

Orangery order

For all the househonor variety, splendid one-section, prefabricated glass and aluminum greenhouses. 136" wide by 87" deep. Complete line of accessories available. $625 ppd. (exclusive accessories). Send for brochure, leaflet of free-standing model-Aluminum Greenhouse, Inc., Ht 14615 Lorain Ave., Cleveland Ohio 44111.

Chic LORNGETTE

Neat folding lorgnette has habit quality magnifying lenses to permit reading the very finest print. Lorgnette folds up into a brocaded case only 21/4" long. Great for traveling, theater-going. In silver, blue, black, or amber, with or without rhinestones (specify). Use amazing Kover-All. It magically and protected by money back guarantee. Avoid cheap imitation. Select size unit with tweezer-1 purse size unit with tweezer-1. $6.95 ppd. including case.きれい Mechanica; Product Co., 10 Doty Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich. 49016.

HOP TO IT!

Order this big beautiful bunny and his two little bunnies. Naturals for Easter decorating, they're made of matte white pottery, have pastel-tinted ears and eyes. The trio makes a dramatic grouping against solid color cloth. Woodland rabbit planter is 10 1/2" by 5 1/2"; figurine, 3 1/2" and 4 1/2". Set, $3.95 plus 35¢ post. Helen Gallagher, HG102-9115, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

HIDE UGLY VEIN

UGLY LEG VEINS • BROWN AGE SPOT • DARK CIRCLES and LINES • BIRTH MARKS and SCARS • BURNS and BLEMISHES Use the kind used by Kover-All. It magically and staidly hides these ugly things on any part of the body. Before you can even say 'SAY CHEESE' WITH WATER-PROOF COVER-ALL, you will look younger and better because Kover-All blends with your skin and looks natural, protected by money back guarantee. Avoid cheap imitation. Select your shade: Light, Medium or Dark. Regular size, $1.50; for hands only, send $2.98 ppd. c.o.d. or save c.o.d. by sending 2.98 with order. Mail orders to HOUSE OF CHARLES

MAIL ORDER DEPT., HG2, BOX 98, CEDARHURST, NEW YORK

RAMP UP TO IT!

YOU'LL REVEL IN NUSAUNA STEAM BATHS at home! Heat relaxes you, soothes nerves, stimulates circulation and elimination. A joy to own. Superb quality. All smooth, durable fibre-glass. Easy to move. Plug in wall outlet—no plumbing! $2.98 ppd. allow 3 wks. delivery. Indoor or outdoor, use with or without shelter. 13'6" wide by 87" deep. Complete line of accessories available. Send check or money order to BRI-SON EQUIPMENT CO., 10 Doty Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich. 49016.

BEFORE

AFTER

Imitations. Select your shade: Light, Medium or Dark. Regular size, $1.50; for hands only, send $2.98 ppd. c.o.d. or save c.o.d. by sending 2.98 with order. Mail orders to HOUSE OF CHARLES

MAIL ORDER DEPT., HG2, BOX 98, CEDARHURST, NEW YORK

HIDE UGLY VEIN

UGLY LEG VEINS • BROWN AGE SPOT • DARK CIRCLES and LINES • BIRTH MARKS and SCARS • BURNS and BLEMISHES Use the kind used by Kover-All. It magically and staidly hides these ugly things on any part of the body. Before you can even say 'SAY CHEESE' WITH WATER-PROOF COVER-ALL, you will look younger and better because Kover-All blends with your skin and looks natural, protected by money back guarantee. Avoid cheap imitation. Select your shade: Light, Medium or Dark. Regular size, $1.50; for hands only, send $2.98 ppd. c.o.d. or save c.o.d. by sending 2.98 with order. Mail orders to HOUSE OF CHARLES

MAIL ORDER DEPT., HG2, BOX 98, CEDARHURST, NEW YORK

BRI-SON PATENTED HANDMADE WALLETS • THE MOST WANTED IN AMERICA


MINTO, INC.

R ~~ ~

HOUSE & GARDEN
THE $100 DIFFERENCE

In the Heritage carver turns over his model to the man at the machine, hands continue to interpret how of each curve. When a carved wood commode, or any piece of furniture, is made more by men machines, only more money can buy it.

It be able to find a commode somewhat like this for $30. And, if all you want is to fill a wall in a foyer a lamp next to your bed, you’ll do with it. Heritage commode night stand round $230. Or $100 more than a-lke”. This commode is the person who considers a backdrop and a lamp story for furniture. From wings along the base and the legs to the beautifully worked antique cherry finish, this commode is a product of men’s hands. Hands that respect the individuality of each grain in the wood. Hands that interpret the arc, the depth, the importance of every turn in the carving.

When the personality of natural as well as man-made designs is respected like this, a commode costs more money. The higher price on this commode—or any other piece of furniture we make—reflects deep-seated qualities that only more money can buy. Not just carving or a finish unmatched by shortcut methods. But the stretching and shaping that hold the lines of a sofa. And the way we’ll finish a leg on a sofa whether or not it’s meant to hide behind kick pleats.

When you find work like this, you’ll see the Heritage name. Hanging from the hardware on this scaled down Louis Quinze style commode. Burned inside the drawers of a Heritage chest that takes its cues from Chippendale. Nestled under the cushions of a Heritage sofa. Swinging on a hangtag from one of our wing chairs. Hiding behind the doors of a mahogany Heritage hutch.

If you’d like to know more about Heritage and see how it could fit into your home, send two dollars for a Heritage catalog collection and room planning kit, to Dept. HG 2-67 Heritage Furniture Company, High Point, North Carolina.
BUNDED CAKE MOLD

Bake a real German Bundt Cake! Imagine it warm from the oven... so rich with country eggs and butter, lusciously embedded with whole almonds! Marvelous for angel food cakes, gelatin desserts... even Jewish Cakes and Roh­man Potluck Cake. Just follow the simple recipes included. Of sturdy aluminum with lifetime support finish. 10" diam. 3 1/2" h. Versatile. Order (2787), $3.98 plus 39c shipping charge. Cant. Aluminum Mold is extra thick for uniform shipping charge.

Order - 2787. $2.98 plus 39c shipping charge.

Now hear this

Wireless intercom plugs into an AC outlet; no wires between unit and remote. Ideal for house to workshop, garage or pool house. In gold or black with ivory buttons for holes, buzzer. S-channel selector. Squeak control avoids noise of selected channel. Only $29.95 a pair. Exp. coll. Add 91c unit. $15 e-

a Multi-Rep Co., HG2, 400 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90212

Diamond deal

Who but Mr. John could own the new girl's-best-friend—perfect man-made diamond solitaire? Cosset it in pendant or ring masterfully cut; mounted in 14k white gold, ring includes 3 gold bezels; pendant, a chain. $33 per carat for 3 carats or over. Special prices on smaller stones. Free brochure. Mr. John Crown Jewel HG2, 24 W. 57th St., N.Y. 10019

PRESS ON (SELF-STIC)

DIE-CUT ADDRESS LABELS

Put these beauties on your camera, sports equipment, toys as well as all the other items you don't want to be without. Just peel off and on. Black ink on Silver. Gold White pressure-sensitive labels, 1 1/2" x 5/8". Any message to 4 line letters each. Plastic slide disp. fits purse or pocket. 225 for $1.45 or 1000 for $5.40 matching air labels included. Guaranteed pro­

Shipping Around

Precision grip

Heavily-plated carbon steel handles for skirts and trousers need only a bit of pressure to open close. Once positioned the loose grips and never let go until pressed for opening. Vinyl patch makes them great for drip-dry. Strong enough for heavy wash, blankets. $3.25 for 4 pr. Windfall, HG2, 185 Adams St. Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10607

We kid you not

It's true. Ladies who get around can do without this compact, pink skin carry-all. There's room for her license, charge plates, paper money and checks. Even a telephone and dress index with snap closure. Monogrammed with three initials 4" by 5 3/4", $3.95 ppd. Gayera Dept. ED-HG, 284 Delaware Ave. Buffalo, N. Y. 14202

Oh gentle sleep

Macbeth murdered sleep. And a does improper support of the neck vertebrae strain and hair curlicues. Cervipillo is scientifically designed for comfortable sleeping and neck support. Allergy free Dacron fiber fill. 18" w. 9" h. Poly foam cover. $5.70 or $5.95. White cotton percale case $1.95. Ppd. Goo. Health Center, HG2, Box 217, Pensacola, Fla. 32503

Diamonds for Sale

Carolina's

Old-Fashioned Fragrances

Price Postpaid U. S. A. Send 25¢ for Color Catalogue

© Jack and Sue Hicken 1965

For years, clever New England house­wives have made these charming UN­BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. You can buy them direct with all the original sim­plicity and handmade look. Practical, long-wearing, these unusually attractive curtains of off-white muslin retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order; no C.C.'s please. Write for Illustrating: brochures showing other colors, dust ruffles and pillow cases for bedrooms and elsewhere. Also washable in hot water. Chiffon, organdy, taffeta, sateen, satin, velvet, baise, chenille, and plush. Guaranteed.

COUNTRY CURTAINS
DEPT. 37, STOCKBRIDGE, MASS.
Evenings that memories are made of
so often include DRAMBUIE
the cordial with the Scotch whisky base

IMPORTED BY W. A. TAYLOR & COMPANY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 80 PROOF
DRESS LIKE YOUR SLIMMER FRIENDS
AND LOOK YOUNGER, PRETTIER. PERFECTION... ALL LOW PRICED! L*!'.-"...

Dress in your size: dresses from 3.99 j

European enameled teapot and kettle
brilliantly colored in Capri Blue or Avocado Green will add old-world charm to your kitchen. Cover of teakettle cleverly gold-chained to handle in true European tradition. Top quality craftsmanship. Satisfaction guaranteed. Specify teapot or kettle, color, size. 1-cup teakettle or teapot, only $2.98 2-cup teakettle or teapot, only $3.98

SHOPPING AROUND

One-price restyling
Every fur remodeling job skilled union craftsmen! Morton’s your old fur. It’s in

Six light years!
Save your money and your eyesight. Hi-Intensity fluorescent lamp has 12” tube with a 6000 hour life. Gives a fine, wide, di

Call her Valentine
Charm the “in” girl with a Valentine in the form of a tiny telephone with a dial that spins to spell out “I Love You”. 1” long, 3¼” wide ½” high with black letters and numbers. In sterling silver, $4.95 in 14k gold, $24.95. Send 10¢ to catalogue of unusual and imaginative

Ideas are hatching
“Chicken Little” proudly guards her 12-egg-shell caps. And well she might. They look mighty fancy with colorfully dyed eggs on Easter confections nestled inside. Use this white glazed ceramic all round, Especially for serving soft boiled eggs to a Sunday brunch crowd. 10” dia. $3.50 plus 35¢ post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. HG02-6938, Peoria, Ill. 61601.
Think ahead. Think "Ze Pel." Thank Kroehler.

Who wants to see stains spoiling swinging, young furniture like this? Certainly not you. Definitely not us. Same goes for Kroehler. Especially not on their great new IN GROUP. That's why they made sure famous ZE PEL® stain repeller's protecting the upholstery. You can't see it. But it's there. Standing watch to make most stains blot away or spot-clean away easily. So swing with the IN GROUP and have a party. Lots of parties. Without worrying.

ZEPEL is known to all "in" groups by the Stain-Tested tag.

Furniture shown from Kroehler's IN GROUP. Plush, luxurious sofas are smartly tailored. Armchairs swing high and handsome. All fabrics by Everlast® in House & Garden colors. At better department and furniture stores everywhere.
LUXURIOUS LIFE-LIKE ANIMAL-SKIN RUGS

Exact reproductions of exotic big-game skins. Include full-size heads that zip out for washing. Look real, feel real, last longer than costly originals. Completely washable Dyeless pelts with non-skid backing. Bears (white, brown, or black) 5'x7', $99.50 ea.; or 42"x60", $89.50 ea. Tiger, Leopard, Black Panther, all 5'x9', $99.50 ea. Zebra (no head) 5'x6', $89.50. Postage prepaid. Unconditional money-back guarantee.

Wisconsin residents add 55% sales tax too.

THE CARPET SHOP & INTERIORS
Dept. B, 506 W. College Ave., Appleton, Wis. 54912

GLOVEMASTERS
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PERSONALITY
par­
Popularity. New frlemls. Gay
Write linlny for MO piiice clUisi r.iioo Kill

LOVE IS THE ANSWER
"In love since -'y say
50,100,000 preference
and "In love..."
gain demands. "I love
more than yester-3 day, less than to mor-
now." Radiantly en-
beamed with internal
lines from Beaumont's
Brooks's great love

ORDER NO. 1177D.
DNA. HT. Retail
3 x 7  7.20
3 x 8  8.95
3 x 9  11.50
3 x 10 15.00
3 x 11 20.00
3 x 14 25.75
3 x 16 32.50
12 x 9  17.25
12 x 11 23.00
12 x 12 30.00
12 x 14 40.00
12 x 16 50.00
12 x 18 60.00
12 x 20 70.00
12 x 22 80.00
12 x 24 90.00
12 x 26 100.00
12 x 28 110.00
12 x 30 120.00
12 x 32 130.00
12 x 34 140.00
12 x 36 150.00

GLASS DISPLAY DOMES
Will keep and protect your valuable trea-
tures. For checks, fu-
tures, objects d'art, wedd-
ing cake ornaments
Choice of Ma-
hogany, Walnut or
Black wood bases. Please give base col-
or, dome size. Bases are inside
measurements. All shipped
postpaid.

No. 4398—"Protect-
he Watch Dome
(with hook) 3" di-
ameter by 4 1/4"

ORDER FROM AR

H. "Believe in love. Love me. I love you more than yesterday. Less than tomorrow." J. W. HOIST. Dept. G247

GRAB BELT
If yours is a wasp-like waist, las
advertise your figure. On
side of this belt is a real ta-
measure; the other is finished with
straw-cloth. If your middle's so
as slim as you'd like, this will sta-
you counting calories. Women 27.30; $2; men 32-46, $2.25. Pro-
Free hobby catalogue. Hobbs
Unld., Dept. R, 13831
Boul. Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91411

SHOPPING AROUND

A heart breaker
Faint heart never won fair la
But this luminous one is h
ough to capture any dam-
eye. Of 14k gold, heart is set w
14 matched Vega gems ten poi
Each. Approx. 5/8", heart d
elegantly from 14k gold re
chain. Luxuriously boxed, 1
 Free catalogue. Vega C
HG2 P.O. Box 465, Radio C
Sta., New York, N. Y. 10019

WAY TO THEIR HEART
Octagon-shaped tea caddy or
ated 200 years ago. Today, it's
perfect Valentine's gift. Lock as
key is great for her; airliness
wonderful for his tobac
Or store tea in it! Distressed He
duras mahogany, Brass hardwa
lead foil lining. 4 1/4" h., 6 1/2" di
$24.50 ppd. Catalogue. 25c. Eyr
raim March, Dept. 431, Box 26
Concord, N. C. 28025

For the record
To keep your phonograph record in
order, safe and dust-free, store them in Hi-File cases. Each brown
or blue, leather-like "book" tool
in 16k gold, holds twenty 12" rec
ords in their original jackets. Open-
back facilitates fast selection o
prices. 30c. Order from Ar
Guild, HG2, Box 6462, Minne-
apolis, Minn. 55423

Crewel undertaking
Own a bedspread inspired by an
antique from the Metropolitan
Museum in New York. This kit
makes it easy! With Tree of Para
die design on heavy, cream-
colored Belgian linen, and rich
crewel wool in yellow, blue, rose
and green. Single size, 13.99;
double, 17.99; wool, $6.50. Add
70c post. The Stitchery, HG2,
Wellesley, Mass. 02181

Hepplewhite Miniature Chest
A beautiful exact copy of a fine Federal Miniatu
Chest. Authentic to the last detail including dov
construction throughout and solid brass handles.
finest solid mahogany, light brown finish, $64. Na
natural finish solid cherry, $70. Natural finish sol
walnut, $77. Shipping charges collect. No C.O.D.

Newcomb's Reproductions

3231 Hillside Rd. Durham, N. C.
What you are experiencing, for the first time in your life, is a N A T U R A L COSMETIC. A cosmetic filled to the brim with some of the best N A T U R A L B E A U T I F I E R S so far discovered by the mind of man.

Yes, N A T U R A L beautifiers—Nature’s own normal components—to help prevent at last the needless drain of strength and moisture that is today cracking and collapsing your skin as surely as you can hear the tick of a clock.

For example:

**N A T U R A L O I L S**, Not mineral oil, but natural polyunsaturated oils that do not fight the skin but blend right into it. That leave no greasy film on its surface, to pick up dirt. That spread out invisibly over your entire face to attract and hold moisture like thousands of tiny natural magnets.

And that sink right into those terrible "desert lines" that have been etching themselves faster and faster around your eyes, lips, brow and chin—to help fade away their ugliness as though Nature itself had attacked them with an invisible eraser.

But this is merely the beginning. Now this magic treatment begins the second stage of its work—below the surface of your skin.

**As Your Friends Age**

**Before Your Very Eyes**

**You Seem to Have Made**

Time Stand Still

As every doctor knows, your skin grows older in a short period. For Nature’s doctor can be said to have his hands on your face in admiration and wonder... when you're introduced to new acquaintances at a party and find your husband studying your face in admiration and wonder... when you're introduced to new acquaintances at a party and find it impossible for them to guess your real age—then you will realize the incredible difference it makes when you use a doctor’s cosmetic.

**Save Half**

**If You Act Today**—

Again, there is only one place on earth where you can find this wonder-working cosmetic—in Hollywood, California, where it is prepared under scientific supervision.

Because of its natural ingredients, this new cosmetic is not sold through the normal distribution channels. It can be purchased in no store in America. It can be obtained only through this advertisement, and every order received will be dated and registered, and shipped to you the same day.

When this cosmetic was custom-blended, as though it were a prescription, it was extravagantly expensive. Now, however, because it can be made available to women all over America, it is yours for only $9.98 complete. Both creams plus the oil are yours for only $14.96 complete.

If you wish your order sent C.O.D. CHECK HERE! Enclose $1 good will deposit. Pay postman balance plus postage and handling charges. Same money back guarantee, of course!
Musical Multiplication Records

Teach all the tables from 2's through 12's as easily as the words of a song!

Help your child do better in arithmetic—especially in the New Math—by getting him these new multiplication records. Modern Math teachers insist on children memorizing their tables. Now even children of pre-school age can easily learn all the tables from 2's through 12's simply by playing these records.

No urging needed from parents. Children love these records. Each table has its own catchy tune and lyrics. And the man on the record quizzes your child so the tables stick in his memory. He must know his tables to learn long division, fractions and decimals.

School Principal writes: "Your pupils have a unique teaching approach and a good one. Our pupils are taking new interest in their tables. Excellent as a home-teaching aid."

A. Blair Owens, Principal, Lovelace Elementary School, Lovelace, Pa.

Parent writes: "All three of my children used your records and in 6 weeks had learned all the tables from 2's through 12's. Best investment I ever made."

A. J. Pent, Parma, Kansas

Bremner Records, Dept. I'-9
Wilmette, Illinois

Without obligations to me, please mail details of your trial offer.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code
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**Art Prints**

Hand silk-screened by master craftsmen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATISSÉ: FLOWER PETALS</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvas—silk-screen in shades of blue-green, yellow, red. $18.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATRIIDGE PANEL</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in shades of blue-green and metallic gold. 12&quot; x 15&quot;. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CUSTOM WALL PAINTING. BULL DANCERS</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen of brown figures in metallic gold. 26&quot; x 30&quot;. $45.95</td>
<td>Only 24.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HE WEIGHING OF SOULS (ca 1300 B.C.)</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blues, greens, browns. $20.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASSO’S “GUERNICA.”</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blues, greens, browns. $45.95</td>
<td>Only 24.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTILLERS: STUDIES</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blues, greens, browns. $28.95</td>
<td>Only 16.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RUBENS: HEAD OF A GIUL.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in charcoal and brown on chestnut. $35.95</td>
<td>Only 19.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECO ORNATIONAL PANELS</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blues, greens, browns. $18.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>204. MODIGLIANI: SKETCH OF GIRL.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of red. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>205. RENOIR: CLOWN.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of red and blue. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>206. VASARELY: JAZZ.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>207. KLEE: SUNBIRD THE SAILOR.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>208. PICASSO: BMW.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>209. PICASSO: STUDIES FOR MOTHER AND CHILD.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>210. RUBENS: HEAD OF A GIUL.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>211. VAN GOGH: WHITE ROSES.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>212. VASARELY: MIND.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>213. FEININGER: TOPSAIL SCHOONER.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>214. PICASSO: WHITE CLOWN.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>215. VISSCHER: MAN.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>216. THE SAILOR.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>217. KLEE: THE LONELY ONES.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>218. DECO STRIPES.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>219. VASARELY: MIND.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>220. DAUMIER: THREE POETS.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>221. KLEE: BIRD GARDEN.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95 (on canvas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>222. BLUE KNIGHT.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>223. GREEN KNIGHT.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>224. GREEN KNIGHT.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>225. THE PAIR OF MANUSCRIPTS.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>226. THE PAIR OF MANUSCRIPTS.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MINIATURE MANUSCRIPTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>227. MOORE: BIRD.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>228. VOROBIEFF: G. M. S.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>229. VASARELY: MIND.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in blue and green. $17.95</td>
<td>Only 9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL OFFER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAIR OF MEDIEVAL BRASS RUBBINGS.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE PAIR.</strong></td>
<td>On genuine artists’ canvases—silk-screen in various shades of blue. $22.95</td>
<td>Only 12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ON GENUINE ARTISTS’ CANVAS**

Used by leading interior decorators. Offered at far below original prices of $6.00 to $35.00. Also available on Japanese rice paper, special parchment paper, or heavy rag stock for as little as $1.98.

**MAIL COUPON TODAY**

LAMBERT REPRODUCTIONS: Dept. G 2
336 Central Park West, New York, N.Y. 10025

Gentlemen: Please rush the prints whose numbers are circled. If my order totals $10 or more, you will also include my FREE print of Mother and Child by Käthe Kollwitz.

Plus Sales Tax (when applicable)

Plus Handling Charge...50

Prints are shipped postpaid.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Phone

FREE if your order totals $10 or more

KAETH KOLLWITZ: MOTHER AND CHILD. Fine silk-screen reproduction of this sensitively rendered charcoal drawing in black and white on heavy rag stock. $1.98.
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YOUR COMPLEXION
NEED NEVER GROW OLD!
with the NEW
PULSMATIC
3-Way Face Massager
The only completely portable massager at the unbelievably low price of only $4.95

FROM THIS . . . TO THIS

MASSAGE AWAY YOUR WRINKLES AND LINES IN JUST MINUTES IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR HOME.

Yes, now for the first time, you can relax in the privacy of your own home and massage away those drasy, aging lines that make a woman old before her time. With the PULSMATIC FACE MASSAGER you won't just look younger, you'll feel younger! Yes, with this gentle facial massage and stimulation, you will actually feel your complexion begin to grow young again. Feel new vitality and vigor begin to attack those sagging lines that are appearing around your eyes, cheeks, and chinline. Begin to feel young again in minutes.

3-WAY ACTION
Pulsamatic not only gently, but firmly massages away those ugly, aging wrinkles and lines, but much more. This amazing silent portable massager comes with 3 interchangeable and washable types of massagers. One to reduce heavy facial contours, one to firm up ageing muscles, and an extra massager to use with your own skin cream, or the HOUSE OF CHARM's very own ULTRA RICH VITA CREME to lubricate and soften your skin while you massage in extra beauty.

$3.00 with your Massager.

VITA CREME on a special introductory offer for only $3.00 with your Massager.

RUSH your order today and begin to feel young before her time. With the PULSMATIC FACE MASSAGER you won't just look younger, you'll feel younger again. And an extra massager to use with your own ULTRA RICH VITA CREME to lubricate and soften your skin while you massage in extra beauty.

Genuine Jade
BRACELET WATCH

Genuine jade chips cemented by golden metal make an unusual bracelet. But the sommelier's new verse unique when it springs back to reveal a quality watch. Bracelet matches with exceptionally set stone, easily removed for cleaning. Case is guaranteed for 2 years. Gift boxed. A gift supreme for a woman who enjoys the finest.

Imported 10k gold, 100% genuine Jade on the finest stainless steel back. Case can be cut and sized to many sizes. Interesting back resembles the familiar look of expensive manual wind watches. Designed especially for the classic, simple, look of the genuine Jade bracelets.

$21.50 POSTPAID MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

Order from Dept. #3102 Freytag's of Hollywood, 6610 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028

Add Charm To Your Bathro

Write for Brochure of Unusual items.

Puzzled about something for Valentine's Day? Men love looever sleep top; it's priced right at $3.95 plus 25¢ post.

Add 25¢ post. Has A-1 Dept. CCT2, 175 Rawson Brookline, Mass. 02146

Dots for dash

Tie score that's ahead of the game. Four color dots make a man's tie stand out. Dots are large enough to be noticed from a distance. Silk. 20¢ post. Settlers, 10 P. O. Box 1559, San Diego, 92115.

Star stone

Birthdays come and go but go on forever. Surprise her this year with a present that'll ever present: her birthstone. Choose either pin or necklack that's fashioned by a master craftsman's hand; includes her birth date. Nestled in a velvet black, pink, orchid or turquoise $3.95 ppd. Treasure Island GI HG2, Hyannis, Mass. 02602.

French Rosette

4" Center Faucet Set

Add Charm To Your Bathro

4" Center Faucet Set

when the basin is fitted with this brass unit that looks like gold. Speciala

Sierra

Write for Brochure of Unusual Item

JERICA TIP Westbury, N. Y. 11591

$23

Add $30.00 money back guarantee

IMPORTANT! jade bracelet watch is 100% genuine Jade on the finest stainless steel back with a quality ventilated base. Fine hair with natural Jade. Can be cut and sized to many sizes, interesting bracelet. The stainless steel back is ideal for the classic, simple, look of the genuine Jade bracelets.

She puts all the extra effort into this watch to make it the best buy at this price.

Sierra

ORDER FROM: DEPT. # 3102 Freytag's of Hollywood, 6610 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028

Add $1 postage and handling

Welcome to Shopping Around
Here's the scoop!

Handy scoop funnel is a newsworthy item no home should be without. Just for its wizardry at separating grease from gravy veins! But it even measures. Convienent thumb-operated lever rises, lowers watertight valve below to regulate delivery. 6" long, 1 p.p. Plastic is boilable. Franzen Gifts, HG 2, 110 Franzen Bldg., Evanston, III. 61740.

Display domes

A bit of Victoriana that's practical too; glass-like plastic domes to enhance those tiny treasures you hate to hide away. Tiny figurines, trinkets, souvenirs. Grandmother's brooch—all are in full view and free from dust in lovely 1 3/4" by 7" domes. Marvelous for corner shelves! Three for $1 p.p. Downs, Dept. 5652, HG 2, Evanston, III. 61704.

Face up to '67

Take the weight off your memory and keep this 12-sided calendar superweight to do the job. It has all the days of '67 ready to jog your memory and remind you of important dates. Only 2 1/2" tall and perfect for desk at home and office. Black and white plastic. Perfect stocking present, $1 p.p. Holiday Gifts, HG 2A, 7953 Raritan St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

Patriot print

Deswarre recorded with genuine feeling and accuracy the colorful Continental Army personnel. Here, a Green Mountain ranger who wears hunter green and buff with red facings. Print, 16" by 10 1/2", makes terrific wall decor. $3 plus 25c post. Send for free brochure on 20 Continental Army uniforms. The Fife and Drum, HG 2, Valley Forge, Pa. 19481.

You’ll swear it’s a fabulous diamond...

(But it really isn’t)

No-risk approval plan allows you to personally examine the fiery brilliance and the precious look of the only man-made jewel on earth that has all the "fire", effect, and prestige of a fine diamond. YET PRICED AS LOW AS $40 A CARAT
(ABou t 1/20th the price of a fine diamond)

Now, after years of costly scientific research, a near rival to the diamond has finally been perfected. It is unquestionably one of the most convincing laboratory-made products of its kind known to man.

The WELLINGTON STONE (its trade name) is a jewel so utterly incredible that it is rapidly becoming internationally accepted as the world's most beautiful man-made rival to the diamond. There are those who have painstakingly attempted to copy this fabulous stone in Spinel, Zircon, Titanite, Rutile, Rhinestone, and White Sapphire. Close inspection, however, of some of the imitations would quickly show that, by comparison, they are fuzzy and totally lacking in the flawless beauty, the superb quality, and the pure white radiance of The WELLINGTON STONE.

Cut on a diamond wheel

Skilled lapidists cut and polish each WELLINGTON STONE on a diamond wheel approximately the same way that a diamond is cut—in full 58 facets. Master jewelers then enhance their beauty with exquisitely executed settings in 14K solid gold. Unless told differently, you or your friends would be hard put to tell for sure that a WELLINGTON STONE was not a genuine diamond.

Only an expert can tell

The difference between a man-made WELLINGTON STONE and a diamond is, with rare exception, evident only to an expert, because the color, brilliance, dispersion, and prismatic "fire" of this stone comes so incredibly close to that of a natural diamond.

Send on approval

We are so convinced that only by your personal examination of the fabulous WELLINGTON STONE can its beauty be fully appreciated that we are willing to make you this no cost, no risk offer:

NO COMMITMENT TO BUY

Send for the WELLINGTON STONE booklet showing designs and carat sizes for both men and women. It illustrates our excitingly styled magnificient rings, settings, pendants, and tie tacks along with a price list and ring sizing chart. Order from us on an approval basis whichever style appeals to you, from 1 carat to 20 carats, in beautiful settings of round, pear, marquise, or emerald cut. Priced from $40 to $1,000. Terms are available.

A Wellington stone allows you to keep your real diamonds in the vault. Expert craftsmen are available to copy your valuable jewels using Wellington stones.

Send photograph for estimate.
Heart a-sparkle
Magnificent 1-carat dazzling elspinel cut in a heart shape set gleaming sterling silver. An enchanting Valentine for a loved girl or a snippie sophisticate. A perfect choice to wear with velvet brocade, cashmeres or health tweeds. Send ring size, $6 p. Lions, Dept. 63HG, 665 Mid Neck Rd., Great Neck, N.Y. 11020

Home heat treat
New "instant heat" Vibro wor at home for when those mis­able aches from any one of "its"—es—such come on. This massage reduces muscular tension; stolhes, invigilates. Inv. appr. $14.95. Regular deep town, $9.95. Add 65c to ea. order. Camalier & Bucel HG2, 1141 Connecticut Av. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

Traveling companion
So handy, and so versatile! It per opens bag wide—a box for carrying large packages, se­thing everything inside. Roomy outs outside, too! Feather-light, as simulated leather in tan, platnum or ivory; 13" by 11". Terrific for traveling across country or to town. $9.95 plus 75c post. O Pueblo, 617-GT So. County Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716

No glare—no shadow
Why spend money for a love painting if you can't see the fine nuances the artist intended? At Lite Picture Lamp shows off paintings to perfect advantage. Adjustable shade, brass gold-tone exten­sion bracket, inside reflector. U approved 6' cord, switch, bulb includes $4.95 for 7"; $8.95 for 14½". Ad 50c post. Marglo, HG27, Box 11 Niles, Ill. 60648

Azttec Calendar
The Aztec Indians who dominated Cen­tral Mexico at the time of the Span­ish Conquest, developed far in advance anything in the OLD WORLD a calend­ar using the 260 day year and the 52 year time cycle. This is a wall hang­ing calendar in leather, sewn through window, door or wall. Five sizes. See installa­tion ideas sent to us by cus­tomers. Send for free cata­log of FlexPort and other fine pet items.

PISTOL-HANDED STAINLESS
in an heirloom tradition
An exact replica of a famous old ster­ling pattern, with graceful pistol han­dled knives, 3 fanned forks and al­faced spoons. In heavy, hand-forged safi finished stainless. Service for eight includes 8 dinner knives, 8 dinner forks, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 teaspoon spoons, plus 2 serving spoons.
50-piece service for $79.95 75-piece service for $124.95 (plus applicable taxes). Matching 50-piece service for $79.95; 75-piece service for $124.95. All prices post. Write for FLEXPORT catalogue.

AZTEC CALENDAR

The Aztec Indians who dominated Cen­tral Mexico at the time of the Span­ish Conquest, developed far in advance anything in the OLD WORLD a calend­ar using the 260 day year and the 52 year time cycle. This is a wall hang­ing calendar in leather, sewn through window, door or wall. Five sizes. See installa­tion ideas sent to us by cus­tomers. Send for free cata­log of FlexPort and other fine pet items.

PET DOOR
Your dog or cat will just love FlexPort. And you will too! It ends door-tending, whining, scratching for good! Soft plastic triangles close gently and tightly. Easily installed through window, door or wall. Five sizes. See installa­tion ideas sent to us by cus­tomers. Send for free cata­log of FlexPort and other fine pet items.

"We are delighted with the FlexPort. They are a real joy to have large doors and our cat and dog are having a ball going out and in as well!"

Hundreds of people have taken the time to write how much they like FlexPort.

TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-2
2 Cottage Ave., Danvers, Mass. 01923

OLD WORLD ORIGINALES
BOX 27919 COLUMBUS, OH 43227

HOUSE & WARE
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dlep fillip
ld even more bounce to the n. Also FREE with this issue—March, 1967
4 ANTIQUE MAPS
Place your regular size facial tissues in a holder of golden filigree will dress up bath, powder room or dressing table in elegant style. Large size is 10 1/4" by 5 1/4" by 23/4", $2.98. Small one is 4 1/4" by 2 1/4", $1.50. Ppd. Metal is elegantly plated in 18k gold and the tiny feet won't scratch.

Hales, HG2, Hartsole, N. Y. 10530

GOLDEN BOXES
Place your regular size facial tissues in a holder of golden filigree will dress up bath, powder room or dressing table in elegant style. Large size is 10 1/4" by 5 1/4" by 23/4", $2.98. Small one is 4 1/4" by 2 1/4", $1.50. Ppd. Metal is elegantly plated in 18k gold and the tiny feet won't scratch.

Hales, HG2, Hartsole, N. Y. 10530

Wonderful Things from Walter Drake

250 GOLD FOIL LABELS
Smart touch for letters, books, etc. Pressure sensitive—stick anywhere. Rich foil with handsome black printing. Classic border. 1/2 x 1. Up to 4 lines with 22 letters and spaces each. $0.99

END TAX RETURN TROUBLES
Handy income tax ledger file. 12 monthly pockets hold receipts. Deductible items, salary, other data are entered monthly. Everything you need for your tax return IN ONE time-saving file! Heavy cover. 7 1/4" x 11".

Self-Stick Tape
Pressure sensitive—no more licking tape or tangled twine. Extra wide, heavy duty pressure type. Comes with handy plastic dispenser. For mailing, storing, mending. Shipping. 500' roll, 2" wide. $1.00

2 IN 1 CHECKBOOK WALLET
Ladies' combined wallet and checkbook in one slim, stylish duo. Beautiful textured vinyl. Holds either side or top perforated checkbook. Includes pen, credit card holders, coin purse, 2 bill pockets, 3/5 x 7. $1.00 Blue, $1.09 Beige $2.99

BILL-PAYING ENVELOPES
75 white 6 1/2" personalized envelopes for bill paying, ordering, etc. No need to break up messy stacks. Return shows name, address, ZIP code. Please print. 48 hour service.

KITCHEN WRAP-STACKER
Organize waxed paper, foil, Saran wrap, etc., in one space-saving rack for kitchen cabinets. No more jumbled boxes. Heavy wire, coated with tough white vinyl, holds 6 boxes. 5 1/2" wide, 8" high, 6" deep. $2.99

Clothes Hanger ORGANIZERS
End mussed, tangled clothing. No more heavily-pressed garments crushed together. Inexpensive, brass-finished hanger-Aids compress to fit any size rod. Set of 10 holds and spaces 30 hangers. 250 GOLD FOIL LABELS
Smart touch for letters, books, etc. Pressure sensitive—stick anywhere. Rich foil with handsome black printing. Classic border. 1/2 x 1. Up to 4 lines with 22 letters and spaces each. $0.99

ELECTRIC BLANKET SAVER
Keep electric blankets clean! No more washing. Handy cover keeps out dirt, adds years of life. Unzip and wash cover! Washing. Handy cover keeps out dirt, adds years of life. $7.99

500 ADDRESS LABELS 50¢
Great for envelopes, stationery, checks. Crip black ink, rich gold stripe on the side. 250 labels. 3 x 4 lines, up to 25 letters and spaces per line. America's biggest label bargain. $7.99

CLIP & MAIL TODAY!

Send For FREE Catalog • WE SHIP WITHIN 24 HOURS
Walter Drake & Sons, 202 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED on every back
Stock No. Name of Article
Name Address
City State
New Order

Price

February, 1967

63
A friendly union of charm and function distinguishes our lovely Susan Book Table. Holds larger reference volumes below and occasional or bed table. 28.2" H. 24" dia. Beautifully hand-crafted of knotty pine in mellow honey tone pine or maple.

The perfect addition to your living room or porch, the Susan Book Table is sturdy and well-constructed. It's both functional and stylish, making it a great addition to any home.
Shopping Around
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THE
1890
ROCKER

HERE'S A TRULY GREAT BARGAIN OFFERING

Known throughout the world, the famous
room rocker can now be yours at a low,
low price. It's a Spanish adaptation of a
century masterpiece called the Me-
num of Modern Art as an all-time furniture
classic. Ornamental frame is solid, chair-fin-
ishd bent hickory, with superbly hand-
carved seat and back. 40" high with 18" x 18.5"
seat. Easily set up with screw-driver from sim-
ple instruction sheet. An important accent
piece which will become the focal point where-
ever you use it. Built to last for years and
years—and priced at an unbelievable low
$49.95. Express charges collect.

Send check or money order.
Punent shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
835 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 626-012, Chicago, III. 60614

FIND OUT MORE

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
835 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 626-012, Chicago, III. 60614

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
835 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 626-012, Chicago, III. 60614

Please send me FREE and postpaid your book,
"Adventures in Interior Design and Decoration," and full particulars. This obligates me in no
way. Please include your zip code.

Name

Address

CityStateZip Code

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
GRAPE CLUSTERS TABLECLOTH

Purple grapes and green leaves are worked in simple cross stitch on this charming new tablecloth. Kit includes design stamped on cream colored Belgian linen with finished edge; embroidery floss in shades of purple, green and brown; ready to assemble footstool, padding cloth and instructions. Completed stool is 6½" x 6½" x 14½". Only $11.95 plus $1 postage.

CREWEL FOOTSTOOL

Here's everything you need to make this charming Paul Revere footstool (except the paint). Kit includes design on heavy Scottish linen twill; crewel yarn in shades of red, blue, gray, brown, yellow and green; ready to assemble footstool, padding cloth and instructions. Completed stool is 6⅜" x 6⅜" x 14½". Only $11.95 plus $1 postage.

SPICE CHART SAMPLER

This lovely spice chart is not only decorative, it also indicates which spice to use with beef, pork, lamb, fowl and fish. Easy-to-make kit includes design on oyster linen, embroidery floss in blue, green, yellow, red and pink. Available with or without fruitwood finish frame, 10¼" x 23¼". Spice Chart with Frame—$5.50. Spice Chart without Frame—$2.50. Add 35¢ postage.

DARE TO DO RIGHT

This charming crewel embroidery design is easy to work in satin and outline stitches. Kit includes design on cream colored linen, embroidery yarn in shades of rose and green, instructions. Available with or without fruitwood finish frame with gold trim, 8" x 18". Kit with frame—$5.95. Kit without frame—$2.95. Add 35¢ postage.

NEEDLEPOINT BASKET PURSE

This charming straw basket with needlepoint monogram is both practical and easy to make. Just needlepoint the monogram, add the velvet ribbon and it's ready for use or a wonderful gift. Kit includes basket, tapestry yarn and ribbon in your choice of rose, blue, brown or green (please specify), needlepoint canvas, needle, cement, monogram chart and full directions. 10½" x 5½" x 7¼" high. Only $7.95 plus 60¢ postage.

CABLE RAGLAN SWEATER

Homespun wool yarns in luscious colors come in this kit with instructions to make a woman's cardigan in size 12-18. Cable ribbing insures a perfect fit at neck, hips and wrists. White or heather tones of horizon blue, fir green, brown, copper, grey, gold or turquoise. Only $7.95 plus 50¢ postage.

BEADED FLOWERS

As featured in House & Gardens. Now you can create your own beautiful flower arrangements with the aid of the award winning designs of the Skön Rya Craft kit. Easy-to-follow full color graphs and English instruction. Costs three times more ready made. Send 25¢ for award winning designs in our color brochure. Skön Rya Crafts, 53 Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, N.Y.
The FLYING CLOUD, historic clipper ship, and a sea in rich blues and greens are already worked for you in needlepoint. You just fill in the background in the color of your choice. Magnificent over a fireplace, 17" x 24" design on 36" x 36" canvas with 10 mesh. $29.95 plus 50c pstg. Matched dye lot tapestry yarn to work background is available in ivory, beige or white at 60¢ per 40-yard skein.

DAISIES IN NEEDLEPOINT

This charming needlepoint design is perfect for pillow, picture, handbag or tote bag. The design has already been carefully worked in finest tapestry yarn. You fill in the background in the color of your choice. Design is 6" x 6" on 15" x 15" gros point canvas with 10 mesh per inch. $27.95 plus 50¢ pstg. Matched dye lot tapestry yarn in ivory color to work background, 3.95 pstg.

Crewel Yarn Braids

For use in creating your own designs, these yarn braids give the wide range of color needed for crewel embroidery. Each braid contains 5 shades of a color from dark to light, a total of 66 yards in each braid. Motherseted, silcone treated, 100% wool. Each braid—$4.50 plus 45¢ pstg. All 12 braids—$58.50 plus 45¢ pstg. Please specify from colors below:

1. Rose Red
2. Tangerine Orange
3. Sun Yellow
4. Grass Green
5. Sky Blue
6. Purple Violet
7. Fawn Brown
8. Gray Blend
9. Dull Rose
10. Bronze Green
11. Brown Gold
12. Old Blue

The Stitchery Dept. HG4028 Wellesley, Mass. 02181


d cozy

A tree of life design on a beige Belgian linen tea towel embroidered with crewel. Kit contains stamped linen yarn in rose, blue, yellow and brown for front and back needle, cording and trim. $5.95 plus 35c post. Stitchery, HG2, Wellesley, 02181.

Art Fish

his canvas for a neat needlepoint. Painted on the inch square is an adorable fish; pure wool in all the shades comes with the art. We can't think of a sofa that's bench the daydream wouldn't glorify. $2.92 ppd. Mazzitow & Son, Inc., HG2, Madison Ave., New York, 10021.

Frofoam Trims

Decorate Styrofoam Eggs

5—Baker's dozen (13) of 2½" eggs, with assorted bowls for unusual body designs, etc., $1.50 ppd.

6—20 different 1 yd. lengths of red, orange and metallic trims. MTS5—51

Jeans, pint, pearl beads, assorted as and designs. Over 1,500 pastel shades, $1.25 ppd.

ET—10 different 2 yd. lengths, variety of colors and widths (1/4"-1"

20 yd. $1

Send with check order to 28-Page Sewing Supply Catalog and other Trims Samples. A Rack Guarantee on everything on self.


Creative Art Needlecraft Kits

Needlepoint Ship

The FLYING CLOUD, historic clipper ship, and a sea in rich blues and greens are already worked for you in needlepoint. You just fill in the background in the color of your choice. Magnificent over a fireplace, 17" x 24" design on 36" x 36" canvas with 10 mesh. $29.95 plus 50c pstg. Matched dye lot tapestry yarn to work background is available in ivory, beige or white at 60¢ per 40-yard skein.

Painting in Crewel or Needlepoint Kit

This beautiful needlepoint—PAINTING IN CREWEL—is magnificent in your home. Yarn of Garden Flowers design is printed on 26" x 26" Belgian linen, for you to work in your choice of stitches. Design is available without yarn or with Palette of Yarns to complete the painting in 10 shades of red, green, orange, yellow, blue, purple, brown and gray. Design is shown with Palette of Yarns included, $11.95. Add 50c pstg. Matching Painting in Needlepoint is available with the design already carefully worked in tapestry yarn in the same colors as above. Design is 30" x 30" on 20 x 20" pross point canvas with 10 mesh per inch. $27.95 plus 50¢ pstg. Matched dye lot tapestry yarn in ivory color to work background, 3.95 pstg.

Crewel Pillows

Now you can make these two charming pillow covers for your own home or for a valued friend. Each kit contains designs on 14"x14" natural Belgian linen, sufficient material for backing, crewel embroidery yarn, complete instructions for knife-edge pillow Colonial Cornflower design (left) is available in shades of old rose, dull blue, olive green or yellow gold (please specify). Dusbury Scroll design (right) is available in shades of red, green, blue or rust (please specify). $3.95 each plus 25¢ pstg.

Watershed & Windmill

You'll enjoy making these charming pictures of an old time WINDMILL and WATERSHED. Each kit contains design on canvas embroidered linen; crewel yarn in shades of pink, yellow, blue, green, brown; instructions; 12" x 15" pine frame with gold trim, $4.95 each picture plus 35c pstg.

Daisies in Needlepoint

This charming needlepoint design is perfect for pillow, picture, handbag or tote bag. The design has already been carefully worked in finest tapestry yarn. You fill in the background in the color of your choice. Design is 6" x 6" on 15" x 15" gros point canvas with 10 mesh per inch. Other designs available: Pansies, Violets, Daffodils—only 55.95 each plus 35c pstg. Add $2.95 for Ivory or white background. 3.95 pstg.

Crewel Yarn Braids

For use in creating your own designs, these yarn braids give the wide range of color needed for crewel embroidery. Each braid contains 5 shades of a color from dark to light, a total of 66 yards in each braid. Motherseted, silcone treated, 100% wool. Each braid—$4.50 plus 45¢ pstg. All 12 braids—$58.50 plus 45¢ pstg. Please specify from colors below:

1. Rose Red
2. Tangerine Orange
3. Sun Yellow
4. Grass Green
5. Sky Blue
6. Purple Violet
7. Fawn Brown
8. Gray Blend
9. Dull Rose
10. Bronze Green
11. Brown Gold
12. Old Blue

Send 10¢ for Art Needlework Catalog

the stitchery Dept. HG4028 Wellesley, Mass. 02181

Productive Art Needlework Catalog

Send 70¢ for FREE INFORMATION. Holland 72, Hempstead, N.Y. 11550

Make Money at Home

You Can Do Invisible Reweaving

NEW HOME STUDY METHOD . . . teaches you how to make tapestry, tape, rugs, slipcovers. Work is pleasant, economical. We supply all equipment at no extra cost. Write today for absolutely FREE information. No obligation. Send money order now. EASTERN SCHOOL OF REWEAVING, Main St., Great Barrington, Mass. 01230. Established in 1923. License by the State of New York.

FREE INFORMATION. Error today. Write for 40 page catalog, send 10¢ in stamps.

EASTERN SCHOOL OF REWEAVING, Main St., Dept. HG-72, Hempstead, N.Y. 11550

Please send me free DETAILS on your Home study Reweaving Course. This will obligate me in no way. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly).
**TIFFANY LAMP KIT**

True Classic Tiffany Lines

New forming technique enables you to assemble this classic Tiffany Decorator lamp in ease. The glass is in the neutral tortoise-shell of the traditional Tiffany which makes well in any decor. Trimmed with red and green "grapes." The rearguard interest in this lamp-style makes this true 20 inch diameter lamp an unheard-of value at the price.

New simplified assembly technique.

**$14.95**

World Arts

Box 577 WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA 90744

---

**KNIT A SWEATER IN A DAY!**

Now even a beginner can do it with this amazing new knitter. Knit any size, pattern, or stitch; Argyle, Cable, etc. It can't drop a stitch; equalized tension assures uniform knitting. Automatic counting. You can't go wrong . . . Sweaters, Suits, Scarves, all have that professional look. Try it for 10 days—if not completely thrilled and delighted, then return for your money back. Only $4.98 complete with step-by-step picture instruction book and patterns. A wonderful gift. Two sets $9.

Order by mail from

Research Products Co., Dept. HG2

54 W. Park Place, Stamford, Conn.

---

**WITH NEEDLE and YARN**

MAKE YOUR OWN COAT OF ARMS

Learn how to embroider your coat of arms on your home, car, etc. Includes booklet, 121 designs, alphabet and numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$6.50

Martha Klein Handbags

3765 R'way, N. Y., N. Y., 19032. Phone: Audubon 6-1190

---

**Exclusive Handbags**

Needlepoint and beaded bags expertly mounted and restored. Exquisite custom made bags created. Tweeds, silks, furs, etc., used—also your own materials. Ask for illustrated folder and estimate.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Martha Klein Handbags

---

**KNIT A SWEATER IN A DAY!**

Now even a beginner can do it with this amazing new knitter. Knit any size, pattern, or stitch; Argyle, Cable, etc. It can't drop a stitch; equalized tension assures uniform knitting. Automatic counting. You can't go wrong . . . Sweaters, Suits, Scarves, all have that professional look. Try it for 10 days—if not completely thrilled and delighted, then return for your money back. Only $4.98 complete with step-by-step picture instruction book and patterns. A wonderful gift. Two sets $9.

Order by mail from

Research Products Co., Dept. HG2

54 W. Park Place, Stamford, Conn.

---

**WITH NEEDLE and YARN**

MAKE YOUR OWN COAT OF ARMS

Learn how to embroider your coat of arms on your home, car, etc. Includes booklet, 121 designs, alphabet and numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$6.50

Martha Klein Handbags

3765 R'way, N. Y., N. Y., 19032. Phone: Audubon 6-1190

---

**Exclusive Handbags**

Needlepoint and beaded bags expertly mounted and restored. Exquisite custom made bags created. Tweeds, silks, furs, etc., used—also your own materials. Ask for illustrated folder and estimate.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Martha Klein Handbags

3765 R'way, N. Y., N. Y., 19032. Phone: Audubon 6-1190

---

**WONDER WEAVE HANDLOOM**

It's our quick, easy, neat, and easy! With fascinating results. A pocket size handloom with "heddle" action that weaves a whole row at a time. Does away with tedious, old fashioned over-and-under threading. You weave 1" x 1" squares or 2" x 1" oblongs in minutes. Simply sew them together to make afghans, scarves, skirts—almost anything you can dream up. Complete loom, specially made steel needles and instructions for only $1.88. Handbooks in handcraft and needlework stores and departments, or order by mail postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D. cash.

Karbercraft

Department 123T
Northport, N. Y. 11768

---

**Crewel for jewels**

All set to embroidery and into a handsome case to hold necklaces and bracelets. Kit designs on beige sueded embroidery yarns in rose, blue, green and brown; zip optional rhinestones; complete instructions. Jewel case, $3.50 35c post. Matching eyeglass case, $1.95 35c post. The Stitches, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

---

**Knitting pretty**

And sitting comfortably. Take you with this spacious bag at your favorite chair, finger handy. No sit-by-the-fire or knitting bag for travelers. Travels with ease, near or far. Finest finished frame is self-supporting. Fabric in assorted patterns. Inside pocket, reinforced bottom. $1.90 35c post. Gracious Living, 1062, Berkeley, R. I. 02064.

---

**Be pillow proud**

Another of the lovely decorative accessories from The Stitches can point to with pride. A crewel pillow kit that takes no time to create. Purple grapes and green leaves are worked in long short stitches. Kit includes needle, Belgian linen 13" sq. pillow cases, embroidery yarn, direct from the mill, $5.95 plus 35c post. The Stitch HG2, Wellesley, Mass., 02181.

---

**No talent needed**

Embark on a career right at home. Convert old attic-dwellers cash. This Home Study Pattern course tells how to turn them into antiques." Even sends you materials and full size patterns. Write for free booklet describing this craft to Norm & Sue Moe, Personalized Decorator Touch, 625 S. Grand St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

---

**Knitting pretty**

And sitting comfortably. Take you with this spacious bag at your favorite chair, finger handy. No sit-by-the-fire or knitting bag for travelers. Travels with ease, near or far. Finest finished frame is self-supporting. Fabric in assorted patterns. Inside pocket, reinforced bottom. $1.90 35c post. Gracious Living, 1062, Berkeley, R. I. 02064.

---

**Be pillow proud**

Another of the lovely decorative accessories from The Stitches can point to with pride. A crewel pillow kit that takes no time to create. Purple grapes and green leaves are worked in long short stitches. Kit includes needle, Belgian linen 13" sq. pillow cases, embroidery yarn, direct from the mill, $5.95 plus 35c post. The Stitch HG2, Wellesley, Mass., 02181.

---

**No talent needed**

Embark on a career right at home. Convert old attic-dwellers cash. This Home Study Pattern course tells how to turn them into antiques." Even sends you materials and full size patterns. Write for free booklet describing this craft to Norm & Sue Moe, Personalized Decorator Touch, 625 S. Grand St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

---

**WONDER WEAVE HANDLOOM**

It's our quick, easy, neat, and easy! With fascinating results. A pocket size handloom with "heddle" action that weaves a whole row at a time. Does away with tedious, old fashioned over-and-under threading. You weave 1" x 1" squares or 2" x 1" oblongs in minutes. Simply sew them together to make afghans, scarves, skirts—almost anything you can dream up. Complete loom, specially made steel needles and instructions for only $1.88. Handbooks in handcraft and needlework stores and departments, or order by mail postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D. cash.

Karbercraft

Department 123T
Northport, N. Y. 11768

---

**Crewel for jewels**

All set to embroidery and into a handsome case to hold necklaces and bracelets. Kit designs on beige sueded embroidery yarns in rose, blue, green and brown; zip optional rhinestones; complete instructions. Jewel case, $3.50 35c post. Matching eyeglass case, $1.95 35c post. The Stitches, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.
**Decal’s an eagle**
Bold lithographed decals of gold and brown make early Americana accents on glass, metal, wood or plastic 16 eagles, 2” to 51/2” wide; 6, 51/2” w.; 4, 81/2” w. $1.75 per set. 2, 12” w.; one 18” giant sets sheets $1.65 per dozen. Decorative drama for a doorway, refinished chest, valance. Ppd. Catalog 25c. Authentics, HG2, Box 9276, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219.

**Decorator’s dream**
Start now to transform your rooms into a spring bouquet of color. Heavyweight shantung satin with the look of oriental silk comes in 35 deep jewel and delicate pastel tones. An ideal choice for draperies, slipcovers and upholstery. Only $1.65 per yd. Free catalogue of 50 fabrics. Forsyth Fabrics, Inc., HG2, 1190 Foster St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30318.

**The art of relaxing**
Try needlepoint. It’s better than tranquilizers. Relax while you create a charming two or three letter monogrammed wastebasket. Kit includes everything plus easy directions and 101/2” by 101/2” rattan basket. Choose blue, green, rose or gold yarn and ribbon. White yarn for background. $7.50 plus 60c postage per set. The Stitchery, HG2, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

Who’s for owls?
Kits featuring this wise bird have pre-cut shapes with easy instructions for assembling. Three felt owls, shown, 16” by 30”, $6. One owl: 7” by 91/2”; $1.50; 11” by 131/2”; $2.50; 12” by 141/2”; $3.50. Ppd. Owls in beige, orange, aqua, chartreuse, blue or green (specify). White or natural burlap background. Raye Perkins, HG2, 6332 Sloan, Houston, Tex. 77017.

**Tablecloth kit**
It’s fun to finish this Meissen Blue Onion pattern clearly stamped. A 30” by 72” tablecloth, instructions included. $1.55 per set. 36” by 44”; $3.30. Add 50c postage. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

---

**CREWEL FUN**

Delightful crewel pillow kit that’s as much fun to make as it is to receive. Happy frogs in natural colors of green and white on yellow textured fabric. Kit comes complete with stamped design, wool, cording, zipper, and instructions to make a 12 x 12” pillow. $3.80 postpaid. Send 25c for our 80 pg. catalog. Please include zip code.

ERICA WILSON

Dept. 23
40 East Ave. (Cor. 81st St.)

New York, N.Y. 10028

---

**Needlepoint**

Stylized set in white, gray, and black with touches of yellow. Cushion size 14” x 14” $32.50

**Paint your own wall mural!**

Enjoy the beauty, creative satisfaction of painting a lovely 5 to 14 ft. wide mural directly on your wall! New "paint-by-numbers" method is fun, incredibly easy. Takes just 3 to 5 hours. Artists charge up to $350; wallpaper costs $100 and more. Our complete kits, $12.95 up! Also fabulous "Black Light" background color. Wools, needles and instructions included. Mounting and finishing service available. Catalog $1.

Robert Mazaltov & Son, Inc.

Dept. HG2

758 Madison Ave., New York 10021

---

**Wrought art hobby kit**

Beautiful ironwork wrought from iron. Fun to assemble—easy to finish in any color of your choice! - 36 by 12” Black. No tools needed with this easy to follow "paint-by-numbers" method. Extra bonus. Kit only $4.95; black hand forged $9.95 in diameter, included rack; just like expensive, hand wrought iron 13” by 14”. Mail. ORTH... Please add 50c for postage and handling.

The Mail Box #225

Dept. H, New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

---

**Now! Make this stunning "Peacock" from Egg Cartons**

It's easy! Directions FREE when you subscribe to Pack-O-Fun!

The above Peacock wall plaque is typical of 1,000 fresh, original ideas you get in Pack-O-Fun magazine for turning all kinds of no-cost household throwaways into useful, attractive articles for fun and profit!

All 10 big issues of Pack-O-Fun are crammed with clever, simple directions for turning throwaways like egg cartons, plastic bottles and boxes, shells, spoons, bits of wood, etc. into clever and useful toys, gifts, games, bazaar items, etc.

Nearly a million users praise Pack-O-Fun: "Best $1 I ever invested," says Mrs. H.C., Ill. "I gave up 1 popular magazine to keep Pack-O-Fun and I'm not sorry," says Mrs. C.P. Will.

Pack-O-Fun saves work, ends budget worries for mothers, church workers, teachers, leaders. Money back guarantee, of course. Subscribe now.

---

**LEARN FLOWER ARRANGING at home**

Make professional corsages, arrangements, wedding designs. Unusual spare, full time money making opportunities, or hobby. Free information on exciting home-study course.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS DEPT. B-202
2200 Barry Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90063

Please mail me your free information "Opportunities in Floristry."

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

PACK-O-FUN

Dept. 1727, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068
Payment enclosed for Pack-O-Fun subscription: $5 for 2-Years (Save 50% ) $1 for 1-Year

Extra bonus if you subscribe now! Shows 6 ways to turn plastic bottles, bags, boxes, etc. into toys, gifts, games, etc.

---

**Wrapping around crafts**

Full of ideas for exciting home decoration. Conventional and modern designs or patterns in the country for chairs, pillows, slippers, samplers, rugs and more. Complete information, directions and 101/2” by 101/2” mural kits. Many exquisite modern, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige touch! Send for FREE How to details (end. charge up to $350; wallpaper scenic art $100 and more. Our complete kits, $12.95 up! Also fabulous "Black Light" background color. Wools, needles and instructions included. Mounting and finishing service available. Catalog $1.

Art Center, 4401 Birch St., ART CENTER. 4401 Birch St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90022.

---

**Painting around**

Fun magazine for turning all kinds of no-cost household throwaways into useful, attractive articles for fun and profit!

For mothers, church workers, teachers, leaders. Nearly a million users praise Pack-O-Fun: "Best $1 I ever invested," says Mrs. H.C., Ill. "I gave up 1 popular magazine to keep Pack-O-Fun and I'm not sorry," says Mrs. C.P. Will.

Pack-O-Fun saves work, ends budget worries for mothers, church workers, teachers, leaders. Money back guarantee, of course. Subscribe now.

---

**LEARN FLOWER ARRANGING at home**

Make professional corsages, arrangements, wedding designs. Unusual spare, full time money making opportunities, or hobby. Free information on exciting home-study course.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS DEPT. B-202
2200 Barry Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90063

Please mail me your free information "Opportunities in Floristry."

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

PACK-O-FUN

Dept. 1727, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068
Payment enclosed for Pack-O-Fun subscription: $5 for 2-Years (Save 50% ) $1 for 1-Year

Extra bonus if you subscribe now! Shows 6 ways to turn plastic bottles, bags, boxes, etc. into toys, gifts, games, etc.
**Shopping Around**

**Back easer**

Ladies can relax and enjoy sports ordinary housework and activity when wearing the simple girdle like Pi-Fer back easer. Made of open weave fabric with soft foam rubber back pad, it adjusts by a pull strap. Result is comfort plus a slim look. Send hip, waist size, $6.95 plus 25¢ post. Piper Brac, HNG-27FB, 811 Wyan-
dotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

**Picture this**

Attention, clock watchers! Keep your eye on the real timepiece in this unique reproduction of "Town Hall" a Colonial American painting. Keeps time perfectly. No need to replace battery for a full year. Enjoy the fine brush strokes in relief and lacquer finish. 27" by 21 1/2". Framed, $85 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HCG-226 W. Wayne Ave, Pa. 19067.

**Family shield**


**A NEW SWITCH!**

Here's the latest in switch plates . . . a cheerful celebration of Independence Day! Raised in three-dimensional effect to add charm to your home. Of durable, shock-proof plastic. 10" by 6 1/4" by 7/8". $1.05, plus 25¢ postage per order. Order 20 for $1.75 each. Specify zip code.

**The "Korit"**

A lovely base with an elegant air in Korit! Adapting perfectly to any decor, this new Charm-Chair is available in velvet or velour fabric. Samples on Request. For Korit rubber seat and back; coil springs. Select hardwood frame finished in your choice of Fruitwood, Mahogany, Antiques White. H. E. Harris, Dept. C-101, 227 W. 33rd St., N.Y.C. 111. $3.75, plus 30¢ ship. Wrap.

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**Floral Pictures**

All plants are labeled for identification. A perfect way to brighten your home. 6" by 6" by 3". $1.95, postpaid.

**SMELL SERVERS**

Stunning-made half-shell serv- ers, imported from Portugal, are back for the season, last year's most popular gift. Send for price. A perfect gift for your own special people or as a wedding gift. A perfect gift for couples. Each 10" long. $12.00.

**ORIENTAL GINGER JAR**

A lovely ceramic jar, used for centuries to hold fruit and preserves, a treasure today. Gold or antique white with gold touches. 8" high. $9.95, plus 30¢ postage per jar.

**GARDEN**

**Ornaments Contemporary and Traditional**

Planter Pool, 36" x 27", with lead bubbler and pump, $26.00. Also other sizes and shapes. Lead figurines, 8" high, 14" wide, with liner, $75.00. English lead owl, 12" high, with 5" square base, $40.00. All prices f.o.b., New York.

Erkins has many other attractive fountains, figures and garden ornaments, in a wide price range. Send file for fully-illustrated Catalogue or come visit our galleries.

**ERKINS STUDIOS**

Dept. 172, 8 West 40th St., New York, N.Y. 10018

**PROFIT & PLEASURE HOME STUDY COURSE**

We're Looking for People who Like Antiques!

**PROFIT**

Amazing New Plan Starts You Quickly to Big Profits • Space or Full Time • No Showroom, Store or Office Needed. PLEASURE: Plan easily makes you an expert in the Prestige Profession of Antiques • Diploma Granted. PERSONAL GUIDANCE: Remarkable Research Service Guides You Step By Step. Send For Free Profit & Pleasure Booklet to:

American Institute of Antiques
50-5th Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
Dept. HG27

**FREE进口 GIFT CATALOG**

**DIRECT FROM FACTORY**

**STUDIOS**

**GARDEN ORNAMENTS CONTEMPORARY AND TRADITIONAL**

**PROFIT & PLEASURE HOME STUDY COURSE**

**MAPLE ON MARQUISY FINISH**

$4995

Send 10¢ for catalog of other values.

**EDWARD H. ZIFF IMPORTER**

Dept. HG27, Merchandise Mart
P.O. Box 3172, Chicago, Ill. 60634

**U.S. STAMPS!**

4 SENSATIONAL OFFERS IN ONE - ONLY 10¢:

1. Genuine centennial postage stamp illustrated; picturing first U.S.A. issued 1847.
2. Collection 75 different U.S. - Ancient 19th century. $5.00 denomination stamp.
4. Collectors Guide; other unusual stamps from our Approval Service which you may return without purchases and may cancel service at any time. PLUS Complete New United States Catalog - 786 illustrations!

Send full name, address, zip and 10¢ - H.R. Harris, Dept. C-113, Boston, Mass. 02117

**FURNITURE OF GIFTS DEPT. G-2**

P.O. Box 3954, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60654

Crafteren in Charm

**SHELL SERVERS**

DIRECT FROM FACTORY

**MPLE ON MARQUISY FINISH**

$4995

Send 10¢ for catalog of other values.

**EDWARD H. ZIFF IMPORTER**

Dept. HG27, Merchandise Mart
P.O. Box 3172, Chicago, Ill. 60634

**GARDEN ORNAMENTS CONTEMPORARY AND TRADITIONAL**

**PLANTER POOL, 36" X 27", WITH LEAD BUBBLER AND PUMP, $26.00. ALSO OTHER SIZES AND SHAPES. LEAD FIGURINES, 8" HIGH, 14" WIDE, WITH LINER, $75.00. ENGLISH LEAD OWL, 12" HIGH, WITH 5" SQUARE BASE, $40.00. ALL PRICES F.O.B., NEW YORK.**

ERKINS HAS MANY OTHER ATTRACTION FOUNTAINS, FIGURES AND GARDEN ORNAMENTS, IN A WIDE PRICE RANGE. SEND FILE FOR FULLY-ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OR COME VISIT OUR GALLERIES.

**ERKINS STUDIOS**

DEPT. 172, 8 WEST 40TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10018
Crewel craft
It's Noah's Ark! With elephant, giraffe, goats, hippo, roosters, lions, cows on cream colored linen. Yarn comes in reds, gray, yellow, green, pink, black, blue. Instructions included. Linen is 17" by 21" to fit stock 16" by 20" frame (not included). $5.95 plus 35c postage. The Stitchery, HG2, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

A decorative turn
Gleaming chrome and crystal-clear lucite combine for a smart new look in hook or bath. Easy to attach with stem-locking device that grips and holds. Chrome sleeve adjusts to fit any stem height. Old nuts, screws or shank doesn't show. They'll fit any facet, look like expensive original installations. $5.96 s/hpld. Hobi, Inc., HG2, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.

Star light
Good lighting is the key to good makeup. Six 20 watt frosted bulbs eliminate shadowing, create, give balanced lighting. Laviel, baroque-style frame 11" by 14", of heavy plastic in an antique gold-en finish. Hardwood back with hinged easel and hanging hole. With 6" EL appr. cord. $5.95 plus 65c post. Lang's, HG2, 28 Magee Ave., Stamford, Conn. 06902.

HARVEST TABLE
Beautiful and versatile Colonial reproduction will add grace and charm to any room. Custom crafted in authentic design. Sturdy, lasting, constructed of solid maple. Hardwood bark willi finish. Hardwood bark without uttering a word —friendly neighbors, jealous co-workers—perpetuated by others—destroyed your life which denied him companionship, love, warm happiness into your life, as if you

SEAT COVERS 23" SQUARE 3.99 EACH
Replace old, worn-out seat covers with new, loomed Needlepoint seat covers. Sparkling, foam-back, choices in black or beige. Needlepoint pattern on beige or black background. Can be cut to size. 2.99 set of four. 11.49 each. N.Y. State residents—add 3 1/2% sales tax. Payment: L. P. C. Inc., 600 W. of Hill, & 6th of Ave., M. B. Rents, 4th and 8th of Ave. 90th of Ave.
Professional PEN & INK drawing of your home on fine stationery!

Send snapshot of your home or boat—we draw a beautiful black and white sketch in rich detail—print it on distinctive, finest white stationery, 6" x 8", and return your photo unharmed.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
50 sheets, printed with house and address, 50 matching envelopes with address only... all for only $17.75 ppd.

Drawing can be imprisoned on playing cards, matches, napkins, Christmas Cards, bridge tallies, postcards and stationery. Write today for samples.

Since art work is included in original price, subsequent orders will be filled at approximately half the original price.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

GEORGE KOVACS
Dept.HG-1,831 Madison Ave. (69th 5f.)
New York, N. Y. 10021

only $45.
foot switch. You can put it to work for
drawings. Lamp is controlled by a
or match the extra heavy base, shaft,
chrome, or polished brass. Or have it
white, black, orange, green, blue, sand,
you can have up to 100 watts of light
a coolie's hat) tilts. You can point the
light just where you want it to go. And
doesn't cost a lot, and yet there is
much—fine work and design in it. The
16" shade (which happens to look like
art work is included in original price, subsequent orders will be filled at approximately half the original price.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

WORKS CHEAP

We call this our "coolie" lamp. It
doesn't cost a lot, and yet there is
much—fine work and design in it. The
16" shade (which happens to look like
art work is included in original price, subsequent orders will be filled at approximately half the original price.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

WORKS CHEAP

We call this our "coolie" lamp. It
doesn't cost a lot, and yet there is
much—fine work and design in it. The
16" shade (which happens to look like
art work is included in original price, subsequent orders will be filled at approximately half the original price.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.
Shopping Around

For belles
Your coiffure into a creation hairpins angle with tin-
vants and hold a wiglet or your own
swit securely. In silver
... for 3 or $7. Silver dipped
dl... $20. Ppd.
Wayne, 612-GRH So. Coun-
th Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

It away!
iers and would-be thieves
t twice when they see this yel-
black and red emblem. Affix
window in car, at home, at
Decal warns that the
is electronically protected by
that actually installs and
alarms. 3/4" by 3/4", $2 for
5. Ppd. Michalle, HC2,
242 Midwood, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ep well?
's easier with the elevating
apertute Wedge. Reduces
in breathing for sinus, asth-
allergy or heart sufferers;
leg, foot pains due to circu-
problems. Light, soft poly-
tane is covered with zippered
. Fitted percale pillow case
77" by 77", $19.95 ppd.
Stern, HC2, 16 Bradford Rd.,
achen, N. J. 08840.

erry blossom time
't wait to enjoy the fragile
ety of the famed Japanese
blossom. Bring spring
with this pink glass Bonsai
that flourishes whatever the
. Oriental charmer's in an
esting white porcelain plan-
tical tranquil oriental des-
high. $13.50 ppd. American
Ber, Dept. 531, Norwich, Vt.

Atmo-Sphere.
Even natural wicker globe hangs
9" sculptured walnut arm which
left to right, adjustable height.
6" in diameter, encloses cylindrical
at 100 watts. 2.50. Also available from the ceiling.
$17.99.

IMPAND
579 Sixth Ave., NYC.
Dept. HG-2

every NYC, add 5% tax. NYS, add
Outside NYC Express Collect. No
SEND 15C FOR NEW CATALOG "A"

Send for this FREE
Fiberglas Bedspread
and Drapery Catalog.
... direct-to-you-
savings up to 40%.

Now, wouldn't life be easier
and more beautiful with...

Fiberglas Beta Bedspreads. Enjoy!

So beautiful and...
machine-washable
stain-resistant
soft-touchable
non-wrinkable
kid-proof
unshrinkable
absolutely no-iron

Marvelous" Lace by Scropton. 100% Cot-
ten, your choice of white or ivory. 43" panel:
81" lg. 4.50, 90" lg. $5.50. 108" lg. $6.50
each. 67" panel 81" lg. $5.50, 90" lg. $6.50,
108" lg. $7.50 each. These curtains will give
years of service; Drip-Dry, No stretch-
ing, No starching, Little or No ironing.
Swatches 20c Curtains Catalog 35c

RONNIE Fiberglas Center, Dept. 4G, 19145 Broad Avenue, Fairview, N. J. 07022

Please rush me the FREE Ronnie Fiberglas Bedspread-Drapery Catalog.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code

Don't sleep on it. Mail coupon today
FILE-DRAWER TABLE
16½" x 22½" x 30"h.
Why buy an ordinary end table...when you can have this handsome place of furniture that doubles as a file stool. Too! Now you can keep your valuable papers orderly, accessible...in a drawer deep enough for standard alphabetical guides, long enough for the accumulation of years. Hand-made with antique hardware...developed drawers ride on easy slides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLASSIC</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLONIAL</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROVINCIAL</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIRECT FROM OUR WORKSHOP TO YOU
Shipping Around

Pretty wall flower
Hang a picture of realroses picked in Alpine meadows of Tyrol. Dried, then artistically served to retain natural loveliness, their vibrant colors show to fection against white backdrops with contrasting gold leaf frames. No two are alike. 5" sq. $4.95
World Handicraft Center, Suite 302, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

Bountiful bowl
From an original discovered in Spainish castles came the design for this superb scrollobowl. A teretly made of wrought iron, a fabulous foil for fake fruit, to fruit. 6½" h., 9" dia. $9.50
75c postage. Also available candleholders in the same scroll design, 4½" h., $6.50 per pair. Pp'd. Heritage House, HG2, W. king, Pa. 19085.

Ivory for elegance
Sparkling white genuine elephant ivory hands emphasize finger's slimmness, look handsomely on dress or street wear. Finish rope guard is beauties team with the ivory or other roll in your collection. ivory bundle $2.50 ea.;½", 5½ ea.; 2 guars $2. Pp'd send ring size. Lob. Dept. 6HG5, 663 Middle Neck Rd, Great Neck, N. Y. 11023.

White porcelain
To hang up! Garlic press, 12¾ Measuring spoons set (¼,½,1 spoon), $1.25. 4 spice holders (a spice, pepper, clove, ginger, $5.25, 4 com holders (a plate, penny, nickel, dime), $2.25. measuring cups (2-, 4-, 6-, 8-oz. $4.25. 2 funnels ("a" and ") $3.25. Pp'd. free catalogue. T. Patio, HG2, Highland Park, I. 60036.

The way to select

The ORIENTAL RUG

is to examine the
in your own home.

Hundreds of rare items, inexpensive, semi-antique, new rugs in antique signs. Each moderate priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and COLORED PICTURES. Select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES. NO DEPOSIT or EXPENSE to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy.

Antique rugs $50 to $1500 Small to giant sizes. Savonnerie rugs from India in pastel (Kirmn) colors 9 x 12 ft. $500, 12 x 20 ft. $1200. Many giant and unusual sizes.

For 40 years we have been eliminating the middle man of gamble in buying Oriental Rugs for thousands of customers all over America.

"ORIENTAL RUGS—A Complete Guide" by Charles W. Jacobson...$12.50
First and only Oriental Rug encyclopedia ever published. 800 pages with 250 plates in full color.© 1938, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

FURNISHED IN EARLY AMERICAN?
Send 25¢ for our big Handbook-Catalogue "1,000 Pictures Of Basic Items For Furnishing An Early American Home" Everything in early American. All by mail at modest prices. Money-Back Guarantee even includes shpg. chgs.

STURBRIDGE YANKEE WORKSHOP
527 Brimfield Tunkielle, Sturbridge, Mass.

ORIENTAL RUGS

is to examine the
in your own home.

Hundreds of rare items, inexpensive, semi-antique, new rugs in antique signs. Each moderate priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and COLORED PICTURES. Select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES. NO DEPOSIT or EXPENSE to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy.

Antique rugs $50 to $1500 Small to giant sizes. Savonnerie rugs from India in pastel (Kirmn) colors 9 x 12 ft. $500, 12 x 20 ft. $1200. Many giant and unusual sizes.

For 40 years we have been eliminating the middle man of gamble in buying Oriental Rugs for thousands of customers all over America.

"ORIENTAL RUGS—A Complete Guide" by Charles W. Jacobson...$12.50
First and only Oriental Rug encyclopedia ever published. 800 pages with 250 plates in full color.© 1938, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

The way to select
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Hundreds of rare items, inexpensive, semi-antique, new rugs in antique signs. Each moderate priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and COLORED PICTURES. Select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES. NO DEPOSIT or EXPENSE to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy.

Antique rugs $50 to $1500 Small to giant sizes. Savonnerie rugs from India in pastel (Kirmn) colors 9 x 12 ft. $500, 12 x 20 ft. $1200. Many giant and unusual sizes.

For 40 years we have been eliminating the middle man of gamble in buying Oriental Rugs for thousands of customers all over America.

"ORIENTAL RUGS—A Complete Guide" by Charles W. Jacobson...$12.50
First and only Oriental Rug encyclopedia ever published. 800 pages with 250 plates in full color.© 1938, Norwich, Vt. 05055.
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J$2.98 plus 4.75 postase. The 6 Hairpieces-in-One!

Go Go tail

6 Hairpieces-in-One!

INSTANT GLAMOUR

The "IN" Harriettes for ensemble styles A full in colors too! Use as a whole or separately! Can be washed, set or styled. Matts real and natural. Like you own hair! Only

CUSTOM COLOR MATCHED

Send two samples and $2.50 for the booklet! Go Go Tail, Dept. 4-1-1767

FREE

6 GO GO Styles

Cot or acetate

UNITED - KIT CHARM - BROAD MOWER-REGISTER

etc.

$6.00

GO OR TAIL, DEPT. 4, 1-1767

Hi-Low TV Poles

SAVE SPACE

DECORATED SAFETY TRENDS

Glamorous baths and showers. Make faster; no stopping! No slipping or turning when new 1/2 safety trends are attached permanently to tub or shower. Treads stay fresh and clean. New floral design. Background colors: white, pink or blue. Please specify color. Order these right away.

Order #202 $1.95 each (2 for $2.00)

JAPANESE BLACK PINE

This unique tree is grown all over the world. It's a real "talking piece" for the rock garden. It's easy to grow most places outdoors after it's established. See will be about 8" tall and nicely formed. Buy several! Grow a forest of them.

Order #225 $1.95 each

COMIC SWEATSHIRTS

"That's a real attention getter with an up-to-the-minute comic sweat shirt. Sayings and comic characters are different on each. Quality, color in Navy blue. White lettering. Sizes: S, M, L. $12.95. "When you're so great as I am it's hard to be humble". The beautiful, high closed, poised and sexy "SO LOVE ME YOU FOOL". Specify size and saying. Order #202 $4.25

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

Write Dept. 202A for items above and FREE catalog

DIARY KIT

Hand Made

Fashioned By

Made Especially

Hand Knit

PERSONALIZED LABELS

Secure a garment even more unique and appreciated. Bayse colors. Embellished or plain. No. Hand Made

Fashioned By

Made Especially

Hand Knit

Company name on label, up to 18 characters. Ink and pad included.
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"GROW LONG NAILS" IN MINUTES!

ALSO REPAIRS NAILS LIKE NEW!
USE MAGIC NAIL LIQUID FORMULA #77
by Charles of 5th Ave., 550 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

NOT A WEAK PASTE ON NAIL BUT AN AMAZING LIQUID! Brush on easily. Turns ugly, short, broken, split, and bitten nails into hard, long, glamorous nails—IN MINUTES—STRONGER THAN YOUR OWN! Can be trimmed, filed and beautifully polished. Will not break or split no matter what work you do. Will stay on until your own nails grow out! STOPS NAIL BITING! USED BY MILLIONS! NOW! A LARGE $5 KIT FOR ONLY $2.00 plus 50c C.O.D. Save 50c C.O.D. changes by enclosing $2.00 with order. MAIL ORDERS TODAY! GUARANTEED!

To: Charles Of Fifth Avenue, Inc.
Mail Order Dept. HG-2
Box 98, Cedarhurst, New York

LEARN ADVERTISING...

Women! Now you can step into one of 16,000 exciting new positions upon your own in Advertising. No writing or set ability necessary. Many latter-day sales producers begin in this field. Time for rewarding, good salary offers with advertising agency, department store, magazine, manufacturer, etc. Prices from practical line to top-drawer $500 a month. Most fascinating position. Enjoy a new way of life. Pressure advertising executive guide plus by-step. Send for...

FREE "ADVERTISING CAREER KIT"
including Book, "Opportunities in Advertising," Sample, Leaves and Free Laura BishopIntricro—All—FREE! No salesman will call.

North American School of Advertising
438 Kemple Drive, University Place
Dept. 1532, Newport, Calif. 92660

A fully accredited, non-denominational school authorized to issue diplomas by Calif. Department of Public Instruction

SHOPPING AROUND

New view
Magnifying lenses on an adjustable headband are the answer to needlework, craftsmanship and work with fine print. Lenses swing up when not in use. Hands are kept free for $7.95 with 2% diopter lenses $2.98, 3 diopter lens $2.98, 4 diopter lens $2.98, 5 diopter lens $2.98, 6 diopter lens $2.98, 7 diopter lens $2.98, 8 diopter lens $2.98. Pd. Nei-King, HNW-2
WYANDOTTE, Kansas City, 64105

Coins of the world
The perfect starter for a ring collector, 50 genuine from the world over. Many become difficult to obtain some are quite scarce. Handmade 52 page illustrated catalogue of hobby items includes with each order. $5 ppd. C. Coin Co., Dept. T, 13831 Ve Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Cal. 9

From Japan with love
Tender loving care and finery has gone into the craftsmanship this lovely kiri wood place setting. Floral design is in copper, painted in the understated manner for which Orientals are famous. The perfect holder for a miniature bonsai tree. Removable base. 7" dia. $12.50 ppd. Shop International, Inc., 530 Shop Int'l Bldg., Norwich, VT 05055

Grate idea!
Whiz through food fixing with this super-efficient kitchen toy—a grater and bowl combo. Grip handle, non-skid base & bowl stationary. Triple-section grater fits snugly over bowl, gets shreds and shoestrings out of the way. 8" dia. Can't-rust sty $1.29 ppd. Sunset House, 815 set Bldg., Beverly Hills, 90213

Cut-comb combine
For Goldilocks, a great new to cut and shape (simultaneously) her lovely young mane. "Kut-Kut" comb has notched blades, does a salon job on head of hair, grownup or child, and easy-does-it with this p.d.
Blades, style-book included $1.98 ppd. Aquiannt Laboratory, HG2, Box 7, St. Charles, Ill. 60110

AMERICANA POSTER
are richly detailed replicas on white Buff paper of the Fine Art Panorama of Ships, guns, reward notices, press campaign ballots, Jesse James, Billy the Kid, etc. Sizes 24x36 to 10x17 for each assortment a $5 value, 25 assorted $2; 3 diff. assortments $5; 5 diff. assortments $7. Or on heavy antique tan paper 25 assorted $4; 3 diff. assortments $7; 5 diff. assortments $15; Catalog

Authentic Distributors, Inc.
Box 414F, St. James, N. Y. 11780

HOUSE & GARDEN
Shagging Around

Something new for the early American kitchen. These canister cutters are copies of the old-fashioned Mason jar. Heavy glass makes it easy to tell when supplies are running out. Hinged cover with clasp holds lid securely. Rubber ring keeps freshness in. Raised eagle design. 9" x 73/4". 4½" h. Set. 9.95 p.d. Old Guiford Forge, HG2, Guilford, Conn. 06437.

Long 'n lean
Truly long, slim ties are a perfect blend of 50% Dacron polyester and 50% fine worsted. Your Valentine'll love 'em. Solid maroon, brown, black, navy or dive; striped black/grey, maroon/blue, bronze/navy, olive/blue. $2.50 ea. p.pd. Free 72-page color catalog. King-Size, HG2. 107 King Size Blvd., Brockton, Mass. 02402.

Teflon treat
Outstanding feature of this pan's Teflon treatment. Thanks to the wonder-stuff, you can fry anything without fear of burning—no particle of food can possibly stick to the surface. Makes doing the Danish pancake a cinch; wells pressure round numbers. Washes without scouring. 11½" dia. $3.99 plus 35c post. Hanover House, Dept. Z836, Hanover, Pa. 17331.

Comfort up or down
The Nu-Slant Elevator has seven adjustable heights for your mattress to raise your head or legs from 5 to 14 inches from the normal level. Made of plywood it folds flat when not in use. It works like a hospital bed, at a fraction of the cost, to give maximum comfort. Twin bed, $11.50; double, $12.50. Ppd. Better Sleep, HG2, New Providence, N.J. 07974.

Design for seating

YOUR ADDRESS
LABELS, 1000—$1
A message to 4 lines neatly typed in black or white, gilded gummed paper, 1½ in. g. Packed with 2½ in. plastic. (Quite possibly the best label you can find. (Note we tell our sizes.) 1000 for $1 p.pd.
5 orders, 80c each. Any 10, any 25 or more, 60c each. Via add 24c per 1000. Write for ad raising folder, too. Guarant. Prompt delivery. Bruce Bo, 22-E Bofind Blvd., Boulder, Co. 80302. Thank You Kindly!

Mr. John O. Hamilton
220 Maple Leaf Drive
Cronus, Long Island
New York 11342

DINGY TEETH made RADIANT WHITE
in minutes! with new Cosmetic Enamel!
Are you smile shy because of discolored, drill and unattractive teeth? Then try WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cosmetic" for an attractive new glamorous look. Just brush on and instantly you transform discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a sparkling white finish that appears so pearl-like and natural. WYTEN is used by thousands of women and theatrical folks to cover up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. Dental formula is completely safe and harmless for natural as well as false teeth. SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial. Pay postman on delivery $1.98 plus postage for a 3 months supply. Or send only $1.18 with order and we pay postage. 10 day trial must satisfy or money will be refunded.

H. J. FIND PRODUCTS CO., Dept. W36
Box 205 Church St., New York, N.Y. 10008
SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER!

PERMA TWEEZ! Revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device that safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. THIS IS THE ONLY INSTRUMENT WITH SPECIAL U.S. PATENTED SAFETY FEATURE THAT DESTROYS THE HAIR ROOT WITHOUT PUNCTURATING SKIN.

Automatic 'tweezer-like' action gives safe and permanent results. Professionally endorsed. Send check or M.O.

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Presented in U.S., Britain, France & others pending

NOW! Life Insurance Birth to Age 90

First 30 Days Only $25 Per Policy

CASH FOR YOUR FINAL EXPENSES.

AVOID BEING A BURDEN TO YOUR FAMILY.

Introductory Offer. Answer these 9 questions on a plain piece of paper and mail with only 25¢ for 30 day protection. Suicide or death due to prevailing illness set covered during first year. Regular rate shown on policy.

Amount annually issued without doctor examination. NOW LOW RATES.

Age Amount Age Amount

6 to 10 $1,000 11 to 15 $2,500

1. Print full name and address.
2. Father's name.
3. Height and weight.
4. Occupation and duties.
5. Rate and sex.
7. Have you knowledge have you had heart, lung, diabetes, cancer, or chronic disease.
8. Is your condition of your health?
9. Amount desired?

Address
Name
City/State/Zip

6321-G GASTON AVE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75214

Genuine Oil Portrait

Magnificently Handpainted in Full GENUINE OIL PORTRAIT

GENUINE OIL PORTRAIT

Magnificently Handpainted in Full

Color by Professional Oil World Art

BUT at a New Low Price! Now you can

ENTRUST a treasured loved one's presence eternal in your home with this incomparable promise of art and love. A genuine underside guarantee for you as a gift to be treasured for years at an unbelievable

money will be immediately refunded unconditionally guaranteed. All money will be immediately refunded

FREE! Full Color Catalog & Decorator's Idea Guide

Burlington Galleries

From your own snapshot...

NOW! FINE KID GLOVE CLEANING

A SOFTER PROCESS FOR RINSEING AND "SHOWER-FROTHING"

White gloves never white...colored gloves, better.

And kid gloves are now "SHOWER-FROTHING!

leather is water proofing. "SHOWER-FROTHING!" makes longer wear because it cleansens all from your ten. Kid gloves treated to the inside you specify. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Must be accompanied by check or money order.

FABRIC CLEANER AND "SHOWER-FROTHING" TRIMMED COATS, DRESSES - ALL LEATHER GARMENTS.

LANO-FLEX

EUGENE & VILLA PLACE, HU - NASHVILLE, TENN.

SPECIAL OFFER - FINE KIDS GLOVES 100% off alternate hands, beaded and sequin-gloved gloves at cut-rate prices.
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There May Be a Fortune Hiding in Your Attic or Cellar!

With this big new 440-page antique guide, you'll have no more worries about the value of your antiques. The most important guide to antiques in the country is the dealer's handbook. It gives up-to-date values of all sorts of antiques, and is available now for only $4.95. (That's half price!) A fascinating 724-page book is included for the public. Includes pictures, confidential dealer prices of each antiques as glass, china, furniture, toys, metal and pewterware, and invaluable guide to save money, and a wonderful new gift. $5.95 pbd.

MADISON HOUSE, Dept. HG-2, 488 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Clothes Hamper Table
FINISHED UNFINISHED

WINE MAKING SET

Make Your Own Wine At Home

Federal laws permit each household to make up to 200 gallons of wine annually for household consumption. Makes winemaking easy and fun, a personal hobby treat. Use peaches, raspberries, grapes. Set contains all tools necessary to make 2 gallons at a time—10 bottles of personally blended wine. Includes 1 (reusable) one gallon container, compact water seal valves, siphon tubes, sugar tests (sachetometer) to scientifically measure sugar content for true wine all the time. Complete instruction book with recipes. $4.95 pbd.

J. W. HOLST, Dept. G247
106 Emery St., East Tawas, Michigan 48730

Emu are a key to success and romance. No one will suspect that you are a touch high in your Victoria's Secret shoes. For a fraction of the cost, to give you new poise and taller height. TALLER Instantly! Be You Can Grow 1 2 Inches In height. THE SAME HEIGHT INCREASE AS EXPENSIVE HEIGHT INCREASE PILLS. INCLUDES FREE "LIFTEE" HEIGHT INCREASE PADS. At least 2 full inches with amazing new invisible pads. For women or men. $3.95 ppd. Spear Engineering Co., 209-1 Spear Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 80907.

Sends Taller instantly! A key to success and romance. No one will suspect that you are a touch high in your Victoria's Secret shoes. For a fraction of the cost, to give you new poise and taller height. TALLER Instantly! Be You Can Grow 1 2 Inches In height. THE SAME HEIGHT INCREASE AS EXPENSIVE HEIGHT INCREASE PILLS. INCLUDES FREE "LIFTEE" HEIGHT INCREASE PADS. At least 2 full inches with amazing new invisible pads. For women or men. $3.95 ppd. Spear Engineering Co., 209-1 Spear Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 80907.

BUILD THESE BEAUTIFUL CLOCKS

EMPLOYER ELEGANCE

 disciplined in your social contacts because of a short appearance ... ELI LITTE Height Increase Pads. The new amazing height increase pads that these incredible pads, in any pair of shoes. Now you can hide those extra inches in your clothes and shoes, at a fraction of the cost. The pads will increase your height in an instant. It's a practical solution for tall clothes and shoes. These pads will increase your height by 5 or 6 inches instantly. At least 2 full inches with amazing new invisible pads. For women or men. $3.95 ppd. Spear Engineering Co., 209-1 Spear Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 80907.

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! 10 DAY TRIAL MUST SATISFY OR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED.

THE LITTEE CO., Dept. 526, Box G08 Church Street, New York, N.Y. 10008

Blue Onion Enamelware

TEA KETTELE $3.95

Superb quality at tiny prices. Porcelain enameled steel with titanium white and antipagi Delft Blue design. Sauce pans: 1 qt., $2.95, 1 1/2 qt., $2.95, 2 qt., $2.95, with cover, $3.95. Covered Windsor Pots: 3 qt., $3.95, 6 qt., $5.95. Cup Tea Kettle, $1.95. 1 COP PERCOLATOR $2.95

1 1/2 QT. DOUBLE BOILER $3.25

PLEASE ADD 25¢ EACH POSTAGE PA. Res. Add 5¢. Cal. Folsom Pkwy. 2279 to CO.'S BIND FOR FREE CATALOG

Heritage House
Dept. HGZ. Wallingford, Conn. 06492

$9.95

Any Three for $19.95

She's tall and she's beautiful and she's got it all! The new amazing "LITTEE" height increase pads, now available at the lowest price ever! At least 2 full inches with amazing new invisible pads. For women or men. $3.95 ppd. Spear Engineering Co., 209-1 Spear Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 80907.

BUY YOU CAN BE TALLER Instantly! It's hard to believe this beautiful cabinet is also a practical clothes hamper. Sorts laundry for any household. Holds hangers and other hand washing, his tilt-front bin holds family wash. Two sizes—small and large baskets. Deluxe as laundry or dry cleaning. Holds everything—lovely bath table too—top holds toiletries and such. Large 18" high, 12" wide. $6.50 ea. Plus 75c postage (candles not included). Ann Isabel, HG2, 78-40 15th Ave., New York, N.Y. 11101.
OVERPAYING YOUR TAXES?

Perhaps. Well, here's a guide that may help you save hundreds of dollars.
Written by an expert, in easy-to-understand language this book should be in every home.
Contains, too, all the necessary forms for maintaining accurate expense records.

Price $5.00 postpaid
Send check or money order. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s
Satisfaction guaranteed.

OAKBROOK PUBLISHING COMPANY
DEPT. HG-2 POST OFFICE BOX 1004 OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS 60521

FAVORITE
CASUAL

in soft 'n silky
Checks or Salaries
You'll love its
sturdy wear with easy
1-gore skirt, action
back and side-in-
front. In lightweight
drapery crape, Crepe
Direct Tax or
Preliminary $14.95
$15.50

$14.95
same style in wash-
' n wear slip-in Chair-
tray in Violet Blue
or Raspberry Red.
Size as above.

$13.95
plus like post. os.

Old Pueblo
TRADERS
CC-646-66
Country Club
Terrace, Ariz.
85714

PHOTO BARGAINS

YOUR CHOICE
2 $10 ENLARGEMENTS or 4 $7 ENLARGEMENTS or
25 WALLET PHOTOS (plus FREE 5x7 Enl.) or
12 WALLET PHOTOS and 3 $7 ENLARGEMENTS
Finest double weight portrait paper. Send any photo, snapshot or negative (returned with order).
Any enlargement hand-colored 50c extra. State color of eyes, hair, and clothes.

QUALITY VALUE
Studio 143-T New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804

SLEEPING PILLOWS

YOUR CHOICE

2 for $9.88

Sweet-deep-sleep jumbo-size pillows of heirloom quality. Your choice—100% fluffy white feather or non-allergenic 100% foam. Now is the time to replace those worn-down pillows and enjoy that heavenly sleep.

FREE according to Cont. U.S.A.

SPECIAL—2 Giant Triple Size Cans for $3.00

2 8x10 ENLARGEMENTS or
2 for $7.50 each
4 5x7 ENLARGEMENTS or
25 WALLET PHOTOS

Chair-Loc Says, Keep Off!
A FEW PUFFS KEEP PETS WHERE THEY BELONG
Banish tattered hairs, doggy odors, prevent pets soiling upholstery and rugs. Keep Kitty from clawing furniture, puppy from chewing slipcovers, etc. Harmonize, invigorate, long-lasting. Pet-proofs what you spray. (U.S.A. reg.78.21)

Indoor Chair-Loc trains pets the easy way.
It's so repelling dogs and cats avoid what you spray; people seldom notice its fragrant fragrance.

Outdoors, Protects Plants, Lawns
Outdoor Chair-Loc, extra potent, controls dogs, cats, other animals. Prevents burned evergreens, spoiled garbage cans.

EITHER INDOOR OR OUTDOOR, ondproof
In Aerosol Cans (Giant Triple Size $1.65)
SPECIAL—2 Giant Triple Size Cans for $3.00
(1 of each or 2 of kind—please specify)
Order Today! Send $3.00 postpaid
Money-Back Guarantee. We mail postpaid.

Chair-Loc Box 1116 Sudbury, Mass. 01776

Chair-Loc CO.

EFFICIENCY KITCHEN

No matter how big your kitchen or how small, this kitchen order is for you. Top shelf in cook books; center shelf pull to hold cookbook open; rack of three rolls of paper towels, waxed paper. Hand-rubbed honed knotty pine or maple in $13.95. Kit $9.95. Ppd. Add W. of Miss. Yield House, 451 E. 167 St., Bronx, N.Y. 10.

LEATHER CLEANING

Get rid of doubts about what to with your soiled suede and lea wardrobe. Just mail these mounts with complete confidence and within 72 hours they are turned to you cleaned, beautified and restored. Leather suede, $6.95. Send for price list. cleaning vests, coats, gloves, suits, etc. Glove Masters, 451 E. 167 St., Bronx, N.Y. 10.

TIME MINDER

Pocket reminder that sounds alarm when it's time to feed parking meter, take the roast in the oven, pick up dad at the airport. Precision made Swiss movement is leatherweight, 3", from setting up to two hours, can set any key chain. Big help on holidays. $5.95 ppd. J. W. Holst, De HC267, 106 Emery St., East was, Mich. 48730.

FIREPLACES AND DECOR

As an H & G reader you'll agree if there's nothing like the glow of the fireside. The one we suggest electric with a built-in look—you do is plug it in. Enamelled steel, 24" w., 42" h., 12" d. In white, black or copperette. $99. plus $10 Frt. Free information other models. Sierra Home Products, Inc., HG2, Jericho Tp, Westbury, N.Y. 11591.

FIX LOOSE CHAIRS

Chair-Loc "Swells" Joints Tight
Sure-acting liquid synthetic penetrates fibers, makes them S-W-E-L-L. Fixes loose chairs, locks rungs, legs forever tight. A use Chair-Loc for dowels, tool and brokerage handles, mortised joints.

Plastic squeeze bottle with injector nozzle. Fluffy white feather or heirloom quality. Your choice $10. fluffy white feather or non-allergenic 100% foam. Now is the time to replace those worn-down pillows and enjoy that heavenly sleep.
**Shopping Around**

B Lincoln penny
9 Lincoln cent, with designer's initials on the reverse, is the most valuable of all U.S. coins. Victor B. Trenier is the designer. The only known kind! Appropriate for collectors with February birthdays, as well as for coin collectors. $3 postpaid. Hobby catalogue of interest.

**MDERFUL WILLOW FURNITURE**

Hobby catalogue of interest.

**THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS**

**AVAILABLE NOW IN**

**ANTIQUED DECORATOR COLORS**

Fully assembled. Direct from our workshop to you.

Faithful copy of the original Ladder Back chair that played such a prominent role in log cabin days. Reflecting all the charm of its era, the Madness still blends handsomely in any setting... from the White House to your home. Of selectively selected hardwood. It is carefully hand made to last for generations. Hand-woven seat of fine rushes in Colonial 4-point pattern.

**UNFINISHED ASH—smoothly sanded. Ready to paint.**

- Natural finish, without wood stain, wax or oil...
  - $10.95

- Birch finished—In Maple, Walnut, Pine or Black Lacquer...
  - $11.95

- Antique finish Birch—Florentine Yellow, Moss Green, Venetian Red...
  - $15.95

Minimum order 10%, discount on six.

For matching Arts & Crafts and $4.00 to above prices.

Insurance included, Express charges collect. Send name and order number. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Jeff Elliot Craftsmen

Dept. 0-27, Statesville, N. Carolina 28677

**BASKET HOUSE**

54 Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

91413

**AND NEW GLORY**

'...is the time to take a look at furs. Consider remodeling in a fresh fashion with Eton collar, 1st length, slash pockets, 4-patch sleeves. L. R. Fox will remodel yours for $24.95 including lining, new lacing and erling...'

**PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS**

...now for medals—athletic... From: L. R. Fox, HGC, 5 W. 29th St., New York 10001.

**SKIN ELASTICITY**

Age-wise cosmetics, Dept. 10...

Benefits last up to 48 hrs. per treatment...

Erases wrinkles, tightens pores, firms... It is simple to use. Send $5.00 check or money order for trial sizes.

Who's Who in Your Family?

Who is the designer. The only known scientific jewel whose white radiance is more brilliant than a diamond... and unless told differently everyone will be convinced it is a diamond.

The Kenya Gem is the only known scientific jewel whose white radiance is more brilliant than a diamond...

The Kenya Gem is... wear it with the same pride and confidence you would a new diamond.

The Kenya Gem is the only known scientific jewel whose white radiance is more brilliant than a diamond...

The Kenya Gem is the only known scientific jewel whose white radiance is more brilliant than a diamond... and unless told differently everyone will be convinced it is a diamond.

**INSTANT SKIN ELASTICITY**

Erases wrinkles, tightens pores, firms tissues on faces, throats, hands.

Benefits last up to 48 hrs. per treatment on women under 60. Helps older women, too, but not as spectacularly. Improvement shows immediately, gets better as treatments continue. Completely safe, very pleasant to use. Send $5.00 check or money order for trial sizes.

Money-back guarantee.

20 years of honest advertising insure your satisfaction.

AWE-AGE COSMETICS, Dept. 10

Box 14038, Stn. G, San Francisco, Calif. 94114

**BASKET HOUSE**

54 Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

**WHO'S WHO IN YOUR FAMILY?**

“The Record of My Ancestry”

B. Lincoln.

“...is the time to take a look at furs. Consider remodeling in a fresh fashion with Eton collar, 1st length, slash pockets, 4-patch sleeves. L. R. Fox will remodel yours for $24.95 including lining, new lacing and erling, monogramming. Postage collect. Send for free booklet giving 40 styles. L. R. Fox, HGC, 5 W. 29th St., New York 10001.”

**FEDERAL EAGLE SWITCHPLATES**

Authentically detailed bar-relief in cast metal...Send for free booklet giving 40 styles. L. R. Fox, HGC, 5 W. 29th St., New York 10001.

**INSTANT SKIN ELASTICITY**

Erases wrinkles, tightens pores, firms tissues on faces, throats, hands.

Benefits last up to 48 hrs. per treatment on women under 60. Helps older women, too, but not as spectacularly. Improvement shows immediately, gets better as treatments continue. Completely safe, very pleasant to use. Send $5.00 check or money order for trial sizes.

Money-back guarantee.

20 years of honest advertising insure your satisfaction.

AWE-AGE COSMETICS, Dept. 10

Box 14038, Stn. G, San Francisco, Calif. 94114

**BASKET HOUSE**

54 Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

**WHO'S WHO IN YOUR FAMILY?**

“The Record of My Ancestry”

B. Lincoln.

“...is the time to take a look at furs. Consider remodeling in a fresh fashion with Eton collar, 1st length, slash pockets, 4-patch sleeves. L. R. Fox will remodel yours for $24.95 including lining, new lacing and erling, monogramming. Postage collect. Send for free booklet giving 40 styles. L. R. Fox, HGC, 5 W. 29th St., New York 10001.”

**FEDERAL EAGLE SWITCHPLATES**

Authentically detailed bar-relief in cast metal...Send for free booklet giving 40 styles. L. R. Fox, HGC, 5 W. 29th St., New York 10001.

**INSTANT SKIN ELASTICITY**

Erases wrinkles, tightens pores, firms tissues on faces, throats, hands.

Benefits last up to 48 hrs. per treatment on women under 60. Helps older women, too, but not as spectacularly. Improvement shows immediately, gets better as treatments continue. Completely safe, very pleasant to use. Send $5.00 check or money order for trial sizes.

Money-back guarantee.

20 years of honest advertising insure your satisfaction.

AWE-AGE COSMETICS, Dept. 10

Box 14038, Stn. G, San Francisco, Calif. 94114

**BASKET HOUSE**

54 Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
Lady be good to your feet!

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail from our world-famous catalog showing enormous variety of smart styles for every occasion. Our vast range of sizes ensures you perfect fit at your money refunded!

SOLBY BAYES

45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108
Add 50c per pair for postage please!

Family Coat-of-Arms

Your family name, coat-of-arms and motto (if any) hand-painted in authentic media on enameled or pressed metal. Wonderful as a present or for personal use. Many designs to choose from. Over 300 names: Irish, American, English, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Swiss, Welsh, etc.

Style A

20" x 14" $16.95

16" x 12" $14.95

12" x 9" $10.95

Style B

TWO FAMILY shield, 10" x 12" $32.00

Style A

7" x 10" $18.95

Style B

5'1/2" x 8" $14.95

Style C

A Bikini brings out the woman in us and with this polka-dot beauty a bosom booster—what a woman! Even the average figure more provocative. By famous C. fonna designer. Drip dry cotton fully lined. Choose black or a polka dots on white. Send hip a bust size. $4.90 ppd. New Dept. HNC-278K, 811 Wyandotte Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

Polka-dot bikini

Angelic hold-up

Wonderful white cupid is very nicely detailed and does a devotional job of holding the flowers (not included), real or not. We'd like one in our master bath or a pair at the entrance hall. 10 1/2" h., 7" w. Imported white porcelain. $4.50 each. Ppd. Edward Zett & Co. HG2, 15-116 Merchandise Market Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60605.

BURNS TRASH

Safely Outdoors!

Fire 

Ent A

Add 50c per pair for postage please!

Mr. 

City State Zip

Some sales agent territories open. . . .

write ORLY Marketing Manager

ALSTO CO.

Dept. HG2, 1840 Erie Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44107

*IMPORTANT* Kit. If you're planning on buying, building, decorating or remodeling, you'll save plenty with this kit! Contains dozens of fiber partitions, doors, windows, kitchen cabinets, plus over 200 furniture shapes made to 1/4" scale. Helps estimate costs, obtain financing. A perfect 3-D idea of how everything will look, how furniture will fit. "Decorating Guide" & 14 color cards with 224 paint swatches, 36 carpet, & 28 draperies-upholster colors provide hundreds of correct combinations! This kit not available from any other advertiser. $3.95 plus 50c postage. Penna. residents add 5% sales tax. Dept. HG2, Leslie Creations, Box 10555, Penn Hills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235.
Mrs. Arthur Overton
Miami, Florida
33138

Mrs. Herbert Ryan
Bangor, Maine
4355 Spruce Road
04401

Mrs. Ralph Baker
Phoenix, Arizona
30322

Make your own colorful lamps for less than a third

Now you can handcraft your own distinctive lamps as easily as you can bake a cake. By prefabricating the basic forms for you, all lamp projects are now greatly simplified. We supply all the parts, including the electrical fixtures. You cast the ornaments in colors of your choice and decorate and assemble the lamp. How to work with stained castoglas tells the whole story with a hundred photographs and sketches and describes the various methods of producing lamps of professional quality—language anyone can understand. For your free copy mail 25¢ to Dept. 7B-85.

THE CASTOGITE COMPANY
Woodstock, Illinois 60098

Early American
Towel Rod Shelf

A Favorite in Colonial Homes!
This Early American towel rod with what-not shelf is a careful copy from its Salem maple finish to the hand-carved wooden pegs used instead of nails. Decorative addition to your Colonial kitchen and bathroom—charming in dinette with picture or calendar towel. 12x9x5". 60111 Wood Towel Rod, Shelf. 3.49

Shopping Around

k a record
am stays put! Heavy dutyFish included with this compact Jockey makes it easy to thread ms onto metal rods to remove rods only. Got 17" of space? It's all holder needs for 120 LP ins. Record index and dupli
numbers facilitate your music yen. $12.95 plus $2 post. ere Creations, HC2 Box 10535, n Hills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235.

Jason's special
'er's early this year—practical and the corner. Newly-hatched the gladsome holiday; fibre bedecked with a variety of World patterns in pastel tones. sider them as favors, place is, table's centerpieces. What's e, they'll stay fresh for use after year. Set of 8, $1.48: 2 ; $3.75. Ppd. Foster House. 0. 102-4146, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

mandarin mood

et and caboodle
e whole works is here in this well kit: design on linen; em
idery yarn in blue, rose, yellow, green; two non-tarnish ash trays; ey instructions—all you need to make these charming coasters. All n do is embroider the floral de
and snap it under waterproof cover! 2 for $3.95 plus 55c postage. The Stitchery, HC2, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

T Sherbet Compote Set
Inlaid set we've seen for twen
time! ice cream or sherbet. Set of four lidded compotes and 
escills, all in genuine porcelain, great black and white fruit de
orates each white compote. Centers of the compotes are each a
or color (orange, yellow, blue green) with matching saucers.
Dessert Set. 81.98
Dessert Set. $7.50
Add 50c postage for 8 pc. 50c postage for 1 pc. set.

Yield House
Dept. G-27
Dubbs Ferry, N. Y.

Ving' Address Labels
You live in the south, choose a "Palm" southwest, a "Desert" label. From up north? Then a "Pine" label is for you. With 100 letters per line: 4 lines. 13/2 x 1 1/4 in. astic box. Black on white, 500 for $2; old, 250 for $2. Via air, add 16c. Bruce 22-L Boilind Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly!

JULY, 1967
Spanish splendor
The delicacy of Spanish lace artistry of superb craft combine in this elegant masterpiece. Swirling scrolls for frame. Includes a convenient compartment for digest size mag, ornate in satin black or antique gold. 11½" x 16½".
Blends with any decor. $5.95 post.
Ann Isabel Gifts, HC2
Rugby St., Philadelphia, Pa.

On the beam
This high brightness bedlamp where you want it... for your spouse to dream about while you finish that novel! Felt-lined clamp does mar headboard. Soft sand and brass-finished metal, bulk, 9″ cord incl. 15½" h. AC/UL appr. $5.98 ppd. Free logistics. Walter Drake, HC68, rado Springs, Colo. 80901.

Eternal joy
Now we can all afford an oil portrait. One of each member of family, if we like. Send photo these skilled artists with code of subject's hair, eyes, complex clothing. They handpaint on wax or silk, return photo. Pay at $14.95. Free catalog. Add 10c post. Buckingham Galeries, Dept. HP2-P, University Pl. Newport, Cal. 92660.

Verse-atile label
There's good news for friends thoughtful verse for every season. Printed on Four-Seasons labels. seasons change, change label. Printed on white, non-running paper. Each 1½″ x Green, red, brown, and blue signs with black lettering. Pack in plastic box. 50 of each, 75¢ ppd. Via air mail 16c. Bruce Ridg, HC2, Boulder, Colo. 80301.
Chanting music maker

Italian music maker

chanting music box is hand

designed in the fine Italian manner

and brilliantly painted in the true

maquisance style. It plays "King

the Road." A decorative addi-

tion to a living room or family

theking room. 7½" h, 6½" dia.

CHIEN movement. $22.95 ppd. Gift

d catalogue, 35¢, Hildegarde's, HG2,

77 Farmington Ave., Hartford,

Conn. 06105.

Tongs of fortune

Raceous sugar tongs to dress up tea or coffee tray are made in

colored silver or silver plate.

A charming present for an engaged

girl, a 25th wedding anniversary

fit or to say what a lovely hostess

she is. Tongs are 3½" long. In si-

lver plate, $3.35; sterling silver,

2.50 ppd. Casual Living, HG2.

48 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont,

Y. 10580.

Crystal and gold

Elegant decorative lamp combines

crystal, golden cast metal and amber. The three clear enameled

enamels are in gold and the base is

highlighted by pendants of crys-

tal. The 8" crystal ball hears an

craved design. 25½" h, 8" w, $34.95.

sp. coll. Luigi Crystal, HG2.

132 Frankford Ave., Philadel-

phia, Pa. 19136.

True heart that opens

Charm Valentine for a true love to

care through the years on her

bracelet. It's a locket with a twin

ning strand to mark the separation

of the halves, one concave, the oth-

erno convex. $15.95. Catalogue, 10¢.

Charm & Valentine, HG2, 1201 6th Ave.,

NY. 10021.

Shopping Around

DO YOU NEED EXTRA MONEY?

$100.00 IS YOURS

for selling only 100 boxes of our new Greeting Cards

All Occasion assortment. You make $1.00 for selling

100. $25 for 2 boxes, $10.00 for 10 boxes, etc. You can

make a few dollars or hundreds of dollars. All you do is

call on friends, neighbors and relatives anywhere in your

spare time. Everyone needs and buys Greeting Cards.

Cut out and fill in coupon below—mail it today

and free samples of personalized announcements, plus-

other leading Greeting Card box assortments will be sent

you immediately on approval. No experience necessary.

IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO TRY

Mail This Coupon Today

FREE SAMPLES PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS OF YOUR OWN DESIGN

Mail to:

CHEERFUL CARD COMPANY, Dept. P-49
White Plains, New York 10606

Yes, I want all Occasion Cards Sample Kit

I want to make extra money. Please rush me free samples of

Christmas and anniversary, valentine and birthday cards.

Send as soon as possible for 20 day free trial, and everything

I need to start making money the day my trial kit arrives.

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

OIF 

Mail Today

COLOR WALLET PHOTOS

20 FOR ONLY $2.00 OR 25 BLACK & WHITE $1.00

Our new equipment gives you amazingly beautiful

TWENTY 2½x3½ Wallet Photos in vivid COLOR...

from your Polaroid color print, color photo, negative or slide. A swell gift, or exchange with friends, classmates or relatives. ONLY $2. (8¢ Value), or 25 Black & White Wallet Photos. Only $1. Send negatives or slides.

Your original returned unharmed. FULLY GUARANTEED! Add 25¢ per order for shipping.

Roxanne Studios, Box 1012, Long Island City, N. Y. 11101, Dept. O-2

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS

at a price he can afford

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from

one of America's well known diamond

dealers. Pay only actual market

price. We refund all monies

unless your own appraisal shows

value ¼ to ½ higher.

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG.

EMERALD DIAMONDS CORP., Dept. 12

Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10031

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

February, 1967

85
only $3.98 a yard and it's 10 feet wide!

Decorators and architects "up end" one piece to create the widest window floor-to-ceiling—no seams to sew or show. Seven heavy, sturdy cottons launder fluff-dry, never ironed. Handwoven primitive weaves that look handwoven. Smart, too, for slip covers, heirlooms, tablecloths. Natural, white, or custom matched to your swatch or paint chip. All $.79 per yd., and up, in our wide, white widths.

world's widest seamless draperies!

Your choice of yardage, do-it-yourself pleating materials—or prepleated yardage—or complete, made to measure draperies (handsome at low, low cost because they're seamless). For brochures and 40 samples, send 25¢ for 50¢ for air mail reply to Beverly Hills address.

261 So. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills 6, Calif.

Branch stores:
3324 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif.
1921 Washington Rd., Glencoe 4, Ill.

HOMESPUN HOUSE
Beverly Hills

Golden bamboo
Bamboo is so decoratively these days, we're delighted to it adapted as a perfect design switchplates and electric outlets. Cast metal finished in antique gold blends with wallpapers, paint, upholsteries. Single switch, $1.50; double switch, $3.95; double outlet, $1.98; double outlet, $3.95; P Harriet Carter, HG2, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

Silver anniversary
Congratulations on the new ber- ty of your silverware! But then go to Simmons, who restore original luster with heavy plate of pure silver. Repairs are luxury executed. Send for the price list and booklet from the craftsmen who have been in busi- ness 75 yrs. Simmons Plati Works, Inc., HG2, 409 While St., S.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30303.

Carpet bag '67
A whale of a find is this ex- large, bamboo-handled carpet bag. Ample enough to take on a week, it is 20" L, 17" d., 10" w. Made of a small Oriental rug, with intriguing years of wear and tear. Choose beige, pink, gold or green background. Brass hardware. On offer days, in made, in $24.95; Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG4, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

Finger coronet
Marvelous pinky ring comes in hand-crafted 14k antique gold mounting set with a full cut diamond at the bottom. Avail- able genuine. Costs include: ja in, (shown), opal, garnet, turquoise, amethyst, topaz, coral, black or green onyx, cat or tiger eye quartz Please send ring size. $40 pp. Eleanor Nemer, HG2, 1196 Ave. America's, New York, N. Y. 10003.

For Tall or Big Men Only!

Perfect for tall and big men only. McGregor Jackets, Sweaters, Sport and Dress Shirts, Slacks, Robes, etc., proportioned perfectly for tall and big men only. Sleeves to 38", Boes 4 longer. Large selection of McGregor Jackets, Sweaters, Sport and Dress Shirts, Slacks, Robes, etc., proportioned perfectly for tall and big men only. PLUS 80 SHOE STYLES 10-16 AAA-E.EE. Sold by mail only. Full 100% guarantee. Send for your FREE Color Catalog. King-Size, Inc., 1547 Forest Street, Brockton, Mass.
Spring hangs bright

The light touch of spring blooms bright on walls the whole year round when you hang a be-ribboned basket of golden posies on the walls. Use a pair to catch back draperies, or to deck a bedroom wall. 5½" h., 4½" w. Hangs flat, with design in relief. $1.50 ea. p.p.d. Lillian Vernon, HG2, 560 S. 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

Grin and wear it

And win yourself a Valentine—a clever way! Swinging cranberry color cotton sweatshirt with THE message in bold white letters: "If you like me—grin!" Wear it everywhere because you're daring. All sizes for girls with a zingy sense of humor: Small, Medium, Large. $8.95 ppd. Wales, HG27, Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530.

Make a canister set

It's so simple, so inexpensive and good-looking, too. And perfect to fill with baked goodies. Slip a 1-lb. coffee can (the kind with the plastic air-tight seal) into this straw cover and presto! A stay-fresh canister. Red, natural, bronze or green. $2.99 set of 3; 2 lb. can $1.99 ea. Add 39c post. Here's How Co., Inc., HG2, 93 Tec St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801.

Sweet server

Rose-bedecked two-tier Heritage server is trimmed in gold. A delightful centerpiece for a formal tea table and a joy to pass around at a party. Put colorful bonbons on the top tier, little iced cakes on the lower tier. Triangle-shaped handle can be unscrewed to use dish as a single tier. $6.50 ppd. Imre Ban Studio, HG2, 3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60613.

44 Original Flower Arrangements You'll Enjoy Making

48-page book contains complete step-by-step instructions for creating Triangles, Z-Curve, Round Traditional, Crescent, Spire and Arch shaped arrangements. Each of the 44 arrangements is illustrated in full color. There are centerpiece, table, window and hanging basket suggestions plus an arrangement for each month of the year and special holidays too. 50c ppd.

Faneuil Publishing, Inc., Dept. F-1
15 East 26th Street, New York, N.Y. 10010

FLEETWOOD, Dept. A-1
427 W. Randolph, Chicago, Ill. 60606

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY

FLEETWOOD, Dept. A-1
427 W. Randolph, Chicago, Ill. 60606

SUPPLY LIMITED

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY

FLEETWOOD, Dept. A-1
427 W. Randolph, Chicago, Ill. 60606

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP


A New Wrinkle

For Wrinkles

Is there anything as pathetic as a 49-year old woman trying to look like she's 35 . . . and failing miserably? So many women make the common mistake of using surface make-up to look younger. But more often than not, the only result is an artificial look that announces, to one and all, still another frantic attempt to turn back the relentless sands of time. The elusive, youthful, smooth-skinned look was not to be recaptured. And up until now there was no hope!

You know by now that wrinkles, pouches under the eyes, sagging skin and other signs of advancing age can not be smoothed away by ointments, creams or lotions that act only on the skin surface. A basic law of physics says it's easier to push than to pull. So with wrinkles, they must be pushed out and firmly up from beneath the skin surface, from the inside out, to make your facial, chin and throat skin look more firm, supple, and less lined.

Spring Again, a newly discovered moisturizer, does just that, with a unique and perhaps exclusive pushing action, it pushes from inside out. And it pushes better and more quickly than any of the so-called "magic" secret ingredient-type applications.

The fascinating discovery in Spring Again is based on a closely-guarded physiological process that brings heretofore undreamed of firmness and support to dry, parched, drooping skin. Instead of a fruitless attempt to draw wrinkles out from the skin surface, Spring Again carries a precious cargo of rejuvenating moisture deep into dry and thirsty pores, where it exerts an outward pressure on the surface wrinkles and lines. The result is nothing less than stunning. Lines, furriness, wrinkles, and sagging skin smooth out and may even fade away entirely. Even the chin and throat look tighter and firmer.

You now look younger, but the look is natural. There is no obvious attempt to look younger. Even without make-up, your new less wrinkled look is completely natural. With make-up . . . well, the only word is "dazzling." More important, the beautifying effect is the same on women of all ages . . . 30 . . . 40 . . . 50, even older.

There is a limit to the supply of one of the important ingredients in Spring Again ... an oil found only in the tropics. And the manufacturer refuses to make Spring Again without this unidentified exotic oil. Even so, a limited quantity is available on a "first come, first served" basis. You may have a 3-4 month supply sent to you postpaid by filling in and mailing the order blank below with $2.50 remittance, C.O.D. orders welcome with $1,000 deposit and shipped plus C.O.D. charges. This $2.50 will be refunded upon return of the unused portion should you not be satisfied that new Spring Again is truly the best thing ever for "re-youthifying" wrinkled, sagging skin.
BEAUTY AND THE BLEACH
No fairy tale this, but a fact! Problems fade with Jolen Creme Bleach ... the fabulous new cosmetic that bleaches superfluous hair on face, arms and legs. Like magic, medically approved Jolen turns dark hair pale blond to blend with your own skin tones. Be a beauty ... try JCB now!

JOLEN
Box 561, H2, Fairfield, Conn.

Name
Address
City
Zone
State
Money back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s.

GARDEN MARKER
The most thoughtful gift that will be cherished forever.

HYDROPONICS
GARDENS
The year-around home gardening hobby. Grow vegetables and flowers outdoors when weather permits and indoors during the cold winter months. Buckets of strung-out roots, with full-length zippers, convenient drop-seat backs, trim.

Value
$7.95

Add 50c post.

Send check, check or M.O. Satl, Gnrr. $1 deposit for C.O.D.

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS
205-GHJ-S0. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716

Add 50c post.

For Theatre & Sports

EYEGGLASS BINOCULARS!
FOR THEATRE & SPORTS

Satisfaction Guaranteed

$1.95

3 for $5.50

Post Paid

Check or M.O.

Unique fold down binoculars you can wear like spectacles. Has lenses in each, brackets to your requirements. You hunt, fish, go to plays, hold programs, eat refreshments, or wear bands. No chance of dropping them. Wonderful for theatre, music, sporting events and hunting. Bingles everything right up for close and clear visions. What not to use, folds up flat for purse or pocket.

CRAIG MATTHEWS
DEPT. HG2
12 HARRIS AVE., HILETT, N. Y. 11552

Shopping Around

Prize picces
Fish, hand crafted in rare Tax neau, charms its way into hearts and homes with the well known friendly feel of the beautiful native growned native wood. Good look from any angle, superbly sculptured, forms measure 61/4", 31/4" and 61/4". Special adhesive allowing requires putting together. Set 3, $3.90 ppd. Deer Hill Co., H.C. Flushing, N. Y. 11352.

Never-fail lighter
Absolute dream of a cigarette lighter is compact and requires fuel, no messy wicks. It recharge by plugging in to any electric outlet and has an automatic cut-off it never overcharges. Case is wos grain and metal. Carry it where ever you go and recharge it at night. $10.95 ppd. Norfolk Hi Ltd., HG2. 35 Ninth Ave., N. York, N. Y. 10014.

High light or low
This graceful, teardrop wall lamp sheds, sight-saving light on sit, dritter or constant reader. The imported white opaline glass shade, suspended from a walt arm, swivels to right, raise or lowers. Good design plus good light for a price: $9.99 plus $1.25 post. Lampland, DEPT. D2 579 Ave. of Americas, New York 10011.

TOP PICKS SHOWCASES FOR THE ACHIEVER

In homes and offices everywhere. THE ACHIEVERS proudly display their medali on our elegant SHOWCASES. Case in rich walnut, maple, black, antique gold, silver, hand stamped finish. Push select living in once or any military or any color. Space bars adjust to suit your design! Glass front, Hamps on wall. Med show cases become heirlooms, beautifully engraved to the children will have, and remember! Name, rank, branch, dates, service number and history, arch & sport, etc. engraved — only $2.00 each or 2 for $3.

T9 or W9 (12" > 32") For 10-60 Medals $24.95
T6 or W6 (12" x 26") For 5-30 Medals $19.95

In times and offices everywhere. THE ACHIEVERS proudly display their awards on our elegant SHOWCASES. Case in rich walnut, maple, black, antique gold, silver, hand stamped finish. Push select living in once or any military or any color. Space bars adjust to suit your design! Glass front, Hamps on wall. Med show cases become heirlooms, beautifully engraved to the children will have, and remember! Name, rank, branch, dates, service number and history, arch & sport, etc. engraved — only $2.00 each or 2 for $3.

In times and offices everywhere. THE ACHIEVERS proudly display their awards on our elegant SHOWCASES. Case in rich walnut, maple, black, antique gold, silver, hand stamped finish. Push select living in once or any military or any color. Space bars adjust to suit your design! Glass front, Hamps on wall. Med show cases become heirlooms, beautifully engraved to the children will have, and remember! Name, rank, branch, dates, service number and history, arch & sport, etc. engraved — only $2.00 each or 2 for $3.

Free Cookbook Catalog
300 of World's Most Fascinating Cookbooks

A mouthwatering treat for everyone who loves to cook. Colorful 32-page Spring Festival catalog, shows and describes over 300 different cookbooks. Old favorites, little-known "finds," unusual cookbooks from near and far. Wonderful gift ideas. Exciting salad recipes plus helpful hints on cooking and baking included free in catalog. Supply limited—send your free catalog today! FAVORITE RECIPES PRESS, Inc., DEPT. 49. 4340 Old Shepherdsfield Road, Louisville, Kentucky, 40218.

ONE-DOOR CABINET
FULL LENGTH
60" LONG, 4" WIDE
White baked enamel, heavy gage steel, Five adjustable shelves
More storage, shelf space when ever you want it
With lower door lock and key

$11.95

Express charge only

$19.95

Express charge only

THE VANGUARD HOUSE
Dept. 2, P. O. Box 1111, Larchmont, New York 10538

Free Cookbook Catalog
300 of World's Most Fascinating Cookbooks

A mouthwatering treat for everyone who loves to cook. Colorful 32-page Spring Festival catalog, shows and describes over 300 different cookbooks. Old favorites, little-known "finds," unusual cookbooks from near and far. Wonderful gift ideas. Exciting salad recipes plus helpful hints on cooking and baking included free in catalog. Supply limited—send your free catalog today! FAVORITE RECIPES PRESS, Inc., DEPT. 49. 4340 Old Shepherdsfield Road, Louisville, Kentucky, 40218.

FREE MEDALS SHOWCASES FOR THE ACHIEVER

In times and offices everywhere. THE ACHIEVERS proudly display their awards on our elegant SHOWCASES. Case in rich walnut, maple, black, antique gold, silver, hand stamped finish. Push select living in once or any military or any color. Space bars adjust to suit your design! Glass front, Hamps on wall. Med show cases become heirlooms, beautifully engraved to the children will have, and remember! Name, rank, branch, dates, service number and history, arch & sport, etc. engraved — only $2.00 each or 2 for $3.

T6 or W6 (12" x 26") For 5-30 Medals $19.95
T9 or W9 (12" x 32") For 10-60 Medals $24.95

AWARD MAKER
DEPT. 402, BOX 6474
SurFISDE, FLORIDA 33151

ON-A-DOOR CABINET
FULL LENGTH
60" LONG, 1 WIDE, 4 DE
White baked ename!, heavy gage steel, Five adjustable shelves
More storage, shelf space when ever you want it
With lower door lock and key
Shopping Around

abulous brass frame

eet as she is, you’re ordering the stunning cast brass frame, not
the picture of the Victorian young
day. She does come with this
easy reproduction frame to show
how beautifully it looks around a
photograph. 8½" x 10" h. and
especially antiqued. Weighs 2 lbs.
vorldhnd, HZ2, Grand Rapids,
ich. 49502.

say it with art

picture is worth a thousand
words. Get into on the culture
conversation with the art of
belgian, Austrian and French
artists. Landscapes, florals or fruit
subjects with walnut-finish hard-
wood frames 12" by 15"; heavy
unvarnished. Original oils priced at
6.95 ea.; 2, $13. Post. 75c ea.
Collectors Items, HZ2, 54 Church
lane, Westport, Conn. 06880.

Tandy hideout

there’s a pretty idea for camou-
gaging the necessary but not at-
ttractive grease jar. Stove top hide-
away jar completely conceals can
a white ceramic with the popular
ion pattern in blue, green or
elow. (Can slips in and out easily
or disposal.) Salt and pepper
bakers; and all for $2.99 p.p.d.
here’s How Co., Inc., HZ2. 59
ec St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801.

TEA CART

by BENBOW

Himal and Early American furniture
riculously reproduced by hand, Queen
"Tea Cart," open 28" by 39"; closed
22" h. $235. Exp. coll. Baleri
ional and Flarly American furniture

BENBOW REPRODUCTIONS

liii-iisly reprodced by hand. Upon
hakers; and all for $2.99 ppd.

through in Greensboro, N.C.

BENBOW REPRODUCTIONS

10 Friendly Blvd., Greensboro, N.C. 27410

nikew BIRTH GIFT

ONLY $4.95

DELIVERY INCLUDED

MAKE MONEY

in your spare time

PAINT PICTURES

with the easy-to-use PROJECTION
METHOD. (widely used in art studios)

subject with your choice of sizes, shapes, or frames.

PAINT PICTURES DEPT. 449
BOY 457 - NORTHBROOK, ILL. 60062

Mail coupon for FREE
FOLDER that shows
how a HEALTH WALKER
ER can benefit you.
(No obligation.)

BATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT CO., 74 Doty Bldg.,
Battle Creek, Mich. 49016


Mail coupon for FREE
FOLDER that shows
how a HEALTH WALKER
ER can benefit you.
(No obligation.)

BATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT CO., 74 Doty Bldg.,
Battle Creek, Mich. 49016

DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN ENJOY
AN "HOURS WALK" FOR FITNESS
—in just 15 minutes!

YES—you can enjoy the benefits of an hour's brisk, body-trimming walk in just 15 minutes—with a
Battle Creek Health Walker! It's the uphill walking on the
inclined platform that saves time. And it
stimulates and exercises the heart, lungs, legs
body healthfully, curiously around your neighborhood.
You can walk, jog, run—anytime, day or night.

in privacy, at home. Even if you forget bad weather, street hazards, curious neighbors.

Two models—excellent quality. Act now—learn
how a Health Walker can help you look trim and feel new zest for living.

Money-Back Guarantee.

Write now for Free Health Walker Folder!

The one & only authentic

Personalized Gifts

Send 2$ for 46-Color
Swatch & Information Kit

for DRAPERIES CURTAINS
WALL COVERING
DECORATIVE
ACCESSORIES
ARTS & CRAFTS
WEARING APPAREL

Choose from 46 rich,
valentines including
10 interesting trends
38" width—438 yd.
32" width—290 yd.

Tweeds
40" width—119 yd.

Vicki no charge

Send prs. of Pussyfooters @ $2.98 pr.

BON BAZAR

Dept. G-2, 149 Waverly PI., N.Y.C. 10014

MAKES LIFE WORTH LIVING

Enjoy new freedom to swim, dance, work, play, sleep,
even battle wearing your PUPTURE-EASER. Soft
fabric pad holds reducible in
guinal rupture without steel or
uncomfortable bulky pad.
PUPTURE-EASER. Soft, flat
making leg strap. For men,
in front. Comfort back flap. Ad

PUSSYFOOTING AROUND! $2.98 pr.

Pussyfooters are cat-talk lor
Siamese Mustard, Tom
dy's. Women's Size A

in Gold—$3.98 pr.
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**MONORAIL CLOSET ROD TROLLEY**

**Ends Traffic Jams In Your Closet!**

No more digging into a jungle of clothes to find the garment you want, only to discover that it is crushed, wrinkled or heaped on the floor! Free-wheeling trolleys fit over round rods and roll easily; end closet mess forever! Slots in rollers hold hangers properly distanced to conserve space, yet prevent wrinkling. Helps end unnecessary pressing and the repeated chore of having to "straighten out" the closet. You get 2 trolleys to a set. Each set holds 10 hangers.

**SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK**

☐ 1 enclose 25¢ for full year’s subscription

In Hanover House Catalogs.

HANOVER HOUSE Dept. Z-636, Hanover, Penna. 17331

---

**Gun Rack**

A handsome rack for Dad’s guns. Mom uses them in the bathroom for guest towels and they make the best looking hat rack you ever saw. A welcome gift for Dad on his birthday or any other special occasion. They are 4½ x 4½, and come packed one pair in a gift box, Swedish iron finish. Specifically Deer or Duck design.

**TWO PAIR $11.50 PLUS 65c POSTAGE**

Po. Residents add 9c, Sales Tax

Send for free gift catalog

Clymer’s of Bucks County

Dept. HG27, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950

---

**Heavy Classic Stainless in Colonial Tradition**

Early American-inspired design. satin-finish import stainless. Complete 50-piece service for eight includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 soup spoons, 8 salad forks, 16 teaspoons, 2 serving pieces. All dishwasher safe. Money back guarantee within ten days. Shipped Postpaid.

50-pc. service for 8 .......... 19.99

74-pc. for 12 ....... 29.99

---

**Finnan Haddie**

If you’ve ever tried Down East Finnan Haddie, it’s sufficient to say this is the best you’ve ever eaten. If you’ve never tasted big chunks of smoked haddock, with the tang of smoke-house curing, and the creamiest sauce ever . . . Man, do you have a treat in store! 15 oz.

Finnan Haddie, 3 Cans .......... $3.75 ppd.

Finnan Haddie, 6 Cans .......... $7.25 ppd.

---

**Colonial chess table**

A handsome 23” high maple-finish chess table with an 18” x 20” hand-screened, satin-finish playing surface. Traditional Staunton wood chess pieces; brown and tan imported from France, felted and weighted. 5 plus $2 post. Order from Bon Fide, HG2CC. 1 Park Ave., N York City 10016.

---

**Colonial chess table**

A handsome 23” high maple-finish chess table with an 18” x 20” hand-screened, satin-finish playing surface. Traditional Staunton wood chess pieces; brown and tan imported from France, felted and weighted. 5 plus $2 post. Order from Bon Fide, HG2CC. 1 Park Ave., N York City 10016.

---

**Anyone for ESP?**

Fascinating adult game, develop scientifically to test extrasensory perception, lets you discover skills. Kit contains 25 yes/no cards, 25 color perception cards, 5 marking and reaction pads, avoid die and 16-page instruction book. $2.98 plus 25¢ post. 2

$5.75 ppd. Alexander Sales Co.

HG2, 125 Marbelade Rd., Tulsa, N. Y. 10707.

---

**Antique brass find**

Rare Russian samovar, one of a few precious beauties rescued from Russian emigrés. Each is guaranteed to be at least 75 years old, in excellent condition. Natural brass, wood handles. $100 exp. Hobi, Inc., HG2, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.

---

**Monorail Closet Rod Trolley**

Here is a thrilling, new space age ridi holds up to 150 lbs. and is safety designed to build sturdy young bodies, held by weight of rider this space age monorail with (10-foot steel cable, tall enough to ride this space age monorail with (10-foot steel cable, gold made with 120 ft. cable, $10.95 plus $1.50 DeLuxe with 200-ft. steel cable, gold made with 120 ft. cable, $13.95 plus $1.50. Complete Sat.

---

**PHOTO SPECIALS**

Send any photo, snapshot or negative with $1.25 for each selection.

(Originals returned unharmed) any enlargement beautifully hand colored 50¢ extra. State color of hair, eyes, clothes.

DISCOUNT PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 32

835 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.
Filigree filigip

enchantly lacy filigree metal ox to carry in your overnight bag or to fill with jewels on a dressing table or candles on a dining or buffet table. Sides and knob are filigree in gold-plated metal; cover is plain. 6 1/2" across, 2" h. $1.98 plus 35¢ post. Lillian Vernon, H22, 560 S. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

Café French style

The full flavor and zest of coffee made in this white enamel drip coffee maker recalls the coffee served at a Parisian sidewalk café. Doo la la! Slower drip process is the secret. Pot holds 5 cups, 8 3/4" tall; takes any drip-grid coffee. 3.95 ppd. Artisan Galleries, H22, 110 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

Eins, zwei, dry!

In any language, this dainty drier clutches the damp blues away—1¢-3½! No need to wait endlessly for clothes to dry out. Lingerie, sweaters, and blouses respond in jigg-time to drip dry speed-up. Vinyl covered pad hooks over the towel bar. Plugs into any household outlet. 22" by 23". $7.95 postpaid. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Jewel on Jamaica

Picture yourself with a lot on the fabled gold coast of Jamaica: the Caribbean carriés your shore along a 500 yd. beach. Lots are from 20,000 sq. ft. to 35,000 sq. ft., priced from $6995 to $12,250. Paved roads, utilities, water, boat, golf club privileges. Catalogue in full color. Gibraltar Estate of Jamaica, H22, 1231 Loyola Ave., Chicago Ill. 60626.

Accelerator Heel Pad

Drive in your fanciest evening slippers or your most expensive shoes with near a fear of a heel scuff! Deluxe pad is a block-gray twensty mature of pure nylon carpeting bonded to a thick rubber pad. Slips easily over the gas pedal. It covers carpeting bonded to a thick rubber pad. Order Today. Order Today.

Giibraltar Estate of Jamaica

Gibraltar, St. John's, Antigua

Write for New Free Catalog!

The RECORD POLE

HOLD5 70 ALBUMS

Saves Valuable Floor Space!

No more worries about storing your record albums. This gleaming all-brass Platter Pole with racks that can be positioned at any height is worth the trick. Pole is extending up to 8 3/4" high. Hooks are shaped for easy picking of your albums. Order Today. Order Today.

YOUR CHILD'S OWN FACE

On Big or Little Sister

PHOTOGRAPHIC DOLL

$2.98 each ppd.; Both $5.50

A living doll! Lovely stand-up paperboard doll with your child's face hand-colored in oils; 8 pc. wardrobe copies of newest outfits from Saks. 5th Ave. for either big or little sister (we use head only) 8 pc. coloring set, also loves new bridal set. Send check or M.O. with photo or snapshot (will be returned), State size, color of hair and eyes.

35¢-$1.95 postpaid.

THE FLOATING NAME & ADDRESS LABELS

000

NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

No minimum! Your name and address hand-letter- ler on 100 best quality gummed labels. Complete package. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT. X. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, recipes, etc. Beautifully printed in finest quality red, black and green ink on pre-waxed labels only $1.00 postpaid. CALL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2.

ANDY LABELS

211 Jasperton Bldg., Culver City, 1, California

BRUARY, 1967

73/10g. postpaid.

DOLLPACK, Dept. O, 60 Jane St., N.Y.C. 10014

THE PERFECT PERSONAL GIFT

FLAT SPREADER 30¢ each ppd.

THE PERFECT PERSONAL GIFT

63/10g. postpaid.

DOLLPACK, Dept. O, 60 Jane St., N.Y.C. 10014

SUPERLUXE DAY & NIGHT MANNEQUINS WARING AND LAMP POSTS

THE FLOATING NAME & ADDRESS LABELS

$1

000

NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

No minimum! Your name and address hand-lettered on 100 best quality gummed labels. Complete package. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT. X. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, recipes, etc. Beautifully printed in finest quality red, black and green ink on pre-waxed labels only $1.00 postpaid. CALL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. A terrific bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you don't agree this is the buy of the year, we'll refund your money in full.

ANDY LABELS
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NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

No minimum! Your name and address hand-letter- ler on 100 best quality gummed labels. Complete package. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT. X. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, recipes, etc. Beautifully printed in finest quality red, black and green ink on pre-waxed labels only $1.00 postpaid. CALL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. A terrific bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you don't agree this is the buy of the year, we'll refund your money in full.
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No minimum! Your name and address hand-letter- ler on 100 best quality gummed labels. Complete package. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT. X. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, recipes, etc. Beautifully printed in finest quality red, black and green ink on pre-waxed labels only $1.00 postpaid. CALL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. A terrific bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you don't agree this is the buy of the year, we'll refund your money in full.
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NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

No minimum! Your name and address hand-letter- ler on 100 best quality gummed labels. Complete package. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT. X. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, recipes, etc. Beautifully printed in finest quality red, black and green ink on pre-waxed labels only $1.00 postpaid. CALL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. A terrific bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you don't agree this is the buy of the year, we'll refund your money in full.
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73/10g. postpaid.

DOLLPACK, Dept. O, 60 Jane St., N.Y.C. 10014

THE PERFECT PERSONAL GIFT

FLAT SPREADER 30¢ each ppd.; Both $5.50

A living doll! Lovely stand-up paperboard doll with your child's face hand-colored in oils; 8 pc. wardrobe copies of newest outfits from Saks. 5th Ave. for either big or little sister (we use head only) 8 pc. coloring set, also loves new bridal set. Send check or M.O. with photo or snapshot (will be returned), State size, color of hair and eyes.
COUNTRY CHARM ELECTRIC RANGE

Grandma loved it THEN . . .
You'll love it NOW!

A full sized cast iron replica of grandma's wood burning stove ... but it is an electric range with all automatic controls ... the last word in performance. Fits modern range spaces.

This is your opportunity to create your own Early American kitchen with all the elegance and charm of yesteryear, backed by 32 years of continuous experience.

Price $395.00 F.O.B. Rogers

Write for appliance brochure

DENIM in the Western manner

You're dressed in a jiffy looking fresh and pretty for day-long activities in our COFFEE COAT of cotton denim with carry-all pockets, roll-up sleeves. Blue or Red with white stitching and monogram. (Specify initial.) Sizes 10-18, 38-44.

$7.95 plus 46c post. Send cash, check. M.O.

921 GCD-50, Durham

CLARK DAY CO., Dept. H6, Box 776, West Caldwell, N.J. 07007

Here's a uniqueness to add to your home . . . a modern range space . . . all automatic controls . . . the Grandma's wood burning stove. A full sized cast iron replica of Grandma's favorite wood burning stove . . . room. Superb workmanship at modest prices. Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus shipping and handling costs). A new way to save on finest quality furniture.

32 years of continuous experience in our catalog. This is your opportunity to get more for your money.

A summer is different and hand painted heavy art paper, 9" by 26" for new panel or effective grouping.

3 for $5.95, 25c post.; 4, $7.50 pp.

World Art, HG2, 54 Church Lax Westport, Conn. 06881.

Growing plant stand

Wrought iron stand goes from 32" to 46" so that it will always fit the right decorative height for the plant it holds. In spring and summer the graceful stand moves patio to terrace so plants can enjoy fresh air and gentle rain. To is 12" dia. Pot not incl. $7.50 pl. 75c post. Artisan Galleries, HG2, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

Soothes and smooths

Smooth on Charm White cream and you make crows feet, frown and laugh lines vanish for up to 90 hours. A gentle emollient, it contains no hormones or animal proteins and is removed by rinsing with plain water. Pores don't become clogged. 1 oz. jar, $2.98; 1 lb. beauticians' size, $6. Ppd. Charm White, HG2, Box 67, Cedarhurst N. Y. 11516.

Just your dish

When you share a treasured recipe with a friend make sure you cure your diners get proper credit. Personalized 3" by 5" cards printed in red with your name in bold black type insure immortality for your cookery. Welcome gift for a bride. 100 for $1.00. Bruce Bolind, HG2, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

It's really INN!
PERSONALIZED COLONIAL TAVERN SIGN

We'll put his and her name on this attractive replica of an old Colonial Tavern sign with brass stencils and old fashioned script. Hang in the entrance hall, living room, rec room, or any room and enjoy the comments of your friends. 12" x 20". Unusual gift for American buffs. ORDER TODAY! GIVE NAME OF "INNKEEPERS"

$12.95 plus S2.95 shipping

N. J. residents add 3% Sales Tax

Send check or M.O. to:

CLARK DAY CO., Dept. HB, Box 777, West Caldwell, N. J. 07007

PULLY'S "HUMANIMALS"

Laughable, peculiar, and good for a laugh are characters in this new line of genuine novelty items. From our "HUMANIMALS" collection, collectible items to wear or use, include shirts, neckties, beach bags, stationery, magnets, key chains, pocket knives, and accessories. They're all, different, all unique. Be sure to have all of the possibilities. Add these items to your gift list now.

4000 E. Main St., Globe, Arizona 85501

HOUSE & GARD
A fighting lovers knot ring for your true love on Valentine's day gracefully adorns pinky or ring finger. Charming, too, for a little girl as her first good piece of jewelry. In 14k gold, $185 in sterling silver, $85. Pp. Send ring size. Made in Japan. California Station, H.G.2, 50 Hanney St., New York, N. Y. 002.

**irithstone beringed**

Enchanting little picture frame fringed with 16 flowers of 10k gold; every other flower is stered by a simulated bithstone. Sel frame is 1/4" tall and perfect for a desk or bedside table. Twelve bithstone available. Specify date; correct stone will be sent. $1.98 p.p. Gloria Dee, 52, P. O. Box 1100, Mt. Vernon, Y. 10551.

**eats tonight?**

All, slip off the slipcovers, drag on the draperies. Pop them one all into washing machine and dryer. They'll be spring-cleaning fun and back in place before ests arrive. But only if they're赚spun House's preshrunk linie in 100" widths. Brochure of 40 samples. Homespun House, dib Dalebush, 261 S. Robert, Beverly Hills, Cal. 90211.

**eart on his sleeve**

Queen of Hearts wouldn't make me enjoy snug, indoor comfort while you tell-at-a-glance the temperatures bothoutside and in. This handsome Indoor-Outdoor Thermometer is a pair of precision engineered extremely accurate spirit thermometers mounted on a massive block of solid, hand-rubbed Hon­

**GET A FAST**

**“Caribbean Tan”**

**AT HOME—NOW**

**INDOORS OR OUT**

(keep it when you get it!)

Now—get and keep the world's golden-est, most glorious, healthiest tan all year round! Ingenious, portable Sun Cabana, with exclusive Tan-O-Matic action, actually captures and intensifies the sun's rays. Result—you can tan, comfortably on windiest, cloudiest days. Enjoy tanning on terrace, rooftop, beach—in backyard, indoors, tour or sun lamp into tropic paradise. Don't be a pale face 'til summer—put some sunny status in your life-order now! 2 sizes, both complete with eye shield and wind anchor.

**MEISSER BLUE ONION STAFFORDSHIRE**

From England

Dinner at eight—polished mahogany and fine linen—needs this lovely "Blue Onion" ware from England to complete the picture. Service for eight includes: 8 dinner plates, 8 dinner cups and saucers, 8 tea plates, 8 cups and saucers, 8 fruit dishes, vegetable server, platter, sugar and creamer.

Complete 5-piece set, $29.95

Complete 25-piece set, including ice bucket and mold, $132.50, shipping charges included.

Send 50c for "Hayloft Harvest."

**AN IRISH BLESSING**

A hand-screened reproduction of an Irish blessing, in six brilliant colors. Framed in maple-finished wood, 10" x 13". A lovely manuscript with a warm blessing, for your home, or a friend's. Comes ready to hang. Also available in the prayer of St. Francis of Assisi.

$4.95 each, Two for $9.75

Please Add 50c Postage

Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Send for free gift catalogue

**HOBIE DEPT. G-27**

FLUSHING NEW YORK 11352

**SHERLOCK HOLMES**

**JIGSAW MYSTERY**

A great new horse disappearance; his trimmer murdered—a baffling case for Sherlock Holmes. A baffling case for you, too, as you try to put together the pieces of this 20," round jig saw puzzle based on a famed Conan Doyle story. Includes booklet which tells the story but conceals the answer for you and your guests to guess.

$1.95 each, Three for $5.00

Culver House, GREAT BARRINGTON, MAss. 01230
WEDDING RING of Thailand

A ring of haunting face-like beauty and intricate design. Hand made in Thailand...a country devoted to the art of exquisitely delicate handicraft. Flexible and delicate, as if it were woven of strands of silk, the Ring is available in the following:

- Medium, plated platinum-like Silver...$5.00
- 14 Kt. Yellow Gold Plate...$6.00
- Solid 14 Kt. Yellow Gold...$25.00

Send Ring Size
Beautifully Gift Wrapped
Write for New Catalog
Dept. 88-H
545 Middle Neck Road
Great Neck, N. Y. 11023
Established 1946

NEW CONCEPT IN COMFORT...
...by Dr. Scholl
AAA to EE

"Comfort" is a word synonymous with the name Dr. Scholl. These shoes for woman are designed with but one thing in mind...healthful, restful comfort for tired aching feet. For those in the hard-to-find sizes, for those on their feet a lot, there is nothing to surpass the "Roundabouts." Dr. Scholl does away with constricting pointed toes in these comfortable, good-looking cowhide-suede shoes. Color is Moss Brown. Sizes AAA (7-10); AA (7-11); A (4-11); B (4-11); M 1/2 (4-11); W (4-11); E (4-11); EEE (4-11); $13.95.

DEERSKIN TRADING POST
P.O. Box 409
Wayfaring, Conn., $0.30 each

MINI FURNITURE"

makes it easy to be your own Interior Decorator

Avoid costly decorating mistakes. Create miniature settings for every room in your house before spending a cent for a piece of furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wallpaper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much you can save if you really plan before you buy. Over 100 different furniture combinations for every room. Sofas, chairs, sections, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, etc...decorate your wall scenes with actual fabric and paint samples. Includes 3-D miniature furniture and painting template. Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to exact scale. Design and instruction book included. Created by professional decorator M.S.D. Guaranteed. No C.O.D. Only $7.95 each.

Plan-It-Kit Dept. HG2, Box 499, Westport, Conn.

MAGNIFYING GLASSES

A Blessing For Folks Over 40

Read newspaper, telephone book, recipes, Bible, and do close work easily. Good-looking stylish amber frames. Wear like regular glasses. SEE CLEARER INSTANTLY. Not Rx or for astigmatism or diseases of the eye.

$22.00. Wear like regular glasses.

Leaded Stained Glass Window Illumination

Add cheerful color to your kitchen windows with increasingly popular window illuminations. Exciting and thoughtful gifts. Beautiful stained glass from 4 to 8 inches high, in two more colors to have. Popular designs that change the window to one that everyone will notice. Your choice of cherries, apples, lilies, oranges, strawberries and turtles at $5.00 each or $4.50 for two or more—all postpaid.

Kit with complete instructions and materials Illuminations, $8.95. Write for catalog.

WAFER GAMES, INC., 4201 Houston, Topaska, Okla.

VEGA Co., Dept. HG-2, Box 445, Radio City Sta., New York, N.Y. 10019

LEADED STAINED GLASS WINDOW ILLUMINATION

Add cheerful color to your kitchen windows with increasingly popular window illuminations. Exciting and thoughtful gifts. Beautiful stained glass from 4 to 8 inches high, in two more colors to have. Popular designs that change the window to one that everyone will notice. Your choice of cherries, apples, lilies, oranges, strawberries and turtles at $5.00 each or $4.50 for two or more—all postpaid.

Kit with complete instructions and materials Illuminations, $8.95. Write for catalog.

701 EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. On arrival GUARANTEED. No C.O.D. Only 59.98 ppd.

NSID. Guaranteed. No C.O.D. Only 59.98 ppd.

3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 

10 Day Home Trial. Send Plan-It-Kit Dept. HG2, Box 499, Westport, Conn.

SHOPPING AROUND

Hearts and flowers

Tis the season to be sentin...Romantic reproduction of tique European box—a sort as a Victorian valentine, etched scrolls and flowers tique silver plate bedeck this side. Lush, plush red velvet tects her jewels, too. 3½" w...4½" h...w. $3.95. Ppdl. Ziff, Box 3072, Chicago, Ill. 6065.

A word to the wise

Slips in the bathtub are at of accidents occurring in the Allay fears of older folks a validate. Make your bath safe stol is tip-proof and skid Wooden white-enamed chrome plated steel legs. A for bathing children. 1½ h... $9.95; 1½ h... $8.95. Ppdl. Be Creations, HG2, Box 1 Penn Hills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 1

Unblemished skin

Skin can look petal-like and ly free of scars or blemishes waterproof Kover-All, a cos cream. Kover-All conceals veins, bruises, too. Three light, medium, dark. Face w knowing skin will be smooth spite the weather. 1½ oz. jar. ppd. House of Charles, Box 98, Cedarhurst, N. Y. 1

Bargain buy

Fancy phones notwithstandingthere's nothing like the Standard Dial for service and looks. Western Electric and St herg Carlson rewire, refinish model at one fourth the retail Presto! A perfect working ter. Take two for intercom $9.95; 2 for $18.95. Add 95¢ for each Under Lex Appliance, 887 2nd Ave., New York 10012
**Shopping Around**

- **at meter**
  - giant outdoor round thermometer is American made and made. Defines the elements. Fix a different, dashing add-on to the family sea-going craft, inner mirror, ski-lodge or homey patio. Dura-plastic 18" lace, tdy metal back. White backing with black numerals. $9.99 + 65¢ post. A Man's World, 2, Flushing, N. Y. 11352.

- **nick change shower**
  - a jiffy shower when you don't it to disturb a fresh hairdo. Fit adapter to any faucet, snapping around your neck and in the water to enjoy an intriguing shower bath without obliterating a careful makeup or coiffure. Rubber hose is 5' long, is around shoulder ring to store. 96, 35¢ post. Greenland Studios, 22, Miami, Fla. 33147.

- **the driver's seat**
  - young car buff will enjoy more jaunty spreadmobile. Glass fix larger label (13"h with labels that go go on the water to enjoy an ingression. Mass. 01230.

- **abels that go go**
  - fix larger label (13"h with the driver's seat easily and inexpensively with a favorite antique and heirloom chairs.)

- **CHAIR CANING KITS**
  - Now anyone can restore his favorite antique and heirloom chairs easily and inexpensively with a NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools, natural cane, and "easy-to-follow" instructions, all postpaid for only $2.00.

- **USICALL COFFIN**
  - Press a button and open the lid of this miniature casket. The death march starts playing and slowly a cigarette rises until it is upright. Each press of the button repeats the cycle. A macabre reminder for those trying to "lick the holl... Solid malignity with brass fittings. 9" x 4 1/4.

- **Big 15" Tall**
  - These Rogers gold-oval based lamps will remind you of the Arabian Nights and Athul, only these are completely electrically. The white gold lamp shades are enhanced by hand cut crystal. Strolling on sidewalk or mantel, 15" high x 8" wide.

- **950 CHARMS IN THIS FREE Charm & Treasure CATALOG**
  - To have and to hold "those precious moments" are now at hand, brought to you by cherished charms and miniatures that tell a story all your own.

- **PRTING PICTURES & PRINTS**
  - Press 12,000 prints to choose from. Oestreicher's has the largest collection of Fine Art Reproductions in the world. Our clients choose from old masters, modern Impressionists and from such subjects as landscapes, seascapes and sporting prints. Please add $1.00 to each order to cover postage, insurance and handling.

- **Oestreicher's**
  - Open: SINCE 1898
  - 42 W. 66 St. (Bet. 5th & 6th Aves.) N.Y.C.

- **FREE CATALOG**
  - Send only $1 in cash or stamps and you'll receive a huge 9 x 12.54 page, all inclusive 700 charm catalog. A must for all collectors of charms.

- **FREE CATALOG MAILING LIST**
  - Send only 25c for our mailing list. First names and initials only. No C.O.D.'s.

- **Oestreicher's**
  - Open: SINCE 1898
  - 42 W. 66 St. (Bet. 5th & 6th Aves.) N.Y.C.
CUSHION MUMS AT PRE<void>SEASON PRICE. Order these beau void>tiful mums now and pay later on spring arrival at ½ the catalog price. In assorted colors as available. Order by April 1 and get free 3 Holland Peacock Orchid Bulbs. 10 Mums for $1.00; 30 for $2.50 plus C.O.D. post. Cash orders add 35c. Replacement guar. void> for $2.50 plus C.O.D. post. Cash or void>der for April 1 and get free 3 Holland Peacock sorted colors as available. Order by the catalog price. In arriv'al at beautiful mums now and pay later on spring SEASON PRICE. Order these beautiful mums now and pay later on spring arrival at ½ the catalog price. In assorted colors as available. Order by April 1 and get free 3 Holland Peacock Orchid Bulbs. 10 Mums for $1.00; 30 for $2.50 plus C.O.D. post. Cash orders add 35c. Replacement guar.

MICHIGAN BULB CO. Dept. CM-1478 Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502

BABY’S SAFE-NAP
Cush and comfortable sleep-time for baby’s headrest and support safety in first with our handy ‘Plaka’ pillow-cushion kit, which has two foam-filled bumper chambers at either end in present baby from rolling over when asleep. Kit is 17" wide, complete with non-slip plastic cufing and storage case, with draw string ends. The two foam-filled and outlast 10 years, and hang in a cradle of pink, blue or maine; bumper cushions slip out for easy washing. Washable even more onions as handy or a portable bed when taking baby to a visit or Grandmother. Aunt, Uncle, etc.

59c
FREE GIFT CATALOG:
Order 29c
in illinois.
chicago, Ill.
5041

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
STAIR-GLIDE
Home Stairway Elevator FREE TRIAL! Cost whether rental or purchase tax deductible as medical expense. Installed in 2 hours without marring floor or home. No wiring, plugs in like radio. Stairway free for normal age, 8c week to operate. Automatic Safety devices.

WRITE TODAY For Literature, Prices.
Name_________City_________State_________Zip_________
Dept. HG2
American Star-Glide Corp.
1117 Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo. 64108

FRENCH MILLED CAKES
Hand-size cakes of soap are French milled in the modern manner and gloriously scented with old-fashioned bayberry, lemon or lavender. Four cakes in a lovely gift box $1.25. Five boxes (20 cakes) soap) are $6. Ppd. Order MXB-1 Four cakes in a lovely gift box $1.25. Five boxes (20 cakes) soap) are $6. Ppd. Order MXB-1

CROSS-STITCH PILLOWS

Pillow Kit, 14" square...$1.95
Pillow Form $1.95
PLEASE ADD 35c POSTAGE
Pa. Res. Add 5% Sales Tax. Sorry No C.O.D.'s

VICTORIA GIFTS
12-H Weyer St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

HANDBRAFED
SOLID CHERRY CANDLE TABLE
—only $37.50 each or 2 for $70.00—
This is the sought after finish for your home. Exclusively offered in cherry. 2 sizes, 16" and 18" square, deep rich cherry color, handcrafted, hand-finished, artistically polished with a蚂蚁 long Ballentine & Co., Chicago. Order by April 1 and get free 3 Holland Peacock Orchid Bulbs. 10 Mums for $1.00; 30 for $2.50 plus C.O.D. post. Cash orders add 35c. Replacement guar. For $2.50 plus C.O.D. post. Cash orders add 35c. Replacement guar. for $2.50 plus C.O.D. post. Cash orders add 35c. Replacement guar. on the fence? What to do about the chain kind? Turn the ugly duckling a thing of beauty. Insert these rust cast aluminum ho through 2-inch mesh fence. Add clay pot full of flowers, bolts, assembly. Lightweight cure. Choose 4", 5" or 6" dia of 4. $3.98 plus 35c post. Nel-S Products, HNG-27FL, 811 W. dodte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

On the fence?

What to do about the chain kind? Turn the ugly duckling a thing of beauty. Insert these rust cast aluminum ho through 2-inch mesh fence. Add clay pot full of flowers, bolts, assembly. Lightweight cure. Choose 4", 5" or 6" dia of 4. $3.98 plus 35c post. Nel-S Products, HNG-27FL, 811 W. dodte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

Take a deep breath

Newly released from the Army Medical Corps, sure stethoscopes are perfect for doctors and nurses, and in fine instruments for teaching adults and children the respiratory system. And cheaper this toy model at $2.95 ppa. Madif House, HG2, 408 Madison Ave New York, N. Y. 10022.

The right slant

Frankly, we’re biased. In favor of this authentic adaptation from famed Henry Ford Museum, an original mahogany Queen Anne styled slant top desk. Long beauty and function as well to room to spare in the interior drawers and pigeon holes. 31" w., 22 h., 39" w. $920 ppd. Catalogue Bass Galleries, Dept. HG27, 10 E. Oak St., Louisville, Ky. 4020
Shopping Around

International set

Foot-flop mop
Canny French custom: there’s always a footmop for soaking up water in kitchen or bathroom. Now in the States—they’re made with layers of absorbent white turkey cloth fringed in black. Comfortable poly foam lining keeps hot dry. Handy as buffers after foot washing. $2.25 ppd. 28 Magee Ave., Stamford, Conn. 06902.

Suede Care
Suede leather can be cleaned, refreshed, refurnished with ease....

Genuine Jade
DESK, BOUJOIR ALARM CLOCK
Nearly everyone falls in love with this adorable little (3 1/2" x 3") clock at first sight. The styling combines grace of a gift case trimmed with genuine jade is almost irresistible. Gift figures, luminous hands and dots.

DESK BOUDOIR ALARM CLOCK
$16.50

SUEDEGUARD sprays color you wish to clean. Leaves no water or liquid required. Perfect for surface dirt around button holes, collar, sleeves, and revives the nap of hats, etc., by simple erasing action. Spots, stains. SI. 75 ppd.

SPOT-LIFTER spray lifts oil or grease spots right out of suede, $1.23 ppd.

SUDESKIN TRADING POST
597 Farmington Avenue. Hartford, Conn. 06105

Original Suede Care
TEAR GAS
AEROSOL DISPENSER
Rattan stools, a nest of three, to use separately as sturdy extra seat- ing or decorative low tables at bed or chairside. Natural light color rattan to use as "As is" or paint to match your de- cor. Set of 3, (tallest 18" high, 14" wide) others, 17" high and 16" high, $32.50 for the set of 3.

EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT.

FAMOUS HADELAND
CRYSTAL FROM NORWAY

Those whimsical, finely handcut paperweights come gift boxed with their own story or poem. Approximately 2 1/2" high.

$7.50

Eskimo—$8.25 ppd.
(Anywhere in U.S.A.)

No C.O.D.'s.

Sawdust Gallery
133 E. 56 St., N. Y., N. Y. 10022

March, 1967
Mrs. Moore's paper is dashingly personal—Wedgwood blue, bordered in dark blue and white. Yours can be just as individual.

You colors—truly feminine ones. That's the idea behind the Crane color creations. We begin with papers in gentle tints and make them decidedly personal by adding hand-brushed borders as dashing, cheerful, or dignified as you like.

They're a delight to write on, not only because they're so visually charming—but also because we make our papers notably luxurious by beginning with 100% rag fibers. Then, there's the Crane watermark to undersign your good taste.

Pick your pleasure at your Crane dealer's. He's an authority on paper "etiquette," too, the one to consult about formal invitations and announcements, both the paper and the engravings. And he has lovely Crane gift sets, many for under $5.

Crane & Company, Inc., Dalton, Massachusetts.

Crane's FINE PAPERS
Imaginative details can make all the difference

Some of life's rarest delights are the ones you discover only on second glance. When you think you have taken in everything, then look again and come upon some small flourish you missed before, the pleasure is multiplied by its unexpectedness. Felicitous details, thoughtfully worked out and integrated with the over-all design can make it transcend the sum of its major parts. In a house or a room or a garden, imaginative, unexpected details can make all the difference between a whole that is merely pleasant and one that charms us with its individuality.

A detail should never speak loudly, for the quietness that postpones its discovery until second glance is the key to its charm. Some of the most captivating details have a quality of playfulness that adds to the fun of finding them. Others are even more elusive visually because the difference they make is a matter of comfort or convenience.

Details can play varying roles. Sometimes it is repetition: a major motif unexpectedly echoed, perhaps in mini-scale, in a spot where you would never think to look for it. Sometimes you will see a very practical problem solved with such finesse that the result becomes as decorative as it is functional. Some details are fanciful grace notes, small embellishments that spice the main theme. Others add decorative interest to areas or surfaces that more often go neglected. And some, like personal signatures, express individual whims or pet enthusiasms.

On the next ten pages you will find a wealth of ideas you can adapt in your own way to your own house and garden.
Repeat motifs make delightful surprises

Maidenhair fern multiplied by eight subtly echoes the lacy ironwork of an old French baker's stand in Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dohrmann's house in Cali.

Meissen blue flowers that paper the ceiling of the Renny B. Saltzmans' New York City kitchen bloom again, one by one, on the vinyl floor tiles.

Carnation-pied chintz that covers chairs and curtains windows in the Alfred Willard French Jr.'s guest room in Naples, Fla., also masks chest, even hands luggage racks. Interior design by Rosemary Robinson.

Bamboo turning on mirror and chair in the powder room of the C. Frederick Curtis' Naples, Fla., beach house is quietly encored by cabinet molding. Interior design by Rosemary Robinson.

Plymouth Rock rooster, his hereditary black and white plumage molded in ceramic, crows gleefully over his likeness (not too obvious) to the vinyl-coated cotton on wall, the uncoated tablecloth.
Tray richly wreathed in silver grapes holds a grape-laden compdt in the center of a table in Washington's Blair House. More grape motifs circle the Blair family dinner plates and the needlepoint seats of the chairs.

Accents of curry borrowed from outside walls of painter Ralph Du Casse's house in San Francisco provide a common bond for porch furniture.

One species of crassula, rhythmically repeated in a formal planting of succulents at the Duke Gardens Foundation, turns up again as a border for the grass plot beyond.

The library steps, right, that make such an apt server on Mr. and Mrs. C. Henry Buhl's Port Royal, Fla., patio reappear in minuscule to serve salt and pepper on the luncheon table. Interior design: Rosemary Robinson.

Bright napkins, left, repeat the stripes and colors of the tumblers in a wood-on-wood table setting in a house on Cape Cod.

Reserved for second-glance delight: bandanna-print shades on the chandelier that hangs over a table laid with bandanna cloth and napkins in the Francis Martin, Jr.'s house in Hillsborough, Calif.

Rustic motifs of the handsome rug in the foyer of the Neil T. Larsens' San Francisco house subtly mirrors the swooping curves of the dramatic staircase, the smashing colors.
IMAGINATIVE DETAILS continued

Work center in a garden of herbs and other plants for flavoring liqueurs is prettily framed with a rope-and-pole latticework. Designed by Helen Whitman for the New York Flower Show.

The cook book library in designer Sara Little Turnbull's kitchen is handsomely flanked with esoteric cooking utensils including a sectional Indian food toter; madeline molds; a ravioli cutter; a Turkish coffee mill.

Sunken bathtub in the William Heusers' house in Scottsdale, Ariz., follows the contours of a Moorish fountain, is lightly accented with Mexican tiles, some of them merely the corner motifs of a sixteen-tile composition.

A wall panel of padded blue silk slides across three television screens in the office Florence Knoll Bassett designed for John T. Reynolds, president of CBS-TV.

Black-and-white lacquered cabinet in a CBS vice presidential office offers no clue to its contents until front panels swing open and slide back to reveal a three-screen TV set. Designed by Florence Knoll Bassett.
A working fence becomes a neighborly delight when composed of staggered boards with giant flower cutouts. Designed by Jean Ray Laury.

When kitchen door, above, is closed, left, it melts right into the wall of the dining area of the Louis Stillers' New York City apartment.

The eye-fooling details: continuation across door of vertical board paneling and chair rail; duplication of trumeau mirror. Interior design by Robert Moore.

Necessities, well-designed, can be decorative.

An herb garden neatly confined in raised beds boxed in redwood is pretty to look at, easy to work in. Designed by Tool Shed Herb Nursery for the New York Flower Show.

A radio pulls out like a drawer from a marble-top console behind a CBS executive's desk. Designed by Florence Knoll Bassett.

Panels of glass framed in brass protect a fabric-covered wall around a bathtub in Lady Rendlesham's country house in England.
A small fountain adds the splash and sparkle of falling water to a fanciful play of brick and greens in Miss Rebekah Hobbs’ Boston garden.

Baroque design painted in polychrome on a white brick wall crowns the wrought-iron Spanish cross hanging below it in the entrance hall of a house in Tucson, Ariz.

Arches below the countertop in Maurice Melamed’s kitchen in Wayzata, Minn., are repeated in larger scale above refrigerator and freezer niches in opposite wall. Designed by David Nelson.

An elegant homesite for itinerant bees is the terminus of a garden path in Long Island’s Old Westbury Gardens.

Ornamental extras add zest.
Edible camellias carved from *dai hoon* (Chinese turnip) garnish dual salads. By Charles Miyashiro.

Union slivers dyed bright yellow become giant edible chrysanthemums on a tray of hors d'oeuvres at a party in Honolulu. By Charles Miyashiro.

A swagged valance hangs by brass rings from a curtain pole covered in matching striped silk in a bedroom in Chicago.

Curtains hung from a pole, then draped over a pair of brass rods mounted at right angles to the wall, suggest a canopy over the Empire daybed in Ralph De Casse's San Francisco guest room.

A simple frame of white molding calls special attention to a sculptured hand and two small paintings in Ferris Megarity's New York apartment.

An arrangement of Persian miniatures makes a handsome frame for simple wall-hung hi-fi components in the students' music room at St. John's College in Santa Fe. Interior design by Alexander Girard.

Hanging fern thrives under the domed skylight in designer Harold Schwartz's New York City kitchen which is dramatically lighted at night by a ring of theatrical "footlights" above the cabinets.
A carved wood angel makes an overdoor in the house of E. F. Sanguinetti, director of the Tucson Art Center. On the door itself hangs a painting and a shelf for a plant.

Japanese steamer baskets hung from the ceiling accent a window screened with a bamboo shade in designer Sara Little Turnbull’s New York kitchen.

In a narrow strip of wall space between a window and a stairway in designer Paolo D’Anna’s apartment in Rome hangs a collection of small mirrors framed in ebony and pietsu dora.

A star-shaped skylight illuminates the stairwell in architect Ralph Anderson’s house in Seattle, Wash.

For his daughter’s dog’s house in Atlanta, Ga., architect Henry J. Toombs designed a fanciful pagoda roof.

A fantasy finish of faux marbre embellishes the door frame and lavatory cabinet panels in Judith Garden’s New York apartment.

Forgotten spots can be dramatized.

continued
A series of stone steps leading to the second floor of his Rome apartment, Paolo D’Anna designed interlocking tiles, culminating at the top step with a series of labor tired fruit, flowers, and a mask.

Bright color coding and attractive arrangements of storage containers make it a joy to open the work closet where Sara Little Turnbull stores all the paraphernalia for her industrial designing.

Slender towel racks on the wall behind the kitchen door in Sara Little Turnbull’s apartment hold the designer’s palette of table linens as carefully arranged by color as if they composed a painting.

For an overdoor panel in Mr. and Mrs. Theodore A. Cooke’s contemporary house in Honolulu, a Japanese artist painted a modern composition based on ancient motifs.
A collector's treasure of marble eggs, assembled in a silver holder designed for real ones, brings a dash of color to a simple table setting.

An affectionately assembled mélange of treasures and trifles—paintings, photographs, postcards—flanks an old carved mirror in Mr. and Mrs. Marland Stone's house in East Hampton, N.Y.

A space-thrifty centerpiece of tiny shells and orchids on a small luncheon table is expanded visually by the collection of larger shells arranged on the shelf below and clearly visible through the glass top.

A freewheeling cedar planter-table on an oceanside deck at East Hampton, N.Y., brings an ebullience of lantana and ivy to any spot where greenery is needed. Ivy trails from pots in trough between table rim and center planter.
For another dinner for four, trays are gold lacquer, soup is poured from a pitcher. End-of-table decoration is a handful of zinnias plunged in a lush basket of ferns.

At a dinner for six, served in front of sofa, fish- and meat-course dishes are stacked, Scandinavian fashion, on place trays; a row of mugs beside Mrs. Turnbull's place holds condiments.

Mrs. Turnbull's space-saving cocktail table is a Chinese wedding basket, its top tier serving as a tray.

Green zinnias and other green blossoms are the personal favorites of Mrs. Stephen Van Renssalaer Strong who masses them in big bouquets for her house in Piscataway, N.J.
Your first impression, when you walk into the Alexander Girards’ living room in Santa Fé, N. M., is one of space, whiteness, quiet, serenity—pleasant indeed, yet rather a surprise in the house of an architect well known for his international collection of exuberant, colorful folk art. But not until you have settled down in one of the comfortable sofas, do you begin to notice, one by one, his acquisitions—a carved stone frog on the table beside your drink, a glorious bit of embroidered fabric covering a nearby pillow, a regally dressed doll in the display wall across the room. Discovery is continuous, and so is delight.

Well over a decade ago, when many other modern designers were still wedded to the austere, no-non-essentials look, architect Girard was an enthusiastic advocate of decorative detail. Since then, his name has become synonymous with the use of folk art as decoration, and with the display walls he has incorporated into the architecture of his houses and public buildings. Less well known, perhaps, are his imaginative solutions for common practical needs—solutions that are not only highly functional but engagingly decorative and (Continued)

The living room’s fixed-in-place furniture, constructed of metal lath and cement plaster finished with white paint, was inspired by a local Southwest tradition—the flat-topped mounds of adobe the early settlers built up from the floor to serve as benches or tables. A continuous J-shaped platform starting at one end of the fireplace wall forms the hearth, the bases for the sofas, and the tables between them. The seat cushions are foam rubber; the upholstered backs are supported by white-painted steel posts which are fixed in the platform, but have just enough resiliency for comfort. One of the smaller platforms, which Mrs. Girard calls “sugar loaves,” makes a headboard for a daybed cushion laid directly on the highly waxed flagstone floor. Another serves as a stand for a slide projector which is focused on the fireplace wall, after removing the nineteenth-century Persian painting. Perched above doorway to stair hall: a little angel Mr. Girard made of driftwood.

LIVING ROOM DETAILS
Bolster-like pillows as long as loveseats
Steel rods supporting backs of fixed sofas
White-shaded, low hanging lamps that melt into white background
“Sugar loaf” stand precisely placed for slide projector
Traditional Spanish corbel on post
A Polish wooden dog paired off with a Mexican ceramic cat
SERENE HOUSE: UNEXPECTED DETAIL

Often humorous as well. They are especially numerous in old adobe house he bought and remodeled when he and wife and two children first moved to Santa Fe—and will he has since remodeled again to take care of changing fans needs and his proliferating collections.

The sense of repose that flows through the new rooms is due partly to the large expanses of white, partly to the low, approximately even level of major furnishings. There are no nervous lines to disturb the eye. Few functional elements rise above eye level. The sources of light tend to be invisible. Since the living room windows are incorporated in the display cabinet along outer wall, their existence is rarely noticed—only the light they admit. More daylight enters through a large skylight cut in the roof above the supporting vigas and equipped with a horizontal white-canvas version of the Austrian shade. At night the room glows quietly with light from fluorescent tubes tucked far back under the display shelves—and with white shades of light shed by white-shaded hanging lamps that almost disappear into the white background.

In this calm setting, the brilliant colors and ornate embellishments of objects ranging from the indigenous American to the exotic from all corners of the earth blend into a kind of peaceful kingdom. And their peaceability is enhanced by the deft way in which they are arranged. Never a proponent of clutter, Mr. Girard does not crowd his tal and shelves with heterogeneous assemblages. He likes group interesting objects, in small numbers, in meticulous plotted compositions—the rare and the humble, the us the amusing, the indigenous and the exotic, side by si

DINING ROOM DETAILS

Framed embroidery hung over door to passage
Shallow display niche incorporated in chimney
Cluster of votive lights to vary groups of candles
Dining table with no legs to obstruct comfort

OBSERVATIONS:

Usually, the dining room is a continuation of the white living room, since there is no door between them, merely an open archway. Thus the eye, rested by so much white, comes the brilliant blocks of color on the dining room's far wall which might otherwise be overwhelming. In one corner of the room, the legless dining table in unfinished pine planks hung from the ceiling by strong steel tilter cable. When he modeled the adobe chimney here the architect incorporated the niche now filled with "god" figures from the nearby Taos pueblo. For seated dinner, Mrs. Girard uses the long buffet shelf as a server; for larger parties she sets up buffet on dining table. Except for working light in ceiling, room is lighted only by candle.
The most recent remodeling included the addition of a study for Mrs. Girard, making use of space formerly occupied by a garage. Since the house is built on a slope, the new room is four steps down from the main stair hall. In the corner by the steps hangs a tiny adobe fireplace as beautifully modeled as a piece of sculpture, even its damper handle carefully fashioned of wood. Mounted on the wall beside it is a Pueblo Indian deer-dance headdress, and meticulously arranged on the platform below, a trio of Zuni pottery owls along with some prayer sticks, fetishes, and a few necessities like a hearth brush. On platform in hall above sits a large Mexican pottery figure of a woman making pots in which the Girards have planted greenery.

STUDY DETAILS

- A sculptured fireplace hanging in a corner
- Cabinet doors composed of sliced knots
- For fun: an old drugstore chair draped with an ocelot skin
- Tucked between beams, a row of spotlights focused on books
- A special section of shelves for deep books
- Each bookshelf painted a different bright color

The study combines efficiency with amusement.

SERENE HOUSE: UNEXPECTED DETAIL continued
Mrs. Girard's built-in desk is constructed of wood frame and plaster, topped with oak flooring. The space at the corners, awkward to reach from inside the U, has been utilized for a stationery cabinet opening to the outside—each door a mosaic of sliced wood knots. When Mrs. Girard sits at her desk, she has at her right an undercounter bank of office file drawers, and at her left, pencil drawers, a pencil sharpener, a waste-basket. But to balance this efficiency, the room is full of amusements. In front of the glass wall looking out to the garden stands a wooden deer from Thailand, gilded and encrusted with fake jewels. Other furnishings at that end of room, opposite page, top, are wildly disparate: an old Boston rocker, a Polish folk painting, a brilliant Peruvian rug, a three-legged stool made by George Nakashima. The adjustable shelves of book wall are precisely placed to fit varying heights of books, and a special section projects beyond for extra deep books. Even here the architect added decorative detail: each shelf is painted a different vivid color.
How to wake up an old-fashioned house without spending a fortune

Color and pattern, prodigally used, can be one of the most effective elixirs a decorator can prescribe for routing obsolescence. With no architectural retailoring at all, the Quogue, L.I., house of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Hemion (he is the well-known television producer) was made to bloom as radiantly—in a vastly different way—as it did when it first saw light at the turn of the century. A monument to the taste of its day—copious oak woodwork, interior walls of stucco painted institutional buff—the house had little, really, except strength of character, a quality the Hemions respected, but found a bit bleak to live with. The task of making the house livable without remodeling and without spending a fortune went to interior designers Zajac & Callahan, a young team with more than their share of daring. Using nothing but fabric, paint, wallpaper, and pazzaz, they needled the old house into the gayest of second youths. The exterior, pleasant enough in an old-fashioned way, they left untouched—a staid preamble to the hijinks they devised indoors. Every inch of oak woodwork was painted bright white. Floors were stained a wet-seal black-brown or painted white or a color. These basics established, the rooms were then saturated with color and pattern in great breathtaking swacks as backgrounds for comfortably squooshy chairs and sofas and a fantastic arrangement of erstwhile golden oak furniture purchased with the house and glorified with white paint. Here and there, rather like the surprises in a birthday cake, are charming details to soften and amuse. Primarily, however, the decoration is a Brobdingnagian cover-up job, a tour de force of reviving a gaffer with warmth and wit.

New excitement with fabric and paint

In the living room, left, and opposite page, the old stucco walls, too scrappy to paper, were hung from ceiling to baseboard with what seems to be heavy, boldly patterned black and white tweed. Not tweed at all, the fabric is cotton—much easier to shirt—printed with a photographic reproduction of a wool weave. Gathered on rods, top and bottom, the fabric cloaks the walls in rippled pleats—a pleasant way of getting pattern on walls that would otherwise have had to be replastered, and an acoustic foil for the bare floors. In the bay window, curtain panels are tied back in little billows to keep the pretty tracery of the turn-of-the-century diamond panes unobstructed. All this black-and-whiteness makes a wonderful counterpoint for the room’s only upholstery fabric, a sea of anemones in their natural colors. Bright-eyed details: vivid red stair treads—a slick way of getting the color upstairs, where it fills the hall; an old sofa spruced up with upholstered feet and white nailheads; the perkiness of flowers in the chimney-breast niche; pictures on windowsills, even the sofa; a bull’s-eye mirror in a black-and-white op art collar.
Pattern and color bring zest to every room

STAIRCASE, below, mounts to a vermiculite floor and a crazy-quilt flurry of wallpaper patterns: Moorish tile in the hall, bamboo trellis in one bedroom, a fish-scale geometric in another.

DINING ROOM, above, left, was used originally, the Hemions suspect, as a breakfast room. The old oak furniture, glorified now with white lacquer and op art upholstery, is surrounded by a wallpaper jungle—bizarre, beautiful, and wonderfully apt with the lion-finial chairs. Details: the bow-tied polka-dot sleeve on the old chandelier, the basket-nested centerpiece, a nice "uncubicated" touch used for flower arrangements throughout the house.

IN THE BILLIARD ROOM, left, the original dining room, walls were papered in the same pattern used in the new dining room, but in a different coloring to jibe with the felt table top. Ceiling was draped in black and white polka dots—a pretty muffler for the click-clack of the game below. Details: a shiny red interior for the corner cupboard; polka dots for billiard room side of portieres that match living room upholstery on the other side.

MASTER BEDROOM, opposite page, does splendidly with nothing but old furniture. Woodwork and floor were painted quietly white, then a barrage of color and pattern was let loose right up to the ceiling and—to make a point of its angular fretwork—across it. Details: high curtain tiebacks to reveal window mullions; a sun-masking roller shade at the lattice window; same pattern on chaise longue as on beds, but in a less lively palette.
THE PLEASURES OF DETAIL
in a thoughtfully planned house

The immediate impact of a successful house is the total pleasure it gives to its occupants and visitors—the feeling of simultaneous safety and excitement it brings, both as a shelter and as architecture. Then as the eye begins to note them, the details that make up these pleasures emerge, offering another pleasure: discovery. The contemporary two-story house designed by architect Hugh Stubbins for himself and his wife is an excellent example of these manifold delights. It stands on brick-paved Brattle Street in Cambridge, Mass., in a long line of distinguished Georgian houses, mostly clapboard, a short walk from the Henry Wadsworth Longfellow house. The architect wanted his own house to be compatible with its Early American neighbors, but not as a reproduction or imitation. Some of the details establish this harmony, while others make use of felicitous discoveries of contemporary design pertaining to planning and the use of materials. Still other details are simply the exuberant expression of the fanciful yet disciplined taste of the architect.

This is essentially a house for a couple, so while Mr. Stubbins made privacy available in most of the rooms, he provided, as an alternative, a delightful openness. He likes to describe his house as a “one room building, like a barn with open lofts.” The barn idea is more than a simile, for with one eye on Brattle Street and the other on his spatial preferences, he created a design that does resemble a New England barn in shape. Its main room, like the middle of a barn, soars to the roof ridge, and all the interior posts and beams are, barnlike, exposed. Then he enlivened the rectangularity of a closed barn by punching holes in the shell with bays and skylights, and by opening up whole sections of walls with sliding doors and fixed panes of glass. (Continued)
The brick-walled terrace doubles the size of the brick-chimneyed living room.

The walled terrace in front of the house is a delightful delight, promising its secrets to those who enter, and assuring privacy to those who are as well as to those in the adjoining glass-living room. In good weather when the doors open, the terrace more than doubles the size of the living area, and all year-round it supports a pleasant view from Mr. Stubbins' study and upstairs bedrooms. A fence of bleached redwood like the house siding screens the third of the terrace. Behind the house is a large much older garden, filled with rare trees and flowering shrubs, that had long existed on the site.

The effective repetition of a few materials—brick, redwood, cherry, Douglas fir—creates satisfying unity between the house and its surroundings. The first that meets the eye as you approach the front door is brick to match the Cambridge sidewalks. The brick wall of the terrace actually extends 3 feet inside the house. It also paves the terrace and brick faces the common and massive chimney that rises through the center of the house. The redwood of the exterior is repeated in the long south fence, and all the exterior posts and beams are of dark-stained Douglas fir. Cherry—a traditional material in England cabinetwork—is used extensively in the interior for built-ins and trim. For the many matic details of wood and brick, the house-repetition of glass and rough white plaster for walls and ceilings makes a wonderful backg

The plan, left, is a 26-by-56-foot rectangle. Upstairs rooms at each end of the central story-high living room are connected by an bridge sailing across the back of the living room. The bedrooms have "windows" overlooking downstairs.

The 26-foot-high living room, opposite page, at runs the full depth of the house. Large expanses of glass in the front and back walls flood the room with marvelous light, and offer wide views of gardens. On each side, wide doorways opening to the adjoining rooms increase the sense of unrestricted space. Inventive details: alternating opaque and clear panels in upper section of long wall; the series of pivoting panels above what appears to be a balustrade at upper right of fireplace. When closed, they form one wall of master bedroom; balcony rail is high enough to enclose a long built-in chest of drawers.

Both the brick wall of the terrace, opposite page, below, and the planting continue into the entrance hall separated only by a fixed glass partition. Outdoor detail: pergola that creates a pleasant play of light and shadow on both sides of garden.
Mr. Stubbins' study, above right, is next door to the living room, but the sliding door of cherry can be pulled across the opening to give him complete privacy. The opposite wall is lined with pin-up board and a series of built-ins which he designed precisely for the way he likes to work. Space-saving details: drafting table that lifts up and slides down into a vertical slot in the cabinet; light table for viewing transparencies, above, that slides back under counter.

Space flows from room to room through wide doorways or "windows," but they can be closed off for privacy.

Spanning the back of the living room is the bridge that connects the two sections of the upper floor. Delightful details: the chevron pattern on the boards of the bridge balustrade that leads the eye to the V-shaped dip covering the end of a structural beam; the 30-by-30-inch opening in the guest room wall that offers a view down for guests and a flash of continuous space for those who look up; the pin-up on the door of the opening which is the architect's plan for a multipurpose stadium in Philadelphia. You can see a duplicate on the wall of his study through the wide doorway at the left.
The freestanding stairway, above, that ascends from the dining room to the bridge, occupies almost no floor space and does not obscure the view in any direction. The treads are carpeted, and when young children or older people come to visit, a special hand rope is snapped into place along the wall. *Fireplace detail*: a compartment under the granite hearth especially designed for the storage of logs.

The dining room, right, is directly behind the entrance hall and completely open to it, but the bronze-sprayed aluminum-mesh curtain at the right may be drawn to give it a comfortable sense of enclosure. Beyond the glass doors at the other end is a pergola for dining that looks out on the old garden at the back.
The dining room, right, sparkles at night with light from a constellation of tiny starlike lamps, above, tucked between the strips of wood that mask the acoustical tile ceiling. (Similar batten-like strips finish all the flat ceilings on the first floor.) Practical detail: built-in drawers and two-door cabinet for table-setting accessories directly below shuttered pass-through to kitchen.

The dining room and kitchen are thoughtfully planned to work in partnership.

The kitchen is unusually compact and efficient, yet restful and inviting because of the combination of materials—large areas of white accented by cherry and stainless steel, an earth-toned floor of Welsh ceramic tile like that in dining room and entrance hall. Efficient detail: wood top of dishwasher at left is directly below pass-through from dining room, so that after-dinner dishes arrive in kitchen at most convenient point for processing.
In the guest bath, left, the playful square porthole provides ventilation, and the overcounter skylight brings in an abundance of daylight.

In the master bedroom, right, small areas of white accent the cherry of the built-in chests below the "window" overlooking the living room. The pivoting panels are of wood covered with grass cloth. The door of the room, with its incised border and horizontal panel, was designed by the architect as a variation on the bland flush door. The fixed-glass panel above it enhances feeling of space without sacrificing privacy.

Vertical slits in walls left, such as those at guest room end of bridge, are actually return air ducts for heating system which Mr. Stubbins has carefully worked into his architectural pattern.

Floor of bridge, below, is ingeniously lighted by fluorescent tubes concealed in recess at bottom of balustrade. For more photographs of this house, turn to page 161.

Practical details of light, heat, and ventilation are worked out with imagination and finesse.
How to build excitement into the simplest garden
Certain standard landscape elements—structural or horticultural—are basic to almost every garden. Among them are terraces, paths, steps, fences, outbuildings, and the like. They are present in most gardens because they are functional and necessary, and because they are functional and necessary, they are often dull. Commonplace, commonplace fulfillment—but that is not good enough.

Here and on the next two pages are nine solutions to everyday problems that soar way above and beyond the commonplace. Once seen in their context, it seems doubtful that any could ever have been dispensed with. Yet each of them is directly relevant, uncomplicated, an embellishment, pure and simple, on the obvious: here, raised planters on a flagged terrace; there, a tool house that is almost the focal point in a tiny garden; elsewhere, flight of steps as gay and unexpected as a child's toy or a sundial marked by Birnam wood come to Dunsinane.

Each of these superfluous details—they are superfluous in everything but their extraordinary merit—adds a saving note of practicality to the gardens they serve. They are as durable as the materials of which they are made and designed as carefully as though their designers' reputations depended on them.

POSTER PAGE:

This a terrace with raised plant beds, or are these raised plant beds surrounded by flagging? No matter how you see it, the whole point is that the sum is greater than the parts. An X-ray would reveal that the beds are deeper than the terrace, to low-growing room for any kind of plants that would look well here, including tree roses, which in the John Millen's sunny Burlingame, Calif., garden need at least 18 inches' depth. Further tip: verge boards wide enough to provide casual sitting.

Tool sheds are just as important on small but intensively cultivated garden plots as on big ones. But on small plots it is harder to render them inconspicuous. Mrs. Charles J. Tuttle has chosen to make her New Haven, Conn., potting shed, not only far from unobtrusive, but an obvious and central part of her garden plan. A small and disarmingly simple structure, it is embellished on the house side by a pretty espalier, is at once storage facility and garden divider.

When a change in grade, right, is too gentle to be notable or too steep to be comfortably negotiated without steps, the random, or apparently random, trick of breaking the rise with railroad sleepers serves two important purposes: First, it gives character to a generally featureless if pleasant slope. Second, makes the slope much easier to climb (the theory that all ramps are more comfortable than steps simply will not hold water).
Once a problem has been well solved it looks simple.
Three kinds of fencing, above, different in design, material, and function—satisfy a variety of purposes in California garden. Privacy is achieved by see-through screening of palings arranged for the specific need. Port at the right is enclosed by a solid screen of plywood joined boards. Horizontal fence panels— tally overhead shades—provide both a special structural effect and a utilitarian filter for the California sun.

Most spectacular boundary marker of all is the enclosure, right, that gives all the privacy required for this garden in the hills above Los Angeles. Wholly natural (composed of earth and trees), yet wholly contrived (artificial mounds or berms and pruned evergreens) the effect is Japaneseque, but the only design precedent is found in the lore of bonsai—the practice of training miniature trees in containers.
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A MAN'S HOME AWAY FROM HOME

"IT'S THE DETAILING THAT COUNTS"

says Frank Stanton, president of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., who has devoted his life to perfecting every detail that comes across his desk or into his head. Reflecting its occupant like a mirror, his new office is packed with inventive ideas that would be well worth thinking about by anyone planning a new house.

CBS/51W52, as New York's new Columbia Broadcasting System's headquarters building is called, was designed by the late Eero Saarinen, and the interiors work of his old friend, designer Florence Knoll Bassett. Her philosophy—"the background, the easier the thought process"—is epitomized in Mr. Stanton's office, actually a suite consisting of the office proper plus a reception room, secretarial office, dining room, pantry, private dressing room, and bath. Mr. Stanton, a perfectionist, had very definite ideas about his kind of ambience.

"Quiet and straightforward work space is what I wanted and what I also wanted English oak paneling—a sentimental concession to a hood spent in my father's cabinet shop."

Serenity and English oak were coupled in the office proper (1, below), a square with a floating vaulted ceiling of smooth plaster, and floor-to-ceiling windows.

"The settees were designed to encourage leisurely talk. They do."

There is a recessed four-way TV installation (2) in the oak wall.

"The audio for each receiver can be adjusted from any point in the office with a pocket-sized remote-control unit. When the phone is in use, the sound level drops automatically."

Hung behind Mr. Stanton's desk is an 11-foot-long work cabinet (3, opposite). It is really seven cabinets put together under one long Zebrino marble top. "I couldn't function without it. Everything is there—dictation equipment, confidential papers, books, pencils, a dimmer for the lights, control of heat and radio, and coffee."

One of the telephones is here, too (4), hidden like a state secret.

"But everything isn't hidden. That's Kline's Crosstown hung above the cabinet, and Lipchitz's Seated Bather down at the end."

Personal treasures have their own stage: a bronze coffee table (6). "The bronze Buddha's hand I found at Angkor Wat. The 'S' is off the CBS building, and the tile is by Louis Tiffany. What looks like asparagus is really peppermints."

Centered on the north wall (7) is a bronze by Henry Moore—"Locking Piece."

"The unique feature of the room is the vaulted ceiling. The diagonal stainless steel splines for air-conditioning diffusers. Recessed down lights are spotted in the quadrants—good lighting, good design." (Cont.)

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAMORA, WH
The guiding principle is simplicity.

Wall is washed with light from fixtures recessed above vaulted ceiling. Dimmers reduce radiance to glow.

Pedestal desk designed by Florence Knoll Bassett has bronze base, oak top. Conferees sit on Brno chairs.

Cube-shaped sculpture on table is an award to Mr. Stanton from the Art Directors Club of Philadelphia.

5 Telephone counter bearing pens, memo pad, and engagement book slides out from cabinet like a drawer.
The CBS building was designed in 5-foot modules, making each of Mr. Stanton's four windows 5 feet wide with an intervening 5-foot wall. But the room looks as though it were all windows because each wall panel (1) is covered with folds of heavy silk. The windows themselves are screened with off-white vertical blinds, then hung with curtains of tiny bronze beads, faintly glinting, more web than mask.

"We enjoy the view from the left north window. The view from the right north window which frames the offices of a competitor we ignore."

Adjoining Mr. Stanton's conference-dining room is a small serving pantry (2). Although the kitchen is located elsewhere (to banish the olfactory aura of a restaurant), food is served piping hot from the pantry's warming shelf which also has infrared lamps on its underside to keep warm whatever is placed on the counter below.

"For all its 10 by 10 feet, the pantry is tremendously efficient."

Like most executives, Mr. Stanton often works very late, and like all executives, gets tired. He then repairs to what he calls his "anteroom," a combination dressing room, bath, lounge, library, and picture gallery—all contained in a natty compartmented rectangle of 10 by 20 feet (4).

"It's a wonderful place for privacy, occasional relaxation, personal books, and the usual memorabilia."

And like the working area it is meticulously detailed. The light switches (3) are flush-mounted in the doorjambs, leaving the walls beautifully uncluttered. At the far end of the room is the bath, which is partitioned into three compartments, one for the lavatory (5), the other two for shower and toilet.

"The washbasin is Mrs. Basseti's contribution to elegant plumbing. It's travertine, like the floor. The medicine cabinet with its oval mirror is moored to a T-bar that the curtains cover up. Opposite the lavatory is a mirror-doored closet (6) lined in oak and white laminated plastic. That's for storing anything I don't like to look at but have to have around. Some of it is just plain junk that never stops accumulating."

In an alcove at one side of the anteroom is a built-in settee (7), part of the tiny complex of Mr. Stanton's private world—when he gets a chance to enjoy it. The rest of the time he is using up his energy in the office next door or replenishing it around the corner in his conference-dining room (8), which is furnished with a round marble-topped table on a bronze base.

"This is the room with my favorite view—two windows by Louis C. Tiffany that my wife discovered. They are from an old house in Philadelphia. To fill in the window area, they were floated between panels of sand-blasted glass. Essentially this room is a beautiful white cube with two white walls of sand-finished plaster and one wall of white lacquer panels. The painting is Riopelle's 'Streaming.' The Tiffany windows hang on pivots and swing out for cleaning and relamping the fixtures behind them. This room doesn't get much sun, so we helped nature and Mr. Tiffany a little. The artificial light looks like sunlight, which makes the windows look like something designed by Aubrey Beardsley. I don't know if he would have liked the idea, but I do."
GLISTENING NEWS: SILVER WALLS

Although the current and growing popularity of silver walls may be due, in part, to the observation that silver is the color of moonlight (the world’s greatest flatterer), there are other excellent reasons for silver’s appeal that might never occur to a poet. Because it reflects light, silver has much of the space-extending propensity of a mirror—but without glare or distortion. Because of the uninterrupted flow of soft sheen, you are rarely conscious of a silver wall turning a corner. A small silver-walled room looks big; a big one seems infinite. And along with this wonderful hallucination of space, silver offers a catalytic companionship to color that is hard to beat. To white, it brings an elegant worldliness and, because it is closely related in hue, the most subtle of contrasts. Light, bright colors against a silver background seem brighter and more intense as you can see in the sparkling room on our cover. For black and deep shadowy hues, always in need of supplement, silver supplies the leavening gleam that makes them rich, rather than somber. The warmth of hot, bold colors, strong enough to be noticeably reflected in a silver wall, is transmuted into room-wide radiance. And there is certainly nothing pleasanter against a pool of silver than a gamut of wood tones. The basic silver background takes the form of hard-surfac ed, easily maintained wallpaper (you just dust it). It may be plain, textured, or patterned and hung conventionally in rolls or panels. Or it may be applied in silver leaf squares. For the double gleam of silver on silver, mirrors and bibelots make marvelous embroidery.
or jamb, light switches.
On wall, framed medals.

Bathroom, Japanese from Inland Sea.

7 Personal cubicle: built-in settee, small treasures, books, photographs, citations.

8 In dining room—as almost everywhere—an air-conditioning diffuser follows the junction of ceiling and walls.

Living, theatre dressing room lighting.

Shirts, a bank of plastic-faced drawers.
Ebony-painted walls deepen the luminosity of the Japanese wallpaper panels in fashion coordinator Ferris Megarity’s bedroom. For more shadow-and-sparkle counter point, one wall of the room is mirrored, the opposite wall covered in a tortoise-shell pattern. But most of the accents revert to the silver theme—a simple four-poster and a collection of old altar mirrors, all newly covered with silver leaf.
Pompeian red floor aided by few other splashes of bold red casts a rosy glow on the silvered walls of designer Daren Pierce’s New York apartment. Thanks to the reflective quality of the wallpaper at shades from molten-bright to inmertal, he can achieve endless variations of mood, simply by varying his constant theme of black and white plus one bold color.
Among the decorative details that are adding visual spice to contemporary rooms is the heavy handmade fringe you see on rugs, throws, and pillows imported from Europe and the Middle East. Much of this fringe is macramé, a craft whose French name stems from a word, magramah, meaning a hand-knotted lace netric design. A technique long practiced by rug in Mediterranean villages, and by French and nuns as ornament for ecclesiastical vestments and cloths, macramé is an art that, surprisingly, is also of our American heritage. In the days when Americans pursued great whales, sailors whiled away emp- thers by sitting in macramé hammocks making scrim- and macramé belts and fringes as gifts for their s back home. Knotwork was also popular among an needlewomen as an edging for velvet curtains or shawls.

ow, after long exile, macramé is back. To make it is only the simplest of materials and you can work while traveling or watching TV. The knots go quick- are easier on the whole than most of those in the out manual. Mistakes can be ripped out easily, yet nished, the fringe will not ravel. There are many and patterns to choose from, but you can make à of great beauty by mastering only two patterns: Mesh and Fern.

ou might make deep colorful fringes of heavy wool or a pile of pillows, a round felt tablecloth or a y bedspread. With lighter weight Persian rug yarn, ould edge a bed throw or heavy curtains. Cotton idery thread might provide beadlike edging for bedroom curtains, dust ruffles, table mats, or table- For a summer house, butcher’s twine could trans- standard window shades, lamp shades, or shower ers. If you use dowels to support the top and bottom panel of macramé, you can create taut lattic- screens for windows or French doors. Narrow strips, is mounted on felt of contrasting color, make ex- bellpulls, tiebacks, or wall hangings. Many strips together make a fabric. For detailed instructions making of macramé, please turn to page 166.
NEW ROOFS EMPHASIZE SHELTER AND SECURITY

Dramatic, high-flying roofs have become the dominant feature of many of the newest houses. Like great hoods they sometimes enclose virtually the whole structure so that the walls become part of the roof and the roof is, in fact, the wall, eliminating separate construction and linking of these two elements. The popular A-frame is the most familiar example of this. Protection from the rain, ice, hail, snow, sun, heat, and wind pressure that assail it is emphasized by the increased use of but shingles and shakes, or by metal roofs of terne or copper. The flexibility of which these materials offer makes possible the fantastic shapes roofs are now assuming and also makes possible the fascinating interior spaces they simultaneously create.
ADVENTUROUS ROOFS
BAYS, AND ARCHES
ARE TRANSFORMING
HOUSE DESIGN

truncated triangles that form the roofline of architect J. Carson Bowler's
at Bodega Bay, Calif., evoking something of the power and mystery of
pyramids, provide privacy from neighbors at each side. The
angle roofs frame the cantilevered windows of the two-story living and dining
right and the painter's studio connected by an open bridge at the left.

A cluster of soaring pyramids, some peaked, some truncated, and surrounded by a parapet,
create the upper story of architect John Mooney's waterfront house at
Oyster Bay, N. Y. Most of the roof is sheathed in a rich, lead-covered copper, with
cleats forming parallel lines. Over the stairway just inside the
entrance at the right, one side of the tallest pyramid is sheathed with glass,
so that the stairwell and a solarium above it are bathed in light.

EZRA STOLLER
NEW SHAPES TO LIVE IN continued

BAY WINDOWS
ADD SPACE,
INCREASE LIGHT

Bay windows are openers: they bring to an interior added space, more light and wider prospects. And privacy need not be sacrificed. When bays imaginatively designed they can also create a far more interesting façade.

Hidden behind trelliswork of wood lath painted black, two tiers of bay windows expand and dramatize the yellow ochre stucco façade of a house in San Francisco. (In that city where every inch of land is precious, building regulations allow jutting bays at the front of the house as long as they are 12 feet above the sidewalk.) The two upper bays and the lower one on the right are windows, but the lower left bay is an open porch at the end of a dining room which can be closed by a sliding glass door flush with the wall of the house. Architects: Charles Porter & Robert Steinwedell.

Twin bays on the second story of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Hiken's San Francisco house provide extra floor space and light for the living room. But privacy is preserved by the fact that the walls directly facing the street are panels of stucco and only the sides of the bays are glass. Architects: Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons.

OPPOSITE PAGE:

Every front window in Dr. and Mrs. Robert Lansdale's brick house in Baltimore is a bay, enlarging the rooms and giving a fresh look to the traditional Baltimore townhouse. The curtains that screen the single-paned, wood-framed windows at night are hung along the perimeters of the bays so that no space is lost. Other variations on tradition: the projecting party walls between houses; the battlement effect of the piers that rise above the tops of the bays. Architect: Hugh Jacobsen.
ARCHES AND ARCADES FORM PROTECTIVE SUNSHADES

An ancient symbol of strength and solidity, arches can serve a double purpose: First, whole walls can be opened up with glass panels because the arches support the weight of the wall above the glass, eliminating the lintel necessary at the top of a rectangular window. Second, an arcade of arches or a row of overhanging arches can also serve as a screen or an eyebrow to shield outside walls from sun glare. Arches vary almost infinitely in form: There is the classic Roman round arch of the house on the opposite page, the elliptical Gothic arch, above, translated into wood, the trefoil arch, the horseshoe, and more. The pleasure of their curving lines does much to relieve contemporary houses of rigid rectangularity.
Sherry falls into three broad categories. Two belong among the aperitifs—drinks that are both

Continued on page 1

BY HUGH JOHNSON

SHERRY

With the trend to lighter drinks, the newest thing on the cocktail circuit is one of the oldest and most versatile of wines—sherry.

Updated, sherry now appears chilled as an aperitif or, with cake or cookies, as an after-dinner accompaniment to an evening of TV-viewing.

Every dishwasher detergent manufacturer knows that no one dishwasher detergent works equally well in all kinds of water. Yet nobody does anything about it—except the makers of FINISH. They have developed special formulas of FINISH for different types of water. Before they send your Special Formula FINISH into your area they test it in various types of water prevalent in your area. They make sure that your Special Formula FINISH washes dishes cleaner and shines glasses brighter than any other detergent.

It stands to reason that the world's largest producers of dishwasher detergents wouldn't go so far out of their way to give you a better product if it weren't important. Nor would the manufacturers of all 28 makes of dishwashers approve it. Do you consider it important enough to try your Special Formula FINISH in your dishwasher?

© Economics Laboratory, 250 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
now...

Frigidaire wall ovens that clean themselves automatically... give you a 5-year warranty*

Model RBE-94K.

THE FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRI-CLEAN OVEN is now available in built-in wall ovens. To start the cleaning, close the door, slide a lever, turn a dial... and the oven comes clean (oven racks, too) in just about 3 hours.

It's not expensive to do, either. At average electric rates, one automatic cleaning costs about the same as a cup of coffee.

Your builder or remodeler can show you how easy it is to build in this kind of convenience. Beauty. Reliability. After all, you're twice as sure with two great names... Frigidaire and General Motors.

Model RBE-97K. Electri-clean Oven on top, conventional oven below.
Both models in 2-tone Tahitian Green, 2-tone Copper, Sunny Yellow, Snowcrest White.

*New, exclusive 5-year Warranty.
1-year Warranty for repair of any defect without charge, plus a 4-year Protection Plan (parts only) for furnishing replacement for any defective Oven Heating Unit.

ANOTHER happening FROM FRIGIDAIRE
it's the year of the big Happenings in appliances... and they're all Happening at Frigidaire
Vegetable Winter

All vegetables should be prepared only at cooking time as exposure to air and water lessens their nutritive value and detracts from their appearance. Most of the vitamins in vegetables lie close to the skin; if they are to be retained, scrub, scrape, or pare with the lightest of hands, and do not soak after cutting or slicing, or you will lose a good deal of the flavor and nutrition. Vegetables should be of uniform size, so that they will cook tender at the same time.

Certain vegetables such as artichokes, cardoons, celeriac, mushrooms, and oyster plant darken when they are prepared and exposed to the air. To prevent this, drop each piece, as it is prepared, into a bowl of acidulated water—2 tablespoons of fresh lemon juice or the juice of 1 herring, or wine vinegar to each 2 cups of vegetables also improves the flavor and makes the vegetables mushy.

Vegetables can be boiled in water, bouillon, milk, or water drained from other cooked vegetables. (Be sure, in the latter case, that the flavors combine.) Water is the usual liquid. To prevent an insipid taste it may be flavored with any favorite herb, a bay leaf, or even a spice—such as ginger for carrots. Adding a tablespoon of butter for each cup of vegetables also improves the flavor greatly.

Most vegetables should be boiled tightly covered to prevent evaporation. The exceptions are cabbage of all kinds, cauliflower, beets, leeks, onions, turnips, and parsnips, which should be cooked uncovered, in water to cover. Cook them rapidly, since prolonged cooking makes them give off a strong odor.

This group of vegetables, with the exception of beets and with the addition of Belgian endives, profits from blanching, although it is not a must. To blanch the vegetables, put the prepared pieces into a large quantity of water at a rolling boil. Keep them in the water for 2-3 minutes, drain, and rinse quickly under cold water to firm them. Then cook in the desired manner.

Boiled Vegetables

Many French cooks advocate boiling vegetables in plenty of water and dressing them later for flavor. Other cooks, myself among them, prefer to boil, or rather steam, vegetables in as little liquid as possible, just enough to prevent scorching. The liquid should be boiling when the vegetables are added, and the vegetables should be cooked quickly to preserve their flavor and texture.

Creamed Vegetables

Some vegetables—among them turnips, parsnips, onions, carrots, celeriac, oyster plant, Jerusalem artichokes—profit from being served creamed, in either of two ways. One way is to heat light cream, season it with a little butter, salt, pepper, and possibly a little grated cheese or herbs or spices and heat the cooked vegetables in the mixture. The second method is based on a cream or cheese sauce. The hot sauce is either poured over the hot vegetables, or the vegetables are heated in the sauce. Allow ½ cup of sauce for each cup of cooked vegetables; 3 cups cooked vegetables and 1½ cups sauce make 4 servings.

Puréed Vegetables

Root vegetables, even carrots, are good when mashed and puréed like potatoes. They should be well seasoned.

Scalloped Vegetables

Root vegetables also lend themselves to scalloping. For 4 servings, butter a 1½ quart casserole generously and arrange in its alternate layers of cooked vegetables and hot béchamel or cheese sauce, using 3 cups vegetables and 1½ cups sauce. Sprinkle the top with about ½ cup fresh bread crumbs and dot with 2-3 tablespoons butter; or use ¼ cup bread crumbs and ¼ cup grated cheese. Bake in a 450° oven until the vegetables are heated through and the top is golden brown.

Note: Whatever cooking method you use, be sure not to overcook the vegetables; they should be like pasta—"al dente," or firm to the tooth.
You're a little bit richer when you switch to the Smooth Canadian.

Now that you can afford to think of great whisky first, price later, drink this in: Seagram's V.O. does what no other whisky can. It defines smooth once and for all. Light? Of course. Lucky you.

Known by the company it keeps
Seagram's Canadian V.O.

CANADIAN V.O.
CANADIAN WHISKY
Parsley-stuffed Artichokes
Hors d’Oeuvre

6 medium artichokes
3 cups chopped parsley
1 clove garlic, minced
3 anchovies, minced (optional)
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon dried basil, crumbled
1/3 cup hot chickens or chicken bouillon

Wash the artichokes, cut off stems at base, and pull off and discard tough outer leaves. Cut off top third of each artichoke to remove prickly tips. Spread open by placing artichokes upside down on a table and pressing stem ends firmly. Dig out fuzzy chokes with a sharp knife, grapefruit knife, or teaspoon. Combine parsley, garlic, anchovies, salt, pepper, and basil. Mix well and pack into artichoke centers.

Tie a string around each artichoke (to retain shape) or place in a saucepan or skillet that is just big enough to hold them snugly. Top each artichoke with a slice of lemon. Add the olive oil to the pan and pour in 1/2" of boiling water. Cook, uncovered, for 3 minutes. Simmer, covered, 20-35 minutes, or until artichokes are tender; the cooking time depends on the size and tenderness of the vegetable. Check for moisture; if necessary, add a little more water to keep at 1" level.

Serve cold as an hors d’oeuvre with a lemon juice and oil French dressing. Serves 6.

Broccoli alla Romana

1 bunch broccoli
3 tablespoons olive oil
1 clove garlic
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
2 or 3 anchovies, mashed
1 1/2 cups dry red wine

Trim tough leaves and stems from broccoli and cut into small flowerets. Wash and drain. Heat the olive oil in a deep skillet, add the garlic and cook until it is browned. Discard garlic. Add the broccoli, salt, and pepper. Cook, stirring constantly, for 3 minutes. Add anchovies and red wine and cook, covered, over lowest possible heat for 10 minutes, or until broccoli is tender. Stir occasionally with a fork, being careful not to break flowerets. Serves 4.

Brussels Sprouts
with Egg-Lemon Sauce

2 pounds brussels sprouts
1 tablespoon butter
2 egg yolks
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Salt, cayenne pepper to taste

Cook the brussels sprouts in 2" of water and the butter until barely tender. Drain sprouts, reserving liquid, and keep sprouts hot. Beat the egg yolks until thick in a deep serving dish. Beat in the lemon juice and 2 tablespoons of the reserved cooking liquid. Season with salt and pepper. Add the hot brussels sprouts and toss to coat with the sauce. Serve immediately. Serves 4-6.

Red Cabbage with Apples

Like all cabbage, red cabbage should be cooked only until done, to retain its crisp texture and fresh flavor.

1 red cabbage, thinly shredded
Boiling water
2 tablespoons bacon fat or lard
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 cup dry white or red wine
2 tart unpeeled apples, cored and sliced
Salt, pepper to taste

Put the cabbage into a deep bowl and pour boiling water over it to cover. Let stand 2 minutes and drain well. Heat the bacon fat and sauté the cabbage for 2-3 minutes, stirring constantly. Add the sugar, wine, and apples. Simmer, covered, for about 5-10 minutes, or until the cabbage and apples are just tender. If necessary, add a little more wine. Season with salt and pepper. Serve with roast pork, ham, duck, or goose. Serves 4-6.
How to be a gourmet cook

Just follow the delectable recipes published monthly in House & Garden's Gourmet Cook Book sections. Detachable, you can file them for quick reference in H&G's handsome new binder. Binders $2.00 each.

To: House & Garden Cook Books • Dept. 2-67, P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station • New York, N. Y. 10017

Please send the following:

Binders @ $2.00...

Cook Book Inserts (Checked Below) @ $0.25...

Total amount enclosed...

Please make check or money order payable to HOUSE & GARDEN

49 Specialty Meats
71 Steak
77 Pickles & Preserves
78 Blender
79 Spanish
82 In-a-Pot
84 Egg
85 Sausage
88 Man's

89 Southwest
93 Pudding & Pie
94 Pot Roast
95 Scandinavian
98 Provincial
99 Gourmet Diet
103 Sportsman's
104 Dried Fruits
& Nuts

Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code

Allow 3 weeks for delivery

NO WORK! NO WASTE! NO WORRY!

(NO WONDER)

IT'S Shenandoah

TURKEY ROAST

All solid, boneless SHENANDOAH turkey that you simply
roast, slice and enjoy. Luscious white and dark meat —
naturally seasoned, rolled and tied. Another quality
product from SHENANDOAH, awarded the USDA
seal. You'll find it at your supermarket.

For an added treat, SHENANDOAH Rock Cornish Game Hens...
elegant dining for family and friends.

For free recipes write Dept. HG, SHENANDOAH, 230 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017
Savoy Cabbage with Chestnuts

- 1 medium savoy cabbage, coarsely shredded
- 1/4 teaspoon salt
- 1/4 teaspoon pepper
- 2 cups boiling water or bouillon
- 2 cups cooked, peeled chestnuts, or canned, unsweetened chestnuts, coarsely chopped
- 2 tablespoons butter
- 1/2 tablespoons flour
- 1/4 teaspoon ground cardamon

Put the cabbage into a deep saucepan. Add the salt, pepper, and boiling water or bouillon. Cook, uncovered, over medium heat, stirring frequently, until the cabbage is tender. Do not overcook. Drain and reserve cabbage liquid. Mix the chestnuts and cabbage. Melt the butter and stir in the flour and ground cardamom. Gradually add the cabbage liquid and cook, stirring constantly, until the sauce is thickened and smooth. Mix with the cabbage and chestnuts. Cook over low heat, stirring constantly, until the vegetables and sauce are thoroughly heated through. Serve immediately. Serves 4-6.

French-fried Carroons

Dip cooked carroons into beaten egg seasoned with salt and pepper and roll in fine dry bread crumbs. Fry in deep fat until slightly browned and crisp. Drain on paper towels. Serve hot, with lemon wedges.

Spanish Carrots

3 tablespoons butter
6 medium carrots, cut into 1/2" slices
Salt, pepper to taste
1/2 cup dry sherry
1 cup chicken bouillon
2 egg yolks

Heat 2 teaspoons of the butter and cook carrots until golden brown. Stir frequently and do not allow to scorch. Season with salt and pepper. Add sherry and bouillon and bring to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer, covered, until the carrots are tender. Remove from heat. Melt remaining tablespoon butter and beat in the egg yolks. Stir the mixture into the carrots. Heat through, but do not boil. Serves 4-6.

Marinated Carrot Hors d'Oeuvre

6-8 large carrots, peeled and cut into thick julienne strips
Boiling water
3/4 cup olive oil
3/4 cup white wine vinegar
1 small onion, sliced
2 cloves garlic
1 teaspoon dried basil
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
Salad greens
Juice of 1 large lemon

Put the carrots into a saucepan with boiling water to cover. Cook for 3-5 minutes, or until the carrots are barely tender. Drain. Combine the olive oil, vinegar, onion, garlic, basil, salt, and pepper in a bowl (do not use aluminum). Put the carrots in the marinade and toss carefully. Refrigerate, covered, for 12 hours, or overnight. Drain the carrots, removing onion and garlic, arrange on a bed of salad greens and sprinkle with lemon juice. Serves 4-6.

Cream of Cauliflower Soup

1 medium head cauliflower, trimmed
Boiling water
4 cups hot beef or chicken bouillon
6 medium potatoes (preferably the meaty kind)
4-6 cloves garlic, mashed
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup dry sherry
1 cup chicken bouillon
1/2 cup heavy cream (optional)

Cook the cauliflower in rapidly boiling water until tender. Drain and divide into flowerets. Reserve about 1/2 cup of the smallest flowerets. Put remaining cauliflower through a food mill or purée in a blender with a little of the hot bouillon. Melt the butter and sauté the onion and celery for 2 minutes. Stir in the flour; do not allow to brown. Gradually stir the hot bouillon into the mixture. Cook until smooth, stirring the sauce constantly.

Add pureed cauliflower and hot cream. Season with salt and pepper. Cook over medium heat until the soup is smooth and coats a spoon. For a richer soup, beat the egg yolks with the cream, remove soup from heat, and gradually stir in the egg-cream mixture. Serve very hot. Serves 4-6.

Cauliflower with Greek Garlic Sauce

1 head cauliflower
Boiling water
3 medium potatoes (preferably the meaty kind)
6-8 large carrots, peeled and cut into thick slices
1 tablespoon olive oil
Salt, white pepper
2 cups light cream, heated
2 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons grated onion
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup white wine
2 tablespoons butter
2 cups peeled, chopped tomatoes
Salt, pepper to taste

Cook the cauliflower in boiling water until tender. Keep whole. Drain and arrange on a serving dish. Boil the potatoes in their skins. Pound mashed garlic and salt together. Peel the boiled potatoes and while still hot, mash them. Beat the garlic mixture into the potatoes, blending to a smooth paste. Gradually beat in the olive oil and lemon juice alternately, a few drops at a time. The sauce should be the consistency of thick cream. Arrange the tomatoes and olives around the cauliflower. Dribble a little sauce over the cauliflower and serve the remainder separately. Serves 4-6.

Braised Celery alla Romana

1 large bunch celery
Boiling salted water
4 slices prosciutto, minced
1 small onion, minced
1 tablespoon minced parsley
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 cups peeled, chopped tomatoes
Salt, pepper to taste

Remove tough outer stalks and leaves from celery, and cut stalks into 3" pieces. Cook in boiling salted water to cover until half tender. Drain. Chop together the minced prosciutto, onion, and parsley. Heat the olive oil in a suacepan and cook the prosciutto mixture in it for 3 minutes, stirring constantly. Add the tomatoes and cook 3 minutes longer. Add the celery, salt, and pepper. Simmer, covered, until the celery is tender. Check occasionally for moisture; if too dry, add a little hot water or bouillon. Serve with pork. Serves 5-6.
Celery Root

Celery root, also called knob celery or celeriac, looks like a knobby white turnip. Choose young roots that are firm and hard; the older ones tend to be woody. Peel roots, cut into julienne strips, and use raw as an hors d’oeuvre with a vinaigrette or remoulade sauce, or add to vegetable soups. Celery root can also be cooked and served au gratin, or with a cream sauce. In peeling celery root, all external fibers must be removed. The easiest way to do this is to wash the whole root, slice it, and then puree off the skin. If the core is woody, remove it. Drop pieces into acidulated water (1 quart water and the juice of 1 large lemon) until ready to use.

Boil in salted water until tender. Cooking time is about 20 minutes, depending on the thickness of the slices and the age of the vegetable. Celery root may also be cooked unpeeled: wash, boil until tender, cool, peel, and cut into desired slices or julienne sticks.

Celery Root and Potato Purée

1/2 pound celery root, peeled
1 pound potatoes, peeled

Cook the celery root until almost tender. Add the potatoes and cook until both vegetables are done. Mash and proceed as for mashed potatoes. This is excellent with pork and well-flavored meats. Serves 4-6.

Braised Belgian Endive with Lemon Sauce

6 large heads Belgian endive, cut in half lengthwise
Ice water
1/4 cup butter
Salt, pepper to taste
Juice of 2 large lemons
1 cup hot chicken bouillon
2 eggs

Soak endive in a bowl of ice water for 15 minutes to firm and crisp it. Dry carefully with paper towels. Melt the butter in a large deep skillet. Arrange endive halves side by side in hot butter.

Jerusalem Artichokes

This knobby tuber is in no way related to the globe artichoke, nor does it have any connection with the city of the Holy Land. It belongs to the sunflower family, and the name is a corruption of "girasol," Italian for sunflower. Jerusalem artichokes have a definite flavor of their own which does not appeal to everybody.
Leeks au Gratin

2 medium-to-large leeks
1/4 cups beef or chicken bouillon
1 cup dry white wine
1/4 cup butter
1 cup flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 cup (4 ounces) grated Swiss or Parmesan cheese

Trim the leeks, removing roots and all but 2" of the green leaves. Wash thoroughly to remove all the sand between the leaves. Combine the bouillon and dry white wine in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Lower heat and put leeks into the stock. Simmer, covered, for 7-10 minutes, or until leeks are barely tender. Drain and reserve stock—there should be about 2 cups.

Place leeks in a buttered shallow baking dish. Melt the butter in a saucepan and stir in the flour. Gradually stir in the leek stock. Cook, stirring constantly, until thickened and smooth. Stir in the salt and pepper and 1/4 cup of the cheese. Cook until the cheese is melted. Pour sauce over leeks. Sprinkle with remaining cheese.

Place under broiler in a hot oven and cook until the cheese is golden brown. Serves 4-6.

Cream of Onion and Celery Soup

1 1/2 cups minced onion
1/2 cup minced celery
1 cup hot chicken bouillon
1/4 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons flour
2 cups hot milk
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/2 cup heavy cream, heated
1/2 cup, cup light or heavy cream

Combine the onion, celery, hot chicken bouillon, and salt. Simmer, covered, until the onion and celery are very soft. Rub through a sieve, put in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Lower heat and put the celery and cream into the stock. Simmer, covered, for 7-10 minutes, or until leeks are barely tender. Drain and reserve stock—there should be about 2 cups.

Place leeks in a buttered shallow baking dish. Melt the butter in a saucepan and stir in the flour. Gradually stir in the leek stock. Cook, stirring constantly, until thickened and smooth. Stir in the salt and pepper and 1/4 cup of the cheese. Cook until the cheese is melted. Pour sauce over leeks. Sprinkle with remaining cheese.

Place under broiler in a hot oven and cook until the cheese is golden brown. Serves 4-6.

Italian Oyster Plant Hors d'Oeuvre

1/2 cup olive oil
Lemon juice to taste
Salt, pepper
1/4 cup minced parsley
1-2 pounds cooked oyster plant

Combine the olive oil, lemon juice, salt, pepper, and parsley in a bowl. Add the cooked oyster plant and toss to coat well. Let stand for 30 minutes. Drain. Serve as an hors d'oeuvre or salad.

Creamed Oyster Plant

Combine 2 cups cooked oyster plant and 1 cup medium cream sauce (made with 2 tablespoons butter, 1 1/2 tablespoons flour, 1/2 cup milk, and 1/2 cup light or heavy cream). Season sauce with salt, pepper, and a touch of nutmeg. Serves 4.

Oyster Plant or Salsify

This root vegetable is relatively unknown in the United States, but highly prized on the Continent. There are two varieties, black and white. The white kind is more frequently found in American markets, but the black one, called in Italian scorzonera or black skin, is more flavorful. As the vegetable discolors when exposed to the air, it should be boiled unpeeled and peeled after cooking, or peeled or scraped and dropped into acidulated water. Remove one piece at a time and cut into 3" lengths. Cover with boiling salted water and cook until barely tender. Drain.

Parsnips in Sour Cream

2 pounds parsnips, peeled and cut into 1" cubes
Boiling salted water
1 1/4 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 cup sour cream
1/4 teaspoon ground ginger

Cook the parsnips in boiling salted water to cover until soft. Drain and mash. Beat in the salt, pepper, sour cream, and ginger. Heat through before serving. Serves 4-6.

Paprika Potatoes

4 tablespoons butter
1 medium onion, thinly sliced
2 pounds potatoes, peeled and cut into 1 1/2" cubes
1 teaspoon salt
2 bay leaves
1 1/2 tablespoons paprika
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon cider vinegar
1/2 cup sour cream
2 tablespoons minced parsley

Heat the butter in a heavy saucepan and cook the onion until soft. Add the potatoes, 1/4 cup water, salt, bay leaves, paprika, and pepper. Simmer, covered, over moderate heat until the potatoes are tender, but still firm. Add the vinegar and bring to a boil. Cook for 1 minute. Remove the bay leaves. Add the sour cream and heat, but do not allow to boil. Sprinkle the potatoes with parsley. Serves 4-6.

Double Boiler Creamed Potatoes

4 large potatoes
2 tablespoons grated onion
1 small clove garlic, mashed (optional)
Salt, pepper to taste
1-1/2 cups heavy cream
1/4 cup salted pistachio nuts, chopped

Peel the potatoes and shred them on a grater. Squeeze out liquid. Put the potatoes in the top of a double boiler. Beat in the onion, garlic, salt, pepper, and 1 cup of the heavy cream. Cook, covered, over boiling water until the potatoes are tender and the mixture has thickened. Stir frequently. Since some types of potato absorb more moisture, it may be necessary to add another 1/2 cup of cream, a little at a time, to get the desired consistency. Turn into a serving dish and sprinkle the top of the creamed potatoes with the pistachio nuts. Serves 4.

H&G's REBUS RECIPE

Parsnips in Sour Cream

2 pounds parsnips, peeled and cut into 1" cubes
Boiling salted water
1 1/4 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 cup sour cream
1/4 teaspoon ground ginger

Cook the parsnips in boiling salted water to cover until soft. Drain and mash. Beat in the salt, pepper, sour cream, and ginger. Heat through before serving. Serves 4-6.

Paprika Potatoes

4 tablespoons butter
1 medium onion, thinly sliced
2 pounds potatoes, peeled and cut into 1 1/2" cubes
1 teaspoon salt
2 bay leaves
1 1/2 tablespoons paprika
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon cider vinegar
1/2 cup sour cream
2 tablespoons minced parsley

Heat the butter in a heavy saucepan and cook the onion until soft. Add the potatoes, 1/4 cup water, salt, bay leaves, paprika, and pepper. Simmer, covered, over moderate heat until the potatoes are tender, but still firm. Add the vinegar and bring to a boil. Cook for 1 minute. Remove the bay leaves. Add the sour cream and heat, but do not allow to boil. Sprinkle the potatoes with parsley. Serves 4-6.

Double Boiler Creamed Potatoes

4 large potatoes
2 tablespoons grated onion
1 small clove garlic, mashed (optional)
Salt, pepper to taste
1-1/2 cups heavy cream
1/4 cup salted pistachio nuts, chopped

Peel the potatoes and shred them on a grater. Squeeze out liquid. Put the potatoes in the top of a double boiler. Beat in the onion, garlic, salt, pepper, and 1 cup of the heavy cream. Cook, covered, over boiling water until the potatoes are tender and the mixture has thickened. Stir frequently. Since some types of potato absorb more moisture, it may be necessary to add another 1/2 cup of cream, a little at a time, to get the desired consistency. Turn into a serving dish and sprinkle the top of the creamed potatoes with the pistachio nuts. Serves 4.

Braised Escarole

10 minutes or until tender but still firm. Serve with BROILED or sauteed. SERVES IV.
Country mood of winter dinner starts with a centerpiece of vegetables in a wicker flower basket. Main dish of roast pork is served on a bed of Pumpkin Puree bordered with creamed spinach, spiced crab apples. Beer loaves in pepper tankards. For shopping information, turn to page 162.

Coleslaw
A classic of cold buttermilk is a perfect companion for this classic Irish combination of potatoes and kale.

1½-2 pounds potatoes, peeled and quartered Salt, pepper to taste
6 large scallions
Boiling water
1½ cups milk, scalded
2 tablespoons butter
1½-2 cups finely chopped cooked kale

Steep the potatoes in cold water for 1 hour to remove excess starch. Drain. Cook the potatoes in salted water to cover until tender. Drain and dry by putting a clean kitchen towel on top of the potatoes and shaking the saucepan over low heat for 2-3 minutes. (This will make the potatoes dry and fluffy).

While potatoes are cooking, chop white and green parts of scallions very finely. Put them in a bowl and scald with boiling water. Drain well. Mash the potatoes. Add the scalded scallions to the mashed potatoes until fluffy. Keep hot. Heat the butter in a separate saucepan and cook the kale until well heated through. Add to the potatoes and heat until fluffy. Season mixture with salt and pepper. Serves 4-6.

Pumpkin Puree
2 cups cooked mashed pumpkin
2 tablespoons butter, at room temperature
½ teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
¼ teaspoon ground cardamom
¼ teaspoon ground cinnamon
¼ teaspoon mace
1 tablespoon brown sugar
½ cup heavy cream

Combine all ingredients in a heavy saucepan. Cook over lowest possible heat, stirring constantly, until the puree is well blended and dry enough to keep its shape when pined in a dish. Serve with roast pork, lamb, or duck. Serves 4.

French Squash Soup
1 quart milk
2 tablespoons butter
½ cup flour
2 cups cooked, mashed winter squash
1 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons minced parsley
½ teaspoon ground nutmeg

Heat the milk. Knead together the butter on flour. Add the butter mixture to the milk. Stir small pea-sized pieces, one at a time, stirring constantly. When the milk has thickened, gradually stir in the cooked squash, salt, pepper, and parsley. Cook, stirring constantly, until the soup has thickened and is thoroughly hot. Sprinkle nutmeg on top before serving. Serves 4-6.

Squash Soufflé
2 pounds winter squash, any type
1 teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
½ teaspoon ground thyme
2 tablespoons butter, melted
2 tablespoons heavy cream
4 tablespoons grated Swiss cheese
3 eggs, separated

Peel, seed, and cook the winter squash and mash or puree in a blender. Mix the squash with the salt, pepper, thyme, butter, cream, and cheese. Beat the egg yolks and blend them into the squash mixture. Beat the egg whites until stiff and fold them into the squash. Pour into a buttered 2-quart baking dish. Bake in a preheated 375° oven for about 20-30 minutes, or until the soufflé is set and golden on top. Serves 4-6.

Curried Turnips
3 tablespoons butter
1 medium onion, thinly sliced
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1 teaspoon ground turmeric
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
2 pounds white turnips, peeled and cut into 1" cubes
1 teaspoon curry powder

Heat the butter in a large deep skillet. Add the onion, thyme, and marjoram. Cook, stirring constantly, until the onion is soft and golden. Add the turmeric, sugar, ground cinnamon, and melted butter. Put into a buttered baking dish. Bake in a preheated 375° oven for about 20-30 minutes, or until the soufflé is set and golden on top. Serves 4-6.

For shopping information, turn to page 162.
Organize your refrigerator and freezer with Freezettes. They are especially designed for your freezer. Freezette Flats for your refrigerator. These economical food containers come in 23 different shapes and sizes. All have press-on, seal-tight lids and will not chip, crack, peel or break. Use them to freeze, boil and serve. Meet Food and Drug Administration Regulation: 121.2508.

Look for the U.F.O. display of Freezettes and Freezette Flats in housewares sections of leading department, hardware and variety stores. It means Unlimited Food Organization for you!
served chilled, in a small glass, before eating. The third is fine on its own, or with fruit, nuts, cake, or cookies after a meal. The Spanish type-names for the three are fino, amontillado, and oloroso.

Fino

Fino is the sherry sold in a condition nearest to its natural, unblended state. It is pale wine, relatively young and therefore with comparatively little of the rich nuttiness that comes with age, but, on the other hand, fresher than any other, lighter, more appetizing. It is normally very dry even when it is sold.

All sherry is slightly fortified with brandy when it first goes into its cask to age; fino is given the least strength. Before shipping, it is again given a light dose of brandy to keep it stable en route, but again less than other types of sherry. For this reason, and because it is sold youngest, while the others go on getting stronger as their liquor older under the influence of the flor, fino is the least alcoholic kind of sherry. This means that it is also the one which should be treated most gently, and drunk up soonest after the bottle has been opened.

A fino is too delicate a wine to treat like whisky—which is what some misinformation (although no doubt well-intentioned) restaurants do. They serve it on the rocks, pouring it from a relatively warm bottle, so that a fair amount of water is immediately melted into the wine from the ice. The result is nothing more nor less than watered sherry—a feeble and mawkish-tasting beverage if ever there was one. The correct way to serve chilled: Spaniards, Englishmen, all the world's dedicated sherry drinkers are agreed on this. But chilled in the bottle, not on ice in the glass.

There are many good finos in the market. Tio Pepe is perhaps the most famous, but San Patricio, La Ina, Inocente, Pando, Tres Palados are part of the drink. He couldn't think of having the one without the other. There is a lot to be said for this.

Although the Spanish are not in the habit of giving our kind of cocktail parties, I remember one occasion being invited to one of the big and beautiful patioed houses of Jerez in the middle of the morning to meet some people and drink sherry. Instead of the distraction of having maids wafting about with trays of the inevitable tapas, we were each given a little plate loaded with good things. There were shrimp and olives and cheese, and little pastry boats full of a chorizo and tomato cocktail party-size, a piece of cucumber or two, and several of those (to me) indecipherable little red chiles. It seemed a good way of getting over an old party problem—and the ideal way of making a sherry party a slightly different and special occasion.

Amontillado

The second, and perhaps the most generally useful, kind of sherry is known as amontillado. To the north of the sherry district is a district called Montilla. Produced in the district of Montilla, a wine not unlike sherry, rather less clean and fresh to taste, that at one time had a great vogue. The word amontillado coined to describe the kind of sherry which most resembled Montilla. Either people in those days had only a hazy idea of what Montilla tasted like or it has changed a great deal since, because certainly today's Montilla is not remotely like today's amontillado—and not nearly so good. Amontillado is in reality old fino. When the directors of the firms classify their new wines at the end of the vintage, the finos with less delicacy and freshness under the same name are kept apart for longer aging. They go into the solera (the aging and blending system) for amontillado.

It is usually as much as ten years or so before amontillados emerge from their soleras fully matured, having had contact with the previous generations of wine that have passed through the same aging casks before them. By this time they have strengthened considerably, developed a much more pungent scent and rather darker color, and gained the characteristic satisfying nuttiness which is the envy of the imitators of Spanish sherry. This is not to say that the amontillado is totally dry, like fino, but it is more frequently sweetened and given additional coloring, to make it the typical "medium" sherry. As such it is more in demand than any other kind, particularly in England, where traditionally a decanter of amontillado stands on every sideboard to be offered to visitors at any hour of day or night. In Spain, on the other hand, fresher than any other, it is more accurately served chilled, in a small glass, as has been proposed—and served to me in Spain, a whole hors d'oeuvre, as the only wines.

The influence of the flor, fino is the least alcoholic kind of sherry. This means that it is also the one which should be treated most gently, and drunk up soonest after the bottle has been opened.

For the moment I can hardly think of an hour d'oeuvre that a fino would not go well with. It is excellent with shellfish, with pâtes, with salads, with melon, and above all with smoked fish—eel and salmon. In Spain, even if the sherry is drunk in a bar, with no meal in immediate view, tapas, miniature drinks d'oeuvre, are served with it. In Spain, tapas are served not only from lobster, but from all kinds of snails, with little cakes of steak and onions, or just olives and crumbled cheese or shrimp; even, in one poverty-stricken bar I once went into, just little chunks of fresh bread. To a Spaniard the tapas are part of the drink. He couldn't think of having the one without the other. There is a lot to be said for this.

Although the Spanish are not in the habit of giving our kind of cocktail parties, I remember one occasion being invited to one of the big and beautiful patioed houses of Jerez in the middle of the morning to meet some people and drink sherry. Instead of the distraction of having maids wafting about with trays of the inevitable tapas, we were each given a little plate loaded with good things. There were shrimp and olives and cheese, and little pastry boats full of a chorizo and tomato cocktail party-size, a piece of cucumber or two, and several of those (to me) indecipherable little red chiles. It seemed a good way of getting over an old party problem—and the ideal way of making a sherry party a slightly different and special occasion.

The word amontillado was coined to describe the kind of sherry which most resembled Montilla. Either people in those days had only a hazy idea of what Montilla tasted like or it has changed a great deal since, because certainly today's Montilla is not remotely like today's amontillado—and not nearly so good. Amontillado is in reality old fino. When the directors of the firms classify their new wines at the end of the vintage, the finos with less delicacy and freshness under the same name are kept apart for longer aging. They go into the solera (the aging and blending system) for amontillado.

It is usually as much as ten years or so before amontillados emerge from their soleras fully matured, having had contact with the previous generations of wine that have passed through the same aging casks before them. By this time they have strengthened considerably, developed a much more pungent scent and rather darker color, and gained the characteristic satisfying nuttiness which is the envy of the imitators of Spanish sherry. This is not to say that the amontillado is totally dry, like fino, but it is more frequently sweetened and given additional coloring, to make it the typical "medium" sherry. As such it is more in demand than any other kind, particularly in England, where traditionally a decanter of amontillado stands on every sideboard to be offered to visitors at any hour of day or night. In Spain, on the other hand, fresher than any other, it is more accurately served chilled, in a small glass, as has been proposed—and served to me in Spain, a whole hors d'oeuvre, as the only wines.

The influence of the flor, fino is the least alcoholic kind of sherry. This means that it is also the one which should be treated most gently, and drunk up soonest after the bottle has been opened.

For the moment I can hardly think of an hour d'oeuvre that a fino would not go well with. It is excellent with shellfish, with pâtes, with salads, with melon, and above all with smoked fish—eel and salmon. In Spain, even if the sherry is drunk in a bar, with no meal in immediate view, tapas, miniature drinks d'oeuvre, are served with it. In Spain, tapas are served not only from lobster, but from all kinds of snails, with little cakes of steak and onions, or just olives and crumbled cheese or shrimp; even, in one poverty-stricken bar I once went into, just little chunks of fresh bread. To a Spaniard the tapas are part of the drink. He couldn't think of having the one without the other. There is a lot to be said for this.

Although the Spanish are not in the habit of giving our kind of cocktail parties, I remember one occasion being invited to one of the big and beautiful patioed houses of Jerez in the middle of the morning to meet some people and drink sherry. Instead of the distraction of having maids wafting about with trays of the inevitable tapas, we were each given a little plate loaded with good things. There were shrimp and olives and cheese, and little pastry boats full of a chorizo and tomato cocktail party-size, a piece of cucumber or two, and several of those (to me) indecipherable little red chiles. It seemed a good way of getting over an old party problem—and the ideal way of making a sherry party a slightly different and special occasion.

The word amontillado was coined to describe the kind of sherry which most resembled Montilla. Either people in those days had only a hazy idea of what Montilla tasted like or it has changed a great deal since, because certainly today's Montilla is not remotely like today's amontillado—and not nearly so good. Amontillado is in reality old fino. When the directors of the firms classify their new wines at the end of the vintage, the finos with less delicacy and freshness under the same name are kept apart for longer aging. They go into the solera (the aging and blending system) for amontillado.

It is usually as much as ten years or so before amontillados emerge from their soleras fully matured, having had contact with the previous generations of wine that have passed through the same aging casks before them. By this time they have strengthened considerably, developed a much more pungent scent and rather darker color, and gained the characteristic satisfying nuttiness which is the envy of the imitators of Spanish sherry. This is not to say that the amontillado is totally dry, like fino, but it is more frequently sweetened and given additional coloring, to make it the typical "medium" sherry. As such it is more in demand than any other kind, particularly in England, where traditionally a decanter of amontillado stands on every sideboard to be offered to visitors at any hour of day or night. In Spain, on the other hand, fresher than any other, it is more accurately served chilled, in a small glass, as has been proposed—and served to me in Spain, a whole hors d'oeuvre, as the only wines.

The influence of the flor, fino is the least alcoholic kind of sherry. This means that it is also the one which should be treated most gently, and drunk up soonest after the bottle has been opened.

For the moment I can hardly think of an hour d'oeuvre that a fino would not go well with. It is excellent with shellfish, with pâtes, with salads, with melon, and above all with smoked fish—eel and salmon. In Spain, even if the sherry is drunk in a bar, with no meal in immediate view, tapas, miniature drinks d'oeuvre, are served with it. In Spain, tapas are served not only from lobster, but from all kinds of snails, with little cakes of steak and onions, or just olives and crumbled cheese or shrimp; even, in one poverty-stricken bar I once went into, just little chunks of fresh bread. To a Spaniard the tapas are part of the drink. He couldn't think of having the one without the other. There is a lot to be said for this.
Varied windows, bays, and terraces give each façade of the house a different aspect.

The front entrance is set back from the street, at the end of a walkway between the terrace wall and the garage. An extension of the terrace pergola stripes the garage wall with changing shadows. From the open front door you can see the back garden.

At the back of the house, a wide pergola bathed in late afternoon sun makes a wonderful place for pre-dinner cocktails. Because of the western exposure, a louvered sun-breaker shields the upper part of the living room window, right of the pergola.

With a Thermador, there's never any smoke in your kitchen...not a trace, thanks to Thermador's "cool vent" system which sends smoke and acrid vapors outside. This exclusive exhaust system also ventilates during regular oven use. Thermador's self-sealing oven door is an exclusive, too; has no gaskets that collect soil and need replacing; door is air-cooled, stays touchable even during cleaning operation. Open the door and behold an oven that's not merely clean, but as gleamingly new as the day you bought it! If you've been waiting for the finest self-cleaning oven, it's here—and Thermador has it for you.

We make a whole kitchen-full of wondrous Bilt-in electric appliances for you. For more information, write Thermador, 5119 District Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90022.
Will you know what to do?

Knowing precisely what to do when funeral arrangements are necessary will be very comforting and helpful.

Free booklet should be in every home!

Contains:
- The importance of making a will.
- Funeral practices.
- Family history section.

For FREE informative booklet write: Wilbert, Box 147-G, Forest Park, Ill. 60130

This guarantee is a promise to quality, material, workmanship and construction.

BUILDING INFORMATION

Materials and equipment used in a thoughtfully planned house

(pages 120-127)

Structure


Framing: Douglas fir post and beam construction, exposed doors and stained.

Exterior of house

Walls: Random width redwood boards applied vertically and treated with bleaching oil by Samuel Cabot, Inc.

Roof: Asphalt shingles by Bird & Son, Inc.

Windows: Casement, awning, and fixed panel windows with wood frames; steel sash by Hope's Windows, Inc.

Doors: Aluminum frame sliding glass doors by Aradia Metal Products. Flush wood entrance door custom designed.

Insulation: Batt's of glass fiber in walls and roof by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

Interior of house

Walls: White plaster by California Stucco Co. In bar, old weathered barn siding. In master bathroom, white tile in shower compartment.

Ceilings: White plaster by California Stucco Co. In dining room and kitchen, acoustical tile by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., with 1½-by-2½-inch pine batten strips applied decoratively.

Floors: In living room and study, random width oak flooring with dark walnut stain. In dining room and kitchen, quarry tile imported from Wales. On second floor, wall-to-wall carpet from James Lee & Sons Co. In bathrooms, washable carpet.

Lighting fixtures: Custom made from architect's design; equipped with dimmers.

Fireplace: Morin brick with single slab of Canadian granite for mantel.

Hardware: Brass by Yale & Towne, Inc.

Kitchen cabinets: Custom designed by architect; cherry wood frames with birch doors painted white.

Plumbing fixtures: Kitchen sink designed by architect as integral part of stainless-steel count.

BATHROOMS: dressing, and toilets by Case Manufacturing Corp. To be furnished by Kohler Co.

Mechanical equipment and appliances

Appliances: Two ovens and a free electric burner by Thermad Electrical Manufacturing Co. (Electric burners and a two shopping blocks are set in specially fabricated stainless-steel counter.) Refrigerator-freezer by Amana Refrigeration, Inc. Dishwasher, "KitchenAid" by Hobo Manufacturing Co. Food was disposed by National Disposer Ventilating exhaust fan by Traer Wind Division of Robbins & Myers, Inc. Laundry washer and dryer by Sears Roebuck and Co.

Heating system: Hot water heating system with fan coil blowers by Well-McLain Co. Circulating pumps by Bell & Gossett Co. The thermostat controls by Honeywell to adjust heat requirements automatically.

CONTRACTOR: H. Tobiason.
WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING continued from page 16

A GUIDE TO THE USE OF PLANT SCREENS. With the whole country alerted by Mrs. Johnson to the desperate need for landscape beautification programs, a new booklet, Living Screens for America, offers a timely layman's guide for screening unsightly outdoor areas, either public or private. A graphic map of the country, worked out by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in collaboration with a panel of nurserymen, illustrates four major hardness or climate zones, and four charts list twenty-five different planting materials appropriate to each geographical section. The booklet also includes pertinent information on proper planting methods, climate height, years needed to mature, general appearance, and maintenance. Available for 50c by writing to the publisher: American Association of Nurserymen, 835 Southern Building, Washington, D.C., 20005.

IMAGINATIVE PLAYGROUND STRUCTURES of plastics. Current research and experimentation with plastics promises children a new play environment equipped with safer structures of new and more imaginative shapes. And the designs, happily, reflect an appreciation of the fact that imaginative children often find an anonymous cardboard box more fun to play with than the toy that came in it. One instance was the playscape recently exhibited in New York, under the sponsorship of Pepsi-Cola and the National Recreation and Park Association. It consisted of a series of playscape structures adapted by Jerry Liberman from products actually designed for industrial use, and made of Fiberglas, Ethafoam, and other plastics. Among the designs: Fiberglas vaulting poles set in cement bases; chemical storage tanks turned into playgrounds, below left; jet-engine covers inverted into sandboxes, below right. The structures were in clear primary colors; the play areas were surfaced with AstroTurf, a plastic grass.

A second example of progressive thinking is the "playsphere," below center, of reconstructed plastic mounted on a concrete foundation, which was an award-winning design by V. Hubel in the Canada-Design '67 competition. Two perforated spheres, one inside the other, provide endless climbing for energetic youngsters.

A collection of individually distinctive pieces, designed and executed for the living and dining area but versatile enough to meet most decorating needs. The variety of woods and veneers used, the classic design and the wide choice of finishes makes this a truly unique ensemble.

COMING NEXT MONTH:

HOUSE & GARDEN'S OUP AND SALAD SUPPER COOK BOOK
BY IRIS BROOKS

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND, FEBRUARY 16
**BUILT-IN VACUUM CLEANER SYSTEMS**

A super-convenience that was once a luxury is now readily available at less prohibitive prices.

Although central vacuum cleaner systems have actually been around for forty years and more, only recently have new lightweight, easy-to-install materials and other cost-reducing developments made them feasible for most homeowners. Because they are relatively unfamiliar, you may still think central cleaner systems are enormously costly, or that you can have one installed only while a house is under construction. Both these notions are fallacies. For homeowners who are unfamiliar with the many advantages of a central vacuum system, H&G has compiled a basic primer.

**What does a central vacuum cleaner system consist of?**

The system is made up of four basic components: a suction power unit and sediment tank contained in a single housing; concealed plastic tubing to convey the dust; inlet valves in room walls; and a long flexible hose with the usual attachments for cleaning. The suction-unit-sediment tank is mounted on the wall of the basement or utility room. The fireproof plastic tubing, usually installed within the floors and partitions, runs from the central unit to the individual inlets strategically located throughout the house. The inlet plates measure about 3 by 5 inches and are equipped with caps to cover the openings when not in use. Since the flexible hose that snaps into these openings is 20 to 30 feet long, three inlets, carefully located, are usually adequate for an average two-story house.

**What are the advantages of a central system over a portable vacuum cleaner?**

Cleaning is far easier when you don't have to lug an electric motor, a pump, a bag of dirt, and an electric cord around the house and up and down stairs. With a central system, you carry only hose, wand, and attachments—no heavy equipment that might bump or damage furniture or baseboards. Since the power unit is well removed from the living areas of the house, there is no noise while you are cleaning; naps are not disturbed; you can hear the telephone ring. Furthermore, much greater suction power can be built into the large central unit. Equally important, all the dirt is carried away from the room you are cleaning. Portable vacuum cleaners inevitably redistribute a certain amount of dust through their exhausts, but a central system's exhaust is vented either out of doors or through a filtering system. And the sediment tank is large enough to require emptying only three or four times a year.

**What jobs can a central cleaning system do?**

A built-in system can do anything a tank, canister, or upright vacuum can do: clean carpets, bare floors, and upholstery; dust furniture; get down into crevices. In addition, some systems are equipped with a wet mop attachment with which you can scrub down walls, floors, windows, even pick up spills.

Vertical section of a two-story and basement house with vacuum system indicated in black. From power center in basement, plastic tubing climbs between wall studs and floor joists to three inlets—one on first floor, two on second.
How is a central system installed in a house under construction?

In a house with a basement, the tubing is run within the walls and between the floor beams along with the other utility lines. In the case of a house with a concrete slab foundation, the tubing is laid in place beside the other utility lines, before the concrete is poured, then carried through the walls to the inlets.

Can a cleaning system be installed in an older house?

With surprisingly little mess and trouble (usually less than a day's work), the tubing system can be run between studs without breaking down walls, much as a rewiring is done. Tubing can also be run across attics, inside closets, behind doors, through plumbing and laundry stack enclosures. If necessary—perhaps in a very old house—the tubing may be run outside the house under the eaves along the foundation line, beside downspouts or telephone standpipes.

How much does a built-in system cost?

You should be able to furnish your house with a built-in vacuum system with three or four inlets for $350 to $500 for components and installation. Naturally, this price will vary according to locality and make of equipment. There is said to be very little difference in the cost of installing a system in a house under construction and in one already built. Some manufacturers say that a really competent household could install his own system, but they do not recommend it to the average do-it-yourselfer. Running the system should add less than 50 cents a month to your electric bill.

Where can I order a central vacuum cleaner?

Check your appliance store, building-supply store, lumber company, department store, or the classified pages of your telephone book. Some building contractors sell vacuum systems—also some plumbing-heating-cooling contractors. Many people have first seen and ordered theirs at home-building shows.

If you would like additional information about built-in vacuum cleaner systems prepared by leading manufacturers, send your request to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10017.
HOW TO MAKE MACRAME

Macrame looks so complex, it is surprising how quickly a novice can get the hang of it. It would be smart, however, to do some practice fringe first, just to be sure you understand completely how the pattern goes and to get a feel for the right finger tension that will make all knots come out the same size. Once your fingers begin to fly, you will know precisely how shallow or deep you want your fringe to be, how long to cut the yarn, and how various colors look together. Remember that you can undo any mistakes and that you must always mount from left to right.

SUPPLIES YOU WILL NEED

- A firm pillow, preferably of foam rubber, or an upholstered chair seat— to serve as working base. Hold the pillow in your lap or prop it against a table, whichever seems most handy.
- Pins with round heads of glass or plastic. Use them to hold the macrame securely on the pillow as you tug and tie the yarn.
- Ruler and scissors.
- Wool yarn, cotton thread or cord. The easiest to use is tightly twisted well-rounded yarn that will not fray or fluff easily. How much you will need depends on many factors including the pattern, whether you're working with coarse or fine thread, and how tightly you knot. Only experimentation will tell you how many feet you can get from each skein.

HOW TO MOUNT YOUR STRANDS

1. Measure and cut a length of yarn to serve as your horizontal foundation, or knot-bearer. It should be as long as you want your edging to be, e.g., a 3-by-4-foot rug fringed all around would require a 14-foot knot-bearer. Knot the left end and anchor it on your work pillow with a pin or two. Stretch the yarn taut across the top of the pillow and pin it where it reaches the right edge. Wind the rest of the length of yarn into a ball or on a bobbins, or let it trail if it is short. If you discover later that you need more length, or if, for convenience's sake, you prefer to work in short takes, you can join one knot-bearer to another with firm knots which subsequent working threads will mask.

2. To estimate how long your vertical working threads should be, allow three or more times the length which you want the finished fringe to be and add a few more inches for the tassels. Also check estimates given in step 1 for specific patterns, right. Measure, cut, and fold ten to twenty looped double strands.

3. Starting at the left side, mount the first loop as follows: place loop under knot-bearer; pull loop forward, over it and down; slip index finger through loop and under strands of yarn (see illustration A); lift strands through the loop and draw them down tight. Repeat until you have attached at least five loops. Numbers in subsequent steps refer to individual working threads, e.g., #1 through #10 in a five-loop setup.

OPEN-MESH DESIGN WITH FLAT KNOTS

1. Figure out how deep you want your fringe to be. Cut the working threads according to the yarn you are using: if heavy rug yarn, about 6 times the finished depth; if Persian rug yarn, 4 times; if cotton thread, 3 times. Mount on knot-bearer.

2. Hold first four threads as if you were going to braid them. Lay working thread #1 loosely over #2 and #3 (see B) and #4 over #1. Next cross thread #4 under #3 and #2 and pull out through the loop created by #1 (see C). Holding strands #2 and #3 taut between third and ring fingers of right hand, pull #1 and #4.

3. Now reverse: lay #4 over #3 and #2 (see D) and #1 over #4. Then cross thread #1 under #2 and #3 (see E) and pull out through the loop created by #4. Pull tight.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the same working threads to establish two flat knots before you move to other strands.

5. Now proceed with working threads #5, #6, #7, #8. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4. Continue until you have one row of double flat knots the length of your working pillow.

6. At a distance about 1/2 inch below Row I, begin Row II following steps 2, 3, and 4, but this time working with strands #3, #4, #5, #6. (In following the directions, substitute #3 for #1. Do not knot the last 4 working threads in this row, since they will be tied in with the next segment of your fringe.)

7. Continue to add evenly spaced rows. Row III should start with threads #1, #2, #3, #4 as in step 2; Row IV, with #3, #4, #5, #6 as in step 6, etc.

8. When you have completed your bottom row of knots, leaving plenty of yarn for tassels, knot together #1 and #2 with #3 and #4, then #5 and #6 with #7 and #8, and so on. Trim thread ends to make your tassels even.

FERNS-LEAF DESIGN WITH DIAGONAL BARS OF DOUBLE KNOTS

1. For this pattern you will need more yarn than the lacy mesh requires. Cut working threads of heavy rug yarn 8 times the finished length; of Persian rug yarn, 5 times; of cotton thread, 4 times. Mount five loops on your knot-bearer.

2. Take thread #5 in your left hand, pull diagonally to left across #4, #3, #2, #1 and hold taut (see F). Thread #5 will then serve as a diagonal knot-bearer. With your right hand, tie #4 to #5 with a simple knot, then a second simple knot; let #4 drop.
tie #3, #2, and #1 in that order, to #5, being sure each
to tie the second knot (see G). #5 is now in position #1.

Take the thread that is now #5 and hold it taut in your left hand
and make a new diagonal knot-bearer. Repeat step 2, keeping these
II knots close to Row I.

Take what is now #5 and repeat step 2, keeping Row III knots
to Row II. You should now have a half chevron.

Now reverse: take #6 in your right hand, pull diagonally to
right across #7, #8, #9, #10 and hold taut. Thread #6 is
the diagonal knot-bearer. With your left hand, tie #7 to #6
simple knot, then a second simple knot; let #7 drop. Repeat
#8, #9, #10. Continue as in steps 3 and 4 until you have

leaving a space—about the width of two of the diagonal bars—
#5 and #6 (where the third bars of each group of verticals
) with a single knot (see H).

Mount more loops and continue these steps, remembering not to
look step 6.

Now you have completed your last set of knotted bars, leaving
a bit of yarn for tassels, knot together #1, #2, #3, then #4,
#6, #7 and so on, alternating groups of three threads with

FISHING TOUCHES
Macramé fringe will go smoothly around corners because the
ends remain loose on the foundation knot-bearer. Simply tighten
knot-bearer like a drawstring and arrange strands accordingly.
JOIN the edges of an encircling fringe, or to join segments, tack
lining parts together securely with matching thread.

You decide you want thicker or more tassels, you can cut addi-
tional short strands and knot these in among the others. You can
got fluffier looking tassels by combing and fraying them.
or use in sewing macramé to heavy fabric or a rug, ask a nos-
shop to recommend a needle suited to your project.

Further information on macramé patterns that can be adapted
eccentric purposes, write Pesch Art Studio, 28 Colonial Park-
Dumont, New Jersey, 07628, enclosing $1.10 for a postpaid
det on fifteen patterns used in making handbags, or 60c for a
20 cents to Department 12G for booklet.

UNION- NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK
Early spray prevents trouble

The early bird gets the word: get your Davey safe-spray application in now. Dormant spraying must be done before leaves unfold, to really protect your trees. The earlier you order, the earlier we'll get to your trees.

If you're late, and leaves appear—you can still get a Davey foliage spray against leaf-eating insects. At the same time, Davey can give your trees an economical quick-lift leaf feeding.

Want a fence-to-fence carpet of green lawn? Let Davey apply Davey-Green Lawn Food. Make your neighbors envy-green!

Feed your trees, too. A Davey deep-root feeding gets nourishment down to the roots where it is needed, and gets your trees off to a good start.

Davey does it all—economically, professionally. But do get your Davey order in early!

Call

DAVEY TREE SERVICE
or write

DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.
Kent 2, Ohio

The Oldest and Largest Tree Saving Service in the World

Use your fence as a landscape divider

Most livable landscapes, whether by happenstance or design, are divided sooner or later into areas of particular interest. If the landscape, or that part of it which is to be on anything like a planned basis, is thought of as an extension of indoor living, the use of fences as space dividers is appropriate. Not just any old fence will do, of course. Wholesale companies manufacture stock fence panels of sound construction and attractive appearance, the most effective uses of fences (all of those on these pages, for example) involving such as and designs as tailormade as the walls of the house they relate to (after all, except for the roof, a house is an integrated collection of fences). Some garden fences are likened to the fingers of a hand, with the house, of course, as the hand. As such, the flesh and bones must be not only identical, although the form and function may be different, important in varying degree, at different times.
Whether landscape dividers continue the structure and purpose of house walls into the open air or merely mark individual islands of special use somewhere out on the land, the fences will be the better to look at and probably more serviceable if they are structurally sound. This means, for example, that all supporting columns or piers will be set on proper foundations, suitable to the climate of the region and the nature of the underlying earth (nothing is worse than a sagging or lurching fence). It means that fences closely enclosing planted areas will make provision for ventilation, since good air circulation is among the essential requirements of successful plants. It means that all fences (or walls) will be strong enough for the purpose at hand—to support a python-like vine such as a wisteria, for instance, or to serve as a framework for a mature espalier.

For pure concealment, of course, you cannot beat a good fence. Garden work areas and service buildings can be glorified with a good fence just as a terrace can be. And a fence may be designed with the same kinds of fenestration as any similar structure—plain openings, louvers, translucent panels. Complete obstruction of the view is seldom necessary or desirable outdoors; to define or merely suggest a limit is often enough.
New CORNUS KOUKA CHENENSIS "Milky Way"

Wayside Gardens

Giant Flowering GLADS

10 Postpaid and Guaranteed

This collection is made up of famous varieties. You'll thrill to the tall, majestic spikes of huge flowers. Glads are America's favorite for cut or for cutting, make excellent bouquets, altar displays and centerpieces. Collection includes many different colors.

277 S. 6 Street, HAMBURG, IOWA 51640

FREE Spring Catalog

— 10 Glads 25c

INTER-STATE NURSERIES

15 Plain 14" inches across.

FRUIT TREES, RASPBERRY

Send Free Catalog

— 25 Evergreens $6.95

STATE

Famous Ferris EVERGREENS

No COD on specials...

Mail this coupon NOW for delivery postpaid at planting time.

FREE! 1967 Ferris Nursery Book

— 15 Evergreens ($1.00 Enc.)

Famous Ferris Evergreens, Shade Trees, Roses, Shrubs, Perennials, Fruit Trees, Berry Plants, Nasturtiums and More. Unique BARGAIN SPECIALS. Send 15 Evergreens ($1.00 Enc.) to receive your FREE copy of this 1967 catalog. (No California or Nevada residents please.)

Dear Sir:

I enclose $1.00 for 15 Evergreens, please send me a copy of your free catalog.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ______

F.A.R.L. FERRIS NURSERIES

540 Bridge St., Hampton, Iowa 50441

FREE! November 1967 Catalog

Our 58th Anniversary Catalog and Planting Guide. America's finest. More than 10,000 different nursery-quality plants, trees, roses, berries, strawberries, perennials, fruit trees, shrubs, annuals, grasses, ground covers. Send $1.00 postpaid for free catalog.

F.A.R.L. FERRIS NURSERIES

540 Bridge St., Hampton, Iowa 50441

THE GARDEN MART

Nothing could be more enjoyable to a home gardener than spending the long winter's evenings thumbing through a pile of garden catalogues. The discoveries you can make shopping...
SPREADING JAPANESE YEW 4 yr. transplants, 8" to 12"

FREE! TO HOME OWNERS KELLY BROS., NEW SPRING GARDEN GUIDE & CATALOG 375 Natural Color Pictures

FREE! FOR Your FREE Catalog Today

FRAGRANT

FRASER FIR

5 yr. transplants, 10" to 15"

10 FOR $7.50

WATERLILIES

No Garden is Complete Without a Water Lily Pool

The water lily pool is rightly called the "Gem of the Garden." Without its colorful beauty, exquisite fragrance and fascinating interest, no garden can achieve its fullest charm and beauty.

There may never again be a time when you can add a water garden at such a small cost. The new 1967 catalog of Three Springs Fisheries, largest growers of water lilies and goldfish in the world, contains every need for your water garden.

Our catalog describes and pictures in natural colors, hardy and oriental water lilies; all types of water plants and ornamental fishes; tells how to build a pool, plant a full garden, and gives cultural directions. FREE! Colorful New Catalog

Simply write in and a copy will be sent to you FREE. Our 50th Year.

BEGONIAS - the ideal summer-flowering bulb. With cheerful Belgian Begonias. These colorful flowers thrive wherever light is plentiful, soft, indirect. They bloom until frost, can be used in pots, beds or hanging baskets. Inspire and delight. Imported BELGIAN BEGONIAS - the ideal summer-flowering bulbs.

The book you'll treasure! Money-Saving Specials and Free Gifts for You!

SPRING GARDEN GUIDE & CATALOG with Special Offers. 1. Kelly Bros. 304 Burpee Blvd., Phila., Pa. 19132 • Clinton, La. 37372 • Reisterstown, Md. 21072

WESTERN MAINE FOREST NURSERY CO.

Dept. HG27-A, Fryeburg, Maine 04037

384 Burpee Blvd.

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., INC.
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Notes for February gardening

When once you get used to winter, the
intimation of spring seems an intrus

First weekend

Hoya, olé. The hoyas have as much to offer the indoor gardener as any other plant genus (exclusive of the mealybugs to which the hoyas also seem to offer much). For one thing, they summer well outdoors in temperate regions. Especially with the partial shade of a lath house, they grow just as thrifty as they do indoors, and without repotting. Also the wildly extensive stems of the hoyas (most of them) are hearty enough so that they may be readily disentangled from their supports without damage, and the plants easily moved from place to place. But their most spectacular attribute is their cupcake clusters of small, starlike florets. These are borne, largely at the plants' discretion, on short, rather bristle flower spurs that must not be broken when and if the stalks of the faying florets are removed.

Whether they are trained to trellises or upright supports, allowed to trail at will from suspended pots, festooned in bold swags, or Fastened horizontally across a window embrasure, the hoyas convey an impression of luster and substance. The amount of grace, as opposed to sheer luxuriance, will depend largely on the species chosen. In a large bay window, or a series of windows, or in a greenhouse, several kinds can be displayed effectively. Most easily available and most dependable species is Hoya carnosa (commonly known as wax-plant). There are at least two variants: one with oval-pointed solid green leaves, the other with variegated leaves. The flower wheels are pinkish white with a red crown. One of the most charming (and least rampant) is H. bella, with small deep green leaves on slender stems and florets that are wax-white with purple centers. The whole plant—

leaf, branch, and flowers most engaging of all the hoya australis has a rounded leaf, most, H. macrophylla a leaf, H. lastifolia a broad more prominently veined leaf of many of them (most florists than specialists, will offer one or two) is worthy of a window, a summer trellis. Culturally rich pot soil, plenty of water during the period of most growth, then dryer treatment few weeks after flowering to keep the mealybugs from foothold.

Second weekend

Seedling syndrome. The problem of raising plant seed is what to do with the seedling transplants. Sprouts are established plants are presumably goal. But transplanted seedlings are simply something to cope with space to—in short, (like young teen-agers), year we suggest a different approach. This year's seedling your seedlings (as well as you can bear to save) in clay pots, place the pots in most peat moss or vermiculite and enclose the flat in a apparatus for raising plants (like young teen-agers' gardens) are simply something to cope with space. Please put up with improvised measures for a few weeks after flowerings is this easy. Windalone make it harder. But can put up with improvised near the window for a few weeks—when the choice things that need early start can be accommodated with little disruption and a no maintenance. Among the idea is to benefit from an early start, of course, count Vinc (Madagascar periwinkle), begonias, petunias in new or specially choice varieties, violas in any case, since the transplant stage is the bottleneck, don't...
The magic World of Roses (Hearthside, $6.95) is a friendly mixture of commercial information, literature, horticultural commonplace, and pictorial practicality. It is a hard book to categorize, since it seems to be many books in one. Maybe that is a good thing. For if a rose is everybody’s flower, maybe this should be everybody’s rose book. The author has steeped himself in the rose world for years, and he does it as a rose blossom sheds itself to reading a book in a comfortable chair.

Fourth weekend

Undormant gardener. The first sign of the gardener’s spring awakening is properly the application of preventive sprays to dormant plants, especially fruit trees, but also such related species as cotoneaster, the hawthorn, firethorn, and flowering quince. While, with exact timing, you can kill most of the scale insects later in the season with such insecticides as malathion, there is no real substitute for the precautionary spraying of plants before the season starts. The whole idea of dormant sprays, of course, is that they can be applied to some kinds of foliage plants, notably the evergreens. In dormant spraying really necessary? For the dedicated gardener, yes. But pick a day in late winter when the temperature will be above 40 degrees for at least a day (how often have you heard that admonition?) lest the plant be damaged by the frozen spray residue. Use the good old-fashioned tank sprayer. This is no time for hoses. And of course do a thorough job, since as exercise, dormant spraying cannot hold a candle to reading a book in a comfortable chair.

H&G Color Chips

The 36 colors selected by H&G’s editors to be top home fashion news for 1967. Each Chip, 3" x 6" in size, is big enough to see how the color you select will really look. Each comes in three finishes: glossy, semi-gloss and matte... in a wallet-type container to carry with you when you shop. Also available: 36 miniature Chips, 2" x 1" in size, on a handy key chain.

The Pocket Directory

Lists approximately 400 manufacturers alphabetically under 24 product categories of home furnishings that match H&G Colors for 1967, making it a simple matter to track down products you like in H&G Colors. As an extra bonus—includes a variety of suggestions for warm and cool color schemes using H&G Colors. Use the order form below to send for your H&G COLOR KIT.

Support

THE MARCH OF DIMES

JANUARY, 1967

L.00

Enclosed is my $ check $ money order for: 

LARGE COLOR CHIPS and POCKET DIRECTORY--$5.00 complete.

MINIATURE COLOR CHIPS and POCKET DIRECTORY--$1.50 complete.

Name

[please print or type]

Address

[please print or type]

City

State

Zip Code
classic among classics!

In the brilliant collection of Pennsylvania House Colonial Classics for living room, dining room and bedroom, this lovely writing desk and its companion chair in solid cherry are especially beloved gems. Pennsylvania House furniture is available in both solid cherry and maple, in your choice of stunning wood finishes or striking accent colors. It's a wonderful feeling to own the finest! Send 50¢ in coin for our colorfully illustrated brochures of Early American furniture.

Pennsylvania House
DEPT. HG-27, GENERAL INTERIORS, LEWISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Tru-Site puts new life into your framed photographs, paintings, and important papers—let's see the picture and not the glare! Ask for Tru-Site the next time you visit your local framers, you'll be delighted with the results!

The non-glare glass you have to touch to know it's there!

Tru-Site puts new life into your framed photographs, paintings, and important papers—let's see the picture and not the glare! Ask for Tru-Site the next time you visit your local framers, you'll be delighted with the results!

Gardening

1. Planning your garden is half the fun when you can see the handsome offerings illustrated in the 1967 catalogue from Krider's Nurseries. It pictures shrubs and trees; includes choice varieties of the flower families.

2. The care of your plants as well as proper planting tips are featured in the 38-page catalogue from Pikes Peak Nurseries. A wide assortment of evergreens, shade trees, fruit trees, nut trees, shrubs, hedges, vines, and groundcovers are listed.

3. Choice tree selections are illustrated in the 1967 nursery catalogue from Musser Forests, Inc. Includes evergreens, hardwoods, fruit, shade trees, ornamentals and shrubs, rhododendron and azalea, hedges, vines. Also features planting guides.

4. Parade of modern roses that promise blooms from spring until freezing weather is yours to review in the new 1967 catalogue from Jackson & Perkins, specialists in roses.

5. The 1967 spring flower catalogue from George W. Park Seed Co., has over 3,000 varieties of flowers, including many rare, unusual, and new blooms, such as Tiger Marigold and Impatiens A-Go-Go.

6. A free planting guide is sent with every nursery stock and bulb order from the 84-page catalogue by Inter-State Nurseries. It features full-color photographs of a wide selection of flowers and a comprehensive assortment of nursery stock.

7. Selections for spring planting, shown in a colorful newspaper format from Michigan Bulbs Co., range from flowering shrubs, bushes, and vines that bloom yearly without re-planting, to fruits and vegetables for the backyard gardener.

8. Colorful ground cover plants are pictured in a folder from George C. Brown Nursery. It has full color pictures of this plant that blooms six months of the year without maintenance.

9. Perennials and bulbs are listed in the 38-page catalogue from Wesley Nurseries, including a wide assortment of evergreens, shade trees, fruit trees, nut trees, shrubs, hedges, vines, and groundcovers.

10. Forty pages of catalogues are presented in a catalogue from Joel Cactus Gardens. Over 200 different cactus plants are pictured in full color, ranging from towering cacti to the ground-covering species.

Building & Remodeling

11. How to build a closet made of cedar is detailed in a colorful folder from George C. Brown & Sons. It lists the advantages of using red cedar building material for closets.

12. Portable and built-in dishwashers are pictured in full color in a folder from Kitchen-Aid. Features include extra features that are thoroughly discussed for nine models; additional oven features are also shown.

13. See what doors can be in your home in a 12-page brochure from Ponderosa Pine, featuring ideas for using doors for room dividers, fire walls, more storage space, wainscoting, even headboards. Types of doors are discussed, 25c.

14. Designs of 27 homes available through leading custom builders are featured in full color in a special booklet.
**DECORATED FIXTURES**

A full-color folder from Mr. Co., part of their line of plumbing fixtures without "sides," is also shown, along with floor plans, descriptions of topography, costs, and maps are all included.

**DECORATING**

**DECORATE A BEDROOM**

Follow the tips in a 65-page booklet from Nettle Creek. It gives hints on coordinating fabric schemes, furniture, and room settings, color chart, per section on windows. $7.

**DECORATOR HANDBOOK**

In Oran has 16 different ideas on interior decorating available for your home to create an attractive living space. Template furniture pieces and graphs are included.

**WINDOW DECORATING**

From Gruber Drapery comes a colorful brochure of 48 pages, four sections covering window decor, problem window jobs for rods, and 48 pages of draperies, 30c.

**TRAVEL**

**OMANTIC RIVER TRIPS**

A brochure "Delta Queen" is described in a colorful brochure from Line Steamer. Itineraries outline 7-, 10-, 14-, 15-, and 21-day cruises on the Ohio, Cumberland, Tennessee, and Mississippi Rivers.

**20. OWN A VACATION VILLA—**

Or permanent home—on what has been called "the loveliest tropic isle in the world," as described in a full-color packet of folders from Gibraltor Estate of Jamaica. House plans, descriptions of topography, costs, and maps are all included.

**RECIPE**

**21. BASIC AND GOURMET WAYS**

To prepare South African Rock Lobster Tail are both covered in a booklet containing 18 recipes plus a timetable.

**22. THREE PRIZE RECIPES**

For drinks made of Bombay Gin are given in a folder from Caribou Importers that describes the safari to England by an American press corps to do the judging.

(Above booklet can be mailed only to states where permitted.)

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**23. INTERIOR DECORATING**

Can be learned via a correspondence course described in a 23-page booklet from LaSalle Extension University. An outline is given of the complete course, and study aids, including a projector and color slides, are discussed.

**24. HOW TO CHOOSE FAMILY MEMORIALS**

Is the subject of a booklet from Rock of Ages that explains what to look for and how to make a wise purchase. Two companion folders discuss private mausoleums.

---

**ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS—**

February, 1967

Please list the number of each booklet you want, and enclose the money order or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. A charge of 25¢ for postage and handling is authorized on each coupon. Stamps not acceptable. Allow four weeks for delivery.

**MAIL TO:**

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #2
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, New York 10017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I enclose:

$____ for postage and handling of my request for booklets
$____ for booklets circled requiring payment
$____ is my total remittance

Offer expires 4/15/67

---

**CRYSTAL BALL LAMP:**

Bright present, bright future. Tyndale design with 10 inch mercury glass globe, antique black base, white accordion shade. 26 inches tall. About $95. At stores with bright ideas. For nearest write Wilmar Co., Inc., 230 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001.

**PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN THE WEST**

The lamps that show you off in the best possible light.
extract from the fruit of the algarrobo tree.

Machu Picchu

The train from Cuzco to Machu Picchu leaves early, at seven in the morning, and it is advisable to dress in several layers of sweaters to keep out the chill of the mountain air. The ride takes three hours and is worth every minute. First the tiny train descends in a series of jerky switchbacks and then forges through a rapidly changing landscape, hillsides fringed with eucalyptus trees, peaceful pastoral farmland, rocky gorges and a rushing brown river, steep, terraced slopes with here and there traces of an Inca mountain highway, or a watchtower. The end of the line is the Putucusi Bridge where passengers transfer to a bus that climbs the corkscrew road to the summit of Machu Picchu. Here the air is invigoratingly fresh and clear, for Machu Picchu is a mere 8,000 feet and it is possible to walk, climb, or even run without effort. I was also relieved to find that the sole concessions to tourism are guides and a small hotel; there are no souvenir stands. The hotel is at a discreet distance from the ruins. I walked along a path, through an opening in a wall and suddenly, stretching before me, was the lost and legendary city, cradled in a saddle of land between the two mountains of Machu Picchu (Old Peak) and Huayna Picchu (Young Peak), the remains of its stone buildings ranged along the slope, its terraces falling away to the sparkling river 2,000 feet below the snow-capped Andes ever protectively around. My first, overwhelming impression was of beauty and peace. My second, of pride at finding myself not gray and dusty citadel, but a vast green bowl where flowers and wild strawberries grew in the grass and the song of birds echoed in the pure, still air.

Guidebooks can tell you that is known of Machu Picchu that it was begun in the thirteenth century, abandoned and later mysteriously finished (as the difference between the first and final work clearly shows) in the fourteenth century to provide a refuge for women and children from invading Spaniards. They analyze details of the construction and organization, identify buildings and temples, streets and stairways. But words, printed or spoken, can never convey the wonder and majesty of Machu Picchu. That must be experienced, siting and gazing, feeling the fullness of that enduring, humbling monument to a great culture survived untouched, and hoping that it will always be preserved as it is now, a sanctuary of solitude under the roof of heaven.

For additional information, write to the Tourist Office of Peru, Consulate General, Rm. 229, 12 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y., 10020.
Exclusive Admiral Tilt-Out Control Center has new automatic Power Tuning!

Big rectangular Admiral Color TV offers finest color realism!

**It's the biggest Color TV picture you can get—in any set, anywhere!**

And this new Admiral Color TV is easiest to tune. Touch one tuning bar: the set turns on or off. Touch the other bar: channels change. All automatically.

That’s how easy it is to tune new Admiral Color TV with new Power Tuning. And inside the exclusive Admiral Tilt-Out Control Center (pat. pend.), all fine tuning knobs are in one handy place. Tilt out to fine-tune standing up. Tilt in for the beauty look, no knobs show!

Admiral builds in reliability! Precision-engineering, new 26,000-volt chassis and strict quality control make Admiral the most dependable Color TV ever.

So look at other Color TV. Then see your Admiral Dealer. Compare new Admiral Color TV for picture quality, ease of tuning, reliability, fine cabinetry. Nobody builds quality Color TV quite like Admiral!

**New Admiral Color Sonar remote control** lets you turn Admiral Color TV on and off, adjust volume, change channels... even gives infinite control of color intensity and tint... all from your easy chair!

And more accurately than at the set itself!
When does the Samsonite "Round Table" turn into a wickedly intimate dinner?

When Stanley clears off the games and gets the kids to bed.

And night. Samsonite designed it so you won't need extra furniture.

The Round Table takes the rough and tumble of day-to-day use but rồi
easily to all those special occasions. The table is styled in Deepwood vi
(Other colors listed below.) The comfortably cushioned Flaire chairs are
upholstered in luxurious Levant Black vinyl. Graceful, durable, they com
plement the Round Table's contemporary look. Never be worried about
damage. Table and chairs have strong welded tubular steel
frames, finished in chip-resistant baked enamel. Safety locks
and hinges prevent pinched fingers. Samsonite Round Table
and Flaire chairs are a smart buy for any home.

Table also available in Antique Tan, White and Green vinyl. Chairs also available in Pillage
Green, Bark Brown and Floral. White fabrics and Antique Tan, White and Green vinyls.

Round Table $18.95
Flaire Chairs $12.95

Samsonite Furniture
Too beautiful to fold away.
Samsonite Corporation, Denver, Colo. 80217. Also makers of Samsonite Luggage.